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Preface
This manual lists the messages generated by Hitachi Automation Director.
Each message includes a description and recommended actions for error
conditions.
□ Intended audience
□ Product version
□ Release notes
□ Referenced documents and additional resources
□ Document conventions
□ Conventions for storage capacity values
□ Accessing product documentation
□ Getting help
□ Comments
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Intended audience
This document provides instructions for server administrators.

Product version
This document revision applies to Hitachi Automation Director version 8.1.4
or later.

Release notes
Read the release notes before installing and using this product. They may
contain requirements or restrictions that are not fully described in this
document or updates or corrections to this document.

Referenced documents and additional resources
The following referenced documents can be found on the applicable
documentation media:
• Hitachi Command Suite Automation Director User Guide, MK-92HC205
• Hitachi Command Suite Automation Director Installation and Configuration
Guide, MK-92HC204
• Hitachi Command Suite Automation Director Service Builder User Guide,
MK-92HC222
• Hitachi Command Suite Automation Director API Reference Guide,
MK-92HC217
• Hitachi Command Suite Automation Director Release Notes, MK-92HC206
• Hitachi Command Suite Messages, MK-90HC178

Document conventions
This document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention

Description

Bold

Indicates text on a window, other than the window title, including menus,
menu options, buttons, fields, and labels. Example: Click OK.

Italic

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided by the
user or system. Example: copy source-file target-file
Note: Angled brackets (< >) are also used to indicate variables.

Monospace

8

Indicates text that is displayed on screen or entered by the user. Example:
pairdisplay -g oradb
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Convention

Description

< > angled brackets Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided by the
user or system. Example: pairdisplay -g <group>
Note: Italic font is also used to indicate variables.
[ ] square brackets

Indicates optional values. Example: [ a | b ] indicates that you can choose a,
b, or nothing.

{ } braces

Indicates required or expected values. Example: { a | b } indicates that you
must choose either a or b.

| vertical bar

Indicates that you have a choice between two or more options or arguments.
Examples:
[ a | b ] indicates that you can choose a, b, or nothing.
{ a | b } indicates that you must choose either a or b.

This document uses the following icons to draw attention to information:
Icon

Label

Description

Note

Calls attention to important or additional information.

Tip

Provides helpful information, guidelines, or suggestions for performing
tasks more effectively.

Caution

Warns the user of adverse conditions or consequences (for example,
disruptive operations).

WARNING

Warns the user of severe conditions or consequences (for example,
destructive operations).

Conventions for storage capacity values
Physical storage capacity values (for example, disk drive capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
Value

Physical capacity unit
1 kilobyte (KB)

1,000 (10 3) bytes

1 megabyte (MB)

1,000 KB or 1,0002 bytes

1 gigabyte (GB)

1,000 MB or 1,0003 bytes

1 terabyte (TB)

1,000 GB or 1,0004 bytes

1 petabyte (PB)

1,000 TB or 1,0005 bytes

1 exabyte (EB)

1,000 PB or 1,0006 bytes

Logical storage capacity values (for example, logical device capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
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Logical capacity unit

Value

1 block

512 bytes

1 KB

1,024 (210) bytes

1 MB

1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes

1 GB

1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes

1 TB

1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes

1 PB

1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes

1 EB

1,024 PB or 1,0246 bytes

Accessing product documentation
Product user documentation is available on the Hitachi Data Systems Portal:
https://portal.hds.com. Check this site for the most current documentation,
including important updates that may have been made after the release of
the product.

Getting help
Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal is the destination for technical support
of your current or previously-sold storage systems, midrange and enterprise
servers, and combined solution offerings. The Hitachi Data Systems customer
support staff is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. If you need
technical support, log on to the Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal for
contact information: https://portal.hds.com.
Hitachi Data Systems Community is a new global online community for HDS
customers, partners, independent software vendors, employees, and
prospects. It is an open discussion among these groups about the HDS
portfolio of products and services. It is the destination to get answers,
discover insights, and make connections. The HDS Community complements
our existing Support Portal and support services by providing an area where
you can get answers to non-critical issues and questions. Join the
conversation today! Go to community.hds.com, register, and complete your
profile.

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document to doc.comments@hds.com.
Include the document title and number, including the revision level (for
example, -07), and refer to specific sections and paragraphs whenever
possible. All comments become the property of Hitachi Data Systems
Corporation.
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Thank you!
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1
Messages overview
Automation Director generates messages for various events including
installation, ongoing tasks, and system errors. You can use the information
provided in the message to obtain system status or to troubleshoot system
issues.
For more information about messages without the KNAE or KAIA prefix, see
the Hitachi Command Suite Messages.
□ Message syntax
□ Format and types of message IDs

Messages overview
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Message syntax
Automation Director generates messages that are displayed in the
management client user interface and recorded in the product log files. A
message consists of a message ID and message text.
Some components also output a date, time, and program name.

Format and types of message IDs
Message IDs use the following format: PREFIXnnnnn-Z
PREFIX
Indicates the component that generates the message, in this case
Hitachi Automation Director.
nnnnn
The message sequence number.
Z
Indicates the message type. Some messages do not include a message
type. Message types and meanings are:
• I: Information. Notifies the user of information.
• Q: Question. Prompts the user to respond.
• W: Warning. Notifies the user that processing will continue but with
certain restrictions.
• E: Error. Notifies the user that processing cannot continue due to an
error.
The following lists and describes message ID types.
Description

Message ID

14

KNAE00000-KNAE01899

Messages related to user operation.

KNAE02000-KNAE02199

Messages related to audit log.

KNAE03000-KNAE03599

Messages related to user operation.

KNAE04000-KNAE04599

Messages related to product installation

KNAE05000-KNAE06899

Messages related to user operation.

KNAE08000-KNAE08999

Messages related to task execution.

KNAE09000-KNAE23099

Messages related to user operation.

KAIA00000-KAIA01999

Messages related to task execution.

Messages overview
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When applicable, recommended actions are provided along with the error
message description. If an error entry indicates an action of Contact the
Support Center, collect the relevant maintenance information before calling
by referring to the Hitachi Automation Director user documentation.
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2
Message IDs from KNAE00000KNAE01899
These messages provide information related to Hitachi Automation Director
user operations.
□ KNAE00001-KNAE00099
□ KNAE00100-KNAE00199
□ KNAE00200-KNAE00299
□ KNAE00300-KNAE00399
□ KNAE00400-KNAE00499
□ KNAE00500-KNAE00599
□ KNAE00600-KNAE00699
□ KNAE00700-KNAE00799
□ KNAE00900-KNAE00999
□ KNAE01000-KNAE01099
□ KNAE01100-KNAE01199
□ KNAE01200-KNAE01299
□ KNAE01300-KNAE01399
□ KNAE01500-KNAE01599

Message IDs from KNAE00000-KNAE01899
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□ KNAE01600-KNAE01699
□ KNAE01700-KNAE01799
□ KNAE01800-KNAE01899

18
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KNAE00001-KNAE00099
Message ID
KNAE00001-E

Message Text
Login failed.

Description
Cause
You did not enter a correct user
ID and password.
Action
Enter a valid user ID and
password.

KNAE00002-E

Login failed.

Cause
You did not enter a correct user
ID.
Action
Enter a valid user ID.

KNAE00003-E

Login failed.

Cause
You did not enter a password.
Action
Enter a password.

KNAE00004-E

Login failed.

Cause
Possible causes are:
• User authentication failed.
• The user does not have the
required permission to
access the specified service
group.
• Failed to connect to the
authentication server.
Action
Check the following:
• Make sure that the user ID
and password are correct.
• Make sure that the
permissions to access the
service group are set
correctly.
• Make sure that the
authentication server is
running.

KNAE00005-E

Register a license key.

Cause
Action
-

Message IDs from KNAE00000-KNAE01899
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Message ID
KNAE00006-E

Message Text
Cannot register a license key.

Description
Cause
The specified license key is
invalid or already registered.
Action
Register a valid license key.

KNAE00007-E

The license key file does not
contain a valid key.

Cause
The license key file might be for
another product.
Action
Specify a valid license key file.

KNAE00008-Q

Do you want to quit the
application?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00009-Q

Are you sure you want to log
out?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00010-E

Your session is invalid.

Cause
You have already logged out.
Action
Log in again.

KNAE00011-E

Cannot authenticate user.

Cause
Cannot authenticate user or
cannot connect with the
authentication server.
Action
Check the following:
• Verify that the user ID and
password are correct.
• Verify that the
authentication server is
running and accessible.

KNAE00012-E

Cannot connect to an external
authentication server has timed
out

Cause
The connection to an external
authentication server has timed
out.
Action

20
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Message ID

Message Text

Description
Make sure that the external
authentication server is running
and accessible.

KNAE00014-E

Your license key is invalid

Cause
Action
Register a valid license.

KNAE00015-E

Cannot display the specified
window.

Cause
Possible causes are:
• The specified service was
deleted or the task has
already been archived.
• If a response entry window
cannot be displayed, a
response might have
already been received or the
task might have timed out
while waiting for input.
Action
Verify the following, and then
try the operation again:
• Verify that the specified
service exists.
• Verify that the task has not
been archived.
• Verify the most recent
status of the task.

KNAE00016-E

Login failed.

Cause
The trial period has expired.
You have exceeded the trial
period of the product.
Action
-

KNAE00017-I

Enter a valid license key.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00018-E

The server failed to start.

Cause
Action
Stop and restart the product
services, and then refresh the
Login window. Try the
operation again. If the problem

Message IDs from KNAE00000-KNAE01899
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Message ID

Message Text

Description
persists, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and contact your system
administrator.

KNAE00019-I

The server is starting.

Cause
Action
Wait a few minutes.

KNAE00021-E

Cannot access the specified
URL.

Cause
Possible causes are:
• A URL query parameter
contains a surrogate pair
character, or a control
character.
• A URL query parameter key
contains an invalid
character.
• The length of a URL query
parameter exceeds 1,024
characters.
Action
Make sure that the URL query
parameters are valid, and then
try again.

KNAE00050-Q

KNAE00051-Q

Are you sure you want to log
out? Changes to the service
template that you are currently
editing will be lost. If necessary,
save the service template
before logging out.

Cause

Are you sure you want to log
out? Logging out will stop
debugging the task.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE00052-Q

Do you want to quit the
application? Changes to the
service template that you are
currently editing will be lost. If
necessary, save the service
template before quit the
application.

KNAE00053-E

22

Cause
Action
-

The specified resource does not Cause
exist or you do not have access.
After reviewing the content of
the following, please re-run.
Action
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Message ID

Message Text
•
•

The presence or absence of
resources.
Access rights to the
resource.

Description
-

KNAE00100-KNAE00199
Message ID
KNAE00109-I

Message Text
The service has been added.
You can now configure the
service.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE00111-Q

KNAE00115-E

A required property value was
omitted. This will prevent the
service from executing. Do you
want to exit without registering
the service?

Cause

The service cannot be added.

Cause

Action
-

The service template has not
been imported.
Action
Import the service template
and try again.
KNAE00116-E

The specified service operation
failed.

Cause
The specified service might
have been deleted from the list
of services.
Action
Make sure that the specified
service exists.

KNAE00117-E

Cannot add the specified
service.

Cause
The number of services
<Maximum number of
services> added exceeds the
number allowed.
Action
Delete unnecessary services
and try again.

KNAE00122-E

Cannot delete the service.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description
A task generated from the
specified service <Name of
service for deletion> exists.
Action
Archive all the tasks, and then
delete the service.

KNAE00123-I

The service was deleted.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00124-E

The service template
information cannot be
displayed.

Cause
Cannot acquire service
template information.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect the necessary data, and
then contact the system
administrator.

KNAE00125-E

Cannot add a service.

Cause
The specified service name is
already in use. Service name:
<Specified service name>.
Action
Use another service name.

KNAE00126-I

The service was registered.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00128-E

Cannot access the specified
service template.

Cause
The specified service template
might have been deleted from
the list of service templates.
Action
Open the screen again and look
for the specified service
template.

KNAE00129-Q

24

The value of the service share
property <Service share
property name> was changed.
If you change the value of the
service share property, the new
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Cause
Action
-

Message ID

Message Text

Description

value applies to every service
that uses that property. Are you
sure you want to continue?
KNAE00130-I

The preset property value was
applied.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00131-E

The preset property could not
be applied. Preset name:
<Preset name>.

Cause
The specified service or preset
property definition file might
have been deleted.
Action
Cancel the operation and make
sure that the specified service
or property definition file exists,
and then retry the operation.

KNAE00132-E

The preset property could not
be applied (preset name:
<Preset name>).

Cause
The preset property definition
file is invalid.
Action
Contact the system
administrator and make sure
that the preset property
definition file is valid.

KNAE00133-E

Cannot apply the URL query
parameter. Query parameter:
<Query parameter>. The
service defaults were applied to
all values.

Cause
Possible causes are:
• A value is not specified.
• The number of characters
exceeds the maximum.
• The input value contains a
control character.
• An invalid value is specified.
• An invalid property key is
specified.
Action
Verify that the URL query
parameters are valid, and then
try again.

KNAE00134-Q

Do you want to enable this
service?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00135-E

Could not enable service.

Message IDs from KNAE00000-KNAE01899
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Message ID

Message Text

Description
Action
-

KNAE00136-I

Service enabled.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00137-Q

Do you want to place this
service in Maintenance status?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00138-E

Unable to place service in
Maintenance status.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00139-I

Service placed in Maintenance
status.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00140-Q

Do you want to place this
service in Release status?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00141-E

Unable to place service in
Release status.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00142-I

Service placed in Released
status.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00143-Q

Do you want to rerun this
service from the failed step?

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message Text

Description
-

KNAE00144-E

Unable to rerun this service
from the failed step.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00145-I

Rerunning service is successful
(Error).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00146-Q

Do you want to rerun this
service from the start?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00147-E

Unable to rerun this service
from the start.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00148-I

Rerunning service.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00149-I

Tags and tag groups updated.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00150-Q

Do you want to delete this tag?
The tag is in the act of
selecting.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00151-I

Service tags updated.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00152-E

Unable to update service tags.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description
Action
-

KNAE00153-Q

Do you want to disable this
service?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00154-E

Unable to disable the service.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00155-I

Service disabled.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00156-E

Failed to update tags. Because
of other user's updates.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00157-Q

Are you sure to submit service?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00200-KNAE00299
Message ID
KNAE00201-I

Message text
The Task was archived (<Auto
or Manual>).

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE00203-I

The Task was stopped.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE00204-I

Task scheduling was suspended. Cause
Action
-

KNAE00205-I

Task scheduling was resumed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00206-E

Cannot enter a response for the
task.

Cause
The specified task is not in
Waiting for Response status.
A response might already have
been received, or the task
might have timed out while
waiting for input.
Action
Check the most recent status of
the task.

KNAE00207-I

A response was received.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00208-Q

Are you sure you want to end
the operation without
responding to the task?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00210-E

Cannot stop task execution.

Cause
The task is not In Progress or
Waiting for Input, or In
Progress With Error status.
Action
Make sure that the task is In
Progress or Long Running or
Waiting for Response or
Abnormal Detection status
and then retry the operation.

KNAE00211-E

Cannot resume the task
schedule.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
The status of the task is not
Waiting.
Action
Make sure that the task is in
Waiting status and then retry
the operation.

KNAE00212-E

Cannot resume the task
schedule.

Cause
The status of the task is not
Suspended.
Action
Make sure that the task is in
Suspended status and then
retry the operation.

KNAE00214-E

Cannot cancel the task
schedule.

Cause
The task is not in Waiting or
Suspended status.
Action
Make sure that the task is in
Waiting or Suspended status
and then retry the operation.

KNAE00215-I

Task scheduling was canceled.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00216-E

Task log acquisition failed.

Cause
Possible causes are:
1. The specified task log
storage location does not
exist or cannot be
accessed.
2. There is not enough disk
capacity at the specified
task log storage location.
3. The task log does not
exist or cannot be
accessed.
Action
Address the cause of the
problem, and then retry the
operation. If the problem
persists, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact a
system administrator.

30
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Message ID
KNAE00217-E

Message text
Cannot complete the task
operation.

Description
Cause
The task has already been
archived.
Action
Select a node in the service
category tree and refresh the
screen.

KNAE00218-E

Cannot execute any more
services.

Cause
The maximum number of tasks
<Maximum number of tasks>
has reached.
Action
Archive unnecessary tasks, and
then try again.

KNAE00219-E

The retry from the failed step
has failed.

Cause
The task status is not Failed.
Action
Verify the task status.

KNAE00220-E

The retry from the step after
the failed step has failed.

Cause
The task status is not Failed.
Action
Verify the task status.

KNAE00221-E

Cannot stop the task.

Cause
The task status is not any of
the following:
• In Progress
• Long Running
• Waiting For
Input
• In Progress With Error
•
In Progress Terminating
Action
Wait until the tasks completes,
then try the operation again.

KNAE00223-Q

Cause
Are you sure you want to retry
the selected task from the failed
step?
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE00224-Q

Message text
Are you sure you want to retry
the selected task from step
after the failed step?

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE00225-I

The task was forcibly stopped.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00226-I

The task was retried from the
failed step.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00227-I

The task was retried from the
step after the failed step.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00228-E

Cannot delete the task.

Cause
The task is still in progress.
Action
Wait until the tasks completes,
then try the operation again.

KNAE00229-W

The task cannot be displayed,
because it is a restored task.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00230-E

The retry from the failed step
has failed.

Cause
The task cannot be retried,
because it is a restored task.
Action
Execute the service to try
again.

KNAE00231-E

The retry from the step after
the failed step failed.

Cause
The task cannot be retried,
because it is a restored task.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Execute the service to try
again.

KNAE00281-I

The task history was deleted
(<Auto or Manual>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00300-KNAE00399
Message ID
KNAE00301-I

Message text
The user group was deleted.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE00306-I

The specified user group has
been assigned (user ID: <User
ID assigned the user group>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00307-I

The resource group was
deleted.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00308-E

The specified service group
name already exists. Service
group name: <Specified service
group name>.

Cause
Action
Use another service group
name.

KNAE00310-I

The connection destination was
deleted.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00315-I

The service share property was
registered.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE00316-E

Message text
Cannot delete the user group.
User group name: <User group
name>.

Description
Cause
The user group is associated
with service groups from
another product.
Action
Check the service groups
assigned to the user group.

KNAE00317-E

Cannot obtain the user group
information.

Cause
An error occurred while
performing user management
operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect the necessary data, and
then display the screen again.
If the same error occurs,
contact your system
administrator.

KNAE00318-E

The specified user group was
not found.

Cause
The specified user group might
have been deleted from the
user group list.
Action
Select the User Groups tab,
refresh the User Groups pane,
and then retry the operation.

KNAE00319-E

Cannot delete the user group.
User group name: <User group
name>.

Cause
An error occurred while
performing user management
operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect the necessary data, and
then retry the operation. If the
same error occurs, contact your
system administrator.

KNAE00320-E

A user group with the same
name already exists. User
group name: <User group
name>.

Cause
Action
Use another user group name.

KNAE00321-E
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Cannot create a user group.
User group name: <User group
name>.
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Cause

Message ID

Message text

Description
An error occurred while
performing user management
operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect the necessary data and
then retry the operation. If the
same error occurs, contact your
system administrator.
Maintenance information:
<maintenance information>.

KNAE00322-E

Cannot assign the user to the
user group. User group name:
<User group name>.

Cause
An error occurred while
performing user management
operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data. Then, open the
Edit User Group dialog box
and try assigning the user to
the user group again. If the
same error occurs, use the data
collection tool to collect the
necessary data, and then
contact your system
administrator. (Maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information>).

KNAE00323-E

Cannot assign the service group
and role to the user group User
group name: <User group
name>.

Cause
An error occurred while
performing user management
operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data and then retry the
operation. If the same error
occurs, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact a
system administrator
(Maintenance information:
<Maintenance information>).

KNAE00324-E

Cannot assign the service group
and role to the user group. User
group name: <User group
name>.

Cause
The specified user group or
service group might have been
deleted.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Cancel the operation and make
sure the user group and service
group exist and then retry the
operation.

KNAE00325-E

Cause
Cannot edit the user group
name or description. User group
An error occurred while
name: <User group name>.
performing user management
operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data and then retry the
operation. If the same error
occurs, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact your
system administrator
Maintenance information:
<Maintenance information>.

KNAE00326-E

Cannot assign the user group.
User ID: <User ID>.

Cause
An error occurred while
performing user management
operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data and then retry the
operation. If the same error
occurs, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact a
system administrator
(maintenance information:
<Maintenance information>).

KNAE00327-E

Cannot find the specified user
information. User ID: <User
ID>.

Cause
The user might have been
deleted.
Action
Select the Users and
Permissions window from the
Users and Permissions pane
of the Administration tab, and
then check whether the
specified user exists.

KNAE00328-E

Cannot assign the user group.
User ID: <User ID>

Cause
The user group or user might
have been deleted.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Check whether the specified
user group or user exist, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE00329-E

Cannot assign or remove a
service group or role to or from
the user group. User group
name: <User group name>.

Cause
An error occurred while
performing user management
operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data. From the
Administration tab, select
User Groups and open the edit
user group dialog box and try
assigning the service group to
the user group again. If the
same error occurs, use the data
collection tool to collect the
necessary data, and then
contact your system
administrator. Maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information>

KNAE00330-E

Cannot assign or remove a
service group or role to or from
the user group. User group
name: <User group name>.

Cause
The user group or service group
might have been deleted.
Action
Check whether the user group
and service group exist, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE00331-E

Cannot assign or remove users
to or from the user group. User
group name: <User group
name>.

Cause
The user group or user might
have been deleted.
Action
Check whether the user group
and user exist, and then try the
operation again. If the same
error occurs, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and then contact a system
administrator. Maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information>.

KNAE00332-E

Cannot assign users to the
specified user group. User
group name: <User group
name>.

Cause
The user group or user might
have been deleted.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Check whether the specified
user group and user exist, and
then try the operation again.

KNAE00334-E

Cannot obtain the relationship
information between user
groups and service groups or
roles.

Cause
An error occurred in a user
management operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data. Then, try the
operation again. If the same
error occurs, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and then contact a system
administrator.

KNAE00336-E

Cannot obtain the user group
information. User group ID:
<User group ID>.

Cause
An error occurred in a user
management operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data and then retry the
operation. If the same error
occurs, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE00337-E

Cannot obtain the user
information.

Cause
An error occurred in a user
management operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data and then retry the
operation. If the same error
occurs, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE00338-E

Cannot obtain the user
information. User group name:
<User group name>.

Cause
An error occurred in a user
management operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data and then retry the
operation. If the same error
occurs, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact your
system administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE00340-E

Message text
Cannot obtain the user group
information. User ID: <User
ID>.

Description
Cause
An error occurred in a user
management operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data and then retry the
operation. If the same error
occurs, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE00341-E

Cannot create a service group.

Cause
An error occurred in a user
management operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data and then retry the
operation. If the same error
occurs, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact your
system administrator.
Maintenance information:
<Maintenance information>.

KNAE00342-E

The service group was not
found.

Cause
The service group might have
been deleted.
Action
From Administration tab and
select the Service Groups
pane, and then refresh the
Service Groups pane.

KNAE00344-E

Cannot delete the service
group. Service group name:
<Service group name>.

Cause
The specified service group
might contain a service, a task
history or connection
destination information.
Action
Delete any services, task
histories and connection
destinations currently assigned
to the specified service group.

KNAE00345-I

The user group was created
(user group name: <Name of
created user group>).

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE00346-I

The user group was edited
(user group name: <Name of
edited user group>.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00347-I

The resource group was
created.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00348-I

The resource group was edited.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00349-I

The connection destination was
created.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00350-I

The connection destination was
edited.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00351-E

The specified connection
destination was not found.

Cause
The connection destination
might have been deleted.
Action
From Administration tab, click
Connection Destinations to
refresh the Connection
Destinations pane and check
whether the connection
destination exists.

KNAE00357-E

Cannot perform the service
share property operation.

Cause
The specified service share
property might have been
deleted.
Action
From the Administration tab,
click Service Share Properties
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Message ID

Message text

Description
to refresh the Service Share
Properties pane and check
whether the service share
property exists.

KNAE00359-E

Cannot assign the service group Cause
to the connection destination
The service group might have
(Service group name: <Service been deleted.
group name>).
Action
Check whether the specified
service group exists.

KNAE00361-E

You have exceeded the
maximum number of
connection destination
registration.

Cause
The maximum number of
connection destinations
<Maximum number of
connection destinations> has
already been registered.
Action
Delete unnecessary connection
destinations, and then try
again.

KNAE00363-E

Cannot edit the service group.

Cause
An error occurred in a user
management operation.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data, and then retry the
operation. If the same error
occurs, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and contact your system
administrator (Maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information> ).

KNAE00365-E

Cannot initialize the service
group information.

Cause
The database error occurred at
the time of initialization of
service group information.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data, and then restart
the product services. Then,
retry the operation.

KNAE00366-E

Cannot initialize the service
group information. (Service
group name: <Service group
name>).
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Cause
A service group already exists
in a database.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Check the state of the service
group and retry the operation.

KNAE00367-E

Cannot initialize the service
group information.

Cause
The error occurred at the time
of initialization of service group
information.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect the necessary data, and
then restart the product
services. If the problem
persists, contact your system
administrator.

KNAE00368-E

The specified user group name
is already in use (user group
name: <User group name>).

Cause
Action
Specify another user group
name.

KNAE00369-E

Cause
Cannot delete the user group
(user group name: <User group
A resource group or service
name>).
group of a product other than
HAD is assigned to the user
group.
Action
-

KNAE00370-Q

Do you return to the factory
default storage profile?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00371-Q

Refresh the Replication
Settings?

Cause
Action
-
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KNAE00400-KNAE00499
Message ID
KNAE00400-E

Message text
Cannot execute a step
operation.

Description
Cause
Action
Verify that the component has
been deleted.

KNAE00401-Q

No component for selected
version exists. Do you want to
display a component from a
different version?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00402-Q

Are you sure you want to clear
the mapping parameter of the
selected property?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00403-I

KNAE00404-E

The vendor ID and vendor
name were deleted because the
<plug-in or service template>
on the copy source is using the
reserved vendor ID.

Cause

Cannot perform the custom
plug-in operation.

Cause

Action
-

The total number of characters
in the custom plug-in key name
and the vendor ID exceeds the
maximum number of allowed
characters (maximum length:
<Maximum number of
characters>, current total
number of characters: <Current
total number of characters>).
Action
Revise the custom plug-in key
name or vendor ID, or both.

KNAE00405-E

Cannot perform the service
template operation.
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Cause
The total number of characters
in the service template key
name and the vendor ID
exceeds the maximum number
of allowed characters
(maximum length: <Maximum
number of characters>, current
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Message ID

Message text

Description
total number of characters:
<Current total number of
characters>).
Action
Revise the service template key
name, or vendor ID, or both.

KNAE00406-Q

KNAE00407-Q

KNAE00408-E

Are you sure you want to set
the attributes from <Operating
System>? After setting the
attributes, the attributes except
the attachment file is
overwritten, and attachment file
becomes empty.

Cause

When set to Config/Submit, the
next character is removed from
the Value > New line >
Horizontal tab Are you sure you
want to continue?

Cause

A custom file name is not
specified.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
Select one or more file names
for the custom file package.

KNAE00409-E

Cannot insert the property.

Cause
Value is too long (maximum
length: <Maximum length of
the value>).
Action
Make sure that the value does
not exceed the maximum
length.

KNAE00410-E

Cannot <create or copy> the
custom plug-in.

Cause
The same combination of
custom plug-in key name,
custom plug-in version, and
vendor ID has already been
registered. Note that alphabetic
characters are not case
sensitive.
Action
Specify a different combination
of custom plug-in key name,
custom plug-in version, and
vendor ID.
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Message ID
KNAE00411-E

Message text
Cannot <create or copy> the
custom plug-in.

Description
Cause
Too many custom plug-ins
(Maximum <Maximum number
of plug-ins>).
Action
Delete any unnecessary custom
plug-ins.

KNAE00412-E

Cannot perform the component
operation.

Cause
Action
Verify that the component
exists and has not been
deleted.

KNAE00413-E

Cannot delete the custom plugin.

Cause
This custom plug-in is used as a
step in a service template
(Vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key name>,
service template version:
<Service template version>).
Action
Delete from all service
templates any steps using this
custom plug-in. If a debug
version service template has
been imported, try the build
operation again. To check
service templates using this
custom plug-in, see the log file
(Server[n].log).

KNAE00414-E

Cannot perform the custom
plug-in operation.

Cause
Action
Verify that the custom plug-in
has been released.

KNAE00415-E

Cannot perform the custom
plug-in operation.

Cause
An icon file may have been
deleted.
Action
Re-open the Edit Custom
Plug-in dialog box to show the
latest information.
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Message ID
KNAE00416-E

Message text
Cannot perform the custom
plug-in operation.

Description
Cause
A script file may have been
deleted or the file name may
have been changed (Operating
system: <Operating system>,
file name: <File name>).
Action
Re-open the Edit Custom
Plug-in dialog box to show the
latest information.

KNAE00420-E

Cannot perform the service
template operation.

Cause
Action
Re-open the dialog box and
verify that the service template
has been deleted.

KNAE00421-E

Cannot <create or copy> the
service template.

Cause
The same combination of
service template key name,
service template version, and
vendor ID has already been
registered. Note that alphabetic
characters are not case
sensitive.
Action
Specify a different combination
of service template key name,
service template version, and
vendor ID.

KNAE00422-E

Cannot <create or copy> the
service template.

Cause
Too many service templates
(Maximum <Maximum number
of service templates>).
Action
Delete any unnecessary service
templates.

KNAE00423-E

Cannot delete the service
template.

Cause
A debug version task is running
(Task ID: <Task ID>).
Action
Wait for the task to finish, and
then try again.
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Message ID
KNAE00424-E

Message text
Cannot perform the service
template operation.

Description
Cause
Action
Make sure that there are
sufficient access permissions to
perform the operation.

KNAE00425-E

The value entered for <Item
name> is invalid.

Cause
Action
Revise the syntax of the regular
expression.

KNAE00426-E

The default value is invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify only valid characters.

KNAE00427-E

KNAE00428-E

A step is using a component
that may not exist (Step name:
<Step name (absolute path,
starting from the root)>
<service template name>/
<step name (flow plug-in or
repeated-execution plugin)>/.../<step name of relevant
step>)

Cause

Cannot perform the service
template operation.

Cause

Action
Verify that the plug-in has been
deleted.

Action
Verify that the service template
has been released.

KNAE00429-E

Cannot perform the service
template operation.

Cause
Custom File/Custom File
package may have been
deleted or the file name may
have been changed (file name:
{0}).
Action
Re-open the service template in
edit mode to show the latest
information.

KNAE00430-E

Cannot perform the service
template operation.
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Cause
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Message ID

Message text

Description
An icon file may have been
deleted.
Action
Re-open the service template in
edit mode to show the latest
information.

KNAE00431-E

Cannot build the service
template at this time.

Cause
A task is running (Task ID:
<Task ID>).
Action
Wait for the task to finish, and
then try again.

KNAE00432-E

Cannot release the service
template at this time.

Cause
A task is running (Task ID:
<Task ID>).
Action
Wait for the task to finish, and
then try again.

KNAE00433-E

Cannot perform the service
template operation.

Cause
The custom files of the property
group may have been deleted
or may have been changed
(property group ID: <Property
group ID>).
Action
Re-open the service template in
edit mode to show the latest
information.

KNAE00438-E

Cannot release the service
template.

Cause
Action
Verify that the service template
has been released.

KNAE00439-E

Cannot build the service
template.

Cause
Action
Verify that the service template
has been released.

KNAE00440-E

The default value is invalid.

Cause
-
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Specify a numerical value in the
range from <Minimum Value>
to <Maximum Value>.

KNAE00441-E

The default value is invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify the string in the specify
list items.

KNAE00442-E

Cause
The values entered for
<Minimum Length, or Minimum
Value> and <Maximum Length,
or Maximum Value> are invalid. Action
Specify a value for <Minimum
Length, or Minimum Value>
that does not exceed
<Maximum Length, or
Maximum Value>.

KNAE00443-Q

KNAE00444-E

If you change the Credential
Type, the reserved plug-in
properties will be removed
(properties: <plugin account
property name>, <plugin
password property name>,
<plugin suPassword property
name>). Are you sure you want
to change the Credential Type?

Cause

The Credential Type cannot be
changed.

Cause

Action
-

Action
Reduce the number of
properties to 97 or less.

KNAE00445-E

The custom plug-in cannot be
saved.

Cause
Action
Set one or more remote
commands.

KNAE00446-E

The default value is invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify a string that has
<Minimum Length> to
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Message ID

Message text

Description
<Maximum Length>
characters.

KNAE00447-Q

KNAE00448-Q

Are you sure you want to
remove the selected <input
property or output property or
environment variable or
variable>?

Cause

Are you sure you want to
remove the selected <Custom
Files>?

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE00449-E

A line in the script exceeds the
maximum length of <Maximum
length of a line in the script>
characters.

Cause
Action
Make sure that no line exceeds
the maximum length.

KNAE00450-E

A file cannot be uploaded (file
name: <File name>).

Cause
Action
Check whether the file to
upload exists and whether you
have permission to access the
file.

KNAE00451-E

A file cannot be uploaded (file
name: <File name>).

Cause
Either an empty file was
specified, or the file is too big
(maximum size: <Maximum file
size>).
Action
Revise the file.

KNAE00452-E

A file cannot be uploaded (file
name: <File name>).

Cause
Action
Remove the surrogate pair
characters from the file name.

KNAE00453-E
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A file cannot be downloaded
(file name: <File name>).
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Cause
Possible causes are:
1. Cannot access or find the
destination file location.

Message ID

Message text

Description
2.

3.

The destination file
location has insufficient
free space.
Cannot access or find the
source file.

Action
Verify the file and the location
you are trying to save the file
to, and remove the cause of the
problem.
KNAE00454-Q

KNAE00455-Q

If you display the resource
settings, the service template
will be overwritten. Are you
sure you want to open the Set
the Service Resources dialog
box?

Cause

Are you sure you want to use
the selected file to update the
resource?

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE00456-I

The resource was updated.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00457-E

The default value is invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify a date in the range
from <Minimum Value> to
<Maximum Value>.

KNAE00458-E

The file name is invalid.

Cause
Action
Change the file name to
<Resource file name>.

KNAE00459-Q

Do you want to export the
selected service template?

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE00460-I

Message text
The custom plug-in was copied.
Next, edit the custom plug-in.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE00461-Q

KNAE00462-I

Are you sure you want to stop
editing the service template?
Changes to the service template
that you are currently editing
will be lost. Save the service
template if necessary.

Cause

The custom plug-in was saved.

Cause

Action
-

Action
KNAE00463-E

The size of an icon file is invalid
(file name: <File name>).

Cause
Either an empty file was
specified, or the file is too big
(maximum size: <Maximum file
size> MB).
Action
Revise the icon file.

KNAE00464-E

Cannot read an icon file (file
name: <File name>).

Cause
Possible causes are:
1. The file does not exist.
2. You do not have
permission to access the
folder.
3. Another program is using
the folder or the file in the
folder.
4. An invalid icon file was
specified.
Action
Verify the file and the folder,
and remove the cause of the
problem.

KNAE00465-E

A property that has the same
key is already registered
(property key: <Property key
specified more than once>).

Cause
Action
Change the key of the plug-in's
input or output property.
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Message ID
KNAE00466-E

KNAE00467-Q

Message text
An environment variable that
has the same name is already
registered (variable name:
<Variable name specified more
than once> ).

Description
Cause
Action
Change the name of the
environment variable.

Are you sure you want to delete Cause
the selected custom plug-in?
Action
-

KNAE00468-I

The custom plug-in was
deleted.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00469-W

At least one input property
could not be inserted.

Cause
Command line is too long
(maximum length: <Maximum
length of the command line>).
Action
Make sure that the command
line does not exceed the
maximum length.

KNAE00470-I

The service template was
<created or copied>. Proceed
to edit the service template.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00471-E

A step cannot be placed here.

Cause
Action
Place the step so that the Flow
view size does not exceed the
maximum.

KNAE00472-E

A property with the same key
already exists (property key:
<Property key specified more
than once>).

Cause
Action
Change the key of the service
template's input property,
output property, variable.
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Message ID
KNAE00473-E

KNAE00474-I

Message text

Description

A property group with the same
property group ID already
exists (property group ID:
<Property group ID specified
more than once>).

Cause

The service template was
saved.

Cause

Action
Change the property group ID.

Action
-

KNAE00475-Q

Services added from the debug
version of the service template
will be deleted, and tasks
executed from the service will
be archived. Are you sure you
want to delete the selected
service template?

KNAE00476-I

The service template was
deleted.

Cause
Action
-

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00479-I

Cause
The file name will change to
<File name after change> when
saved.
Action
-

KNAE00480-E

A step cannot be placed here.

Cause
A repeated-execution plug-in
cannot be specified within a
repeated-execution plug-in.
Action
-

KNAE00481-E

A step cannot be placed here.

Cause
Too many steps in the service
template (maximum number of
steps: <Maximum number of
steps>).
Action
Reduce the number of steps in
the service template.

KNAE00482-E
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A step cannot be placed here.
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Cause

Message ID

Message text

Description
Too many tiers in the flow
(maximum number of tiers:
<Maximum number of tiers>).
Action
Reduce the number of tiers in
the flow.

KNAE00483-Q

Are you sure you want to delete Cause
the selected steps?
Action
-

KNAE00484-E

A step with the same step ID
already exists (property key:
<Step ID specified more than
once>).

Cause
Action
Change the step ID.

KNAE00485-I

The list of properties was
updated because the properties
of the plug-in to be used were
changed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00486-E

You cannot specify a value for
the warning threshold value
that is higher than the value for
the judgment level.

Cause
Action
Revise the warning level and
the judgment level.

KNAE00488-E

A step cannot be placed here.

Cause
Too many steps in one tier
(maximum number of tiers:
<Maximum number of steps>).
Action
Reduce the number of steps in
one tier.

KNAE00489-E

A scheduling option is not
selected.

Cause
Action
Select one or more available
scheduling options.

KNAE00491-Q

Are you sure you want to
release the service template?

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description

If you do so, the following
operations will be carried out:
• Services added from the
debug version of the service
template will be deleted,
and tasks executed using
this service will be archived.
• The debug version of the
service template will be
deleted.
• The release version of the
service template will be
imported.
• The service template that
you are currently editing will
be deleted. After this, you
will be unable to edit the
service template.
KNAE00492-Q

Are you sure you want to build
the service template?
If you do so, the following
operations will be carried out:
• Services added from the
debug version of the service
template will be deleted,
and tasks executed using
this service will be archived.
• The debug version of the
imported service template
will be deleted and then reimported.

KNAE00493-I

The Service Builder will close,
and the Service Builder home
view will be displayed.

Cause
Action
-

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00494-E

Cannot upload file (file name:
<File name>).

Cause
The file name contains multibyte characters.
Action
Remove the multi-byte
characters from the file name.

KNAE00495-E

The size of the image in an icon
file is invalid (file name: <File
name>).

Cause
Action
Change the size of the image in
the icon file to <Horizontal
size> x <Vertical size>.
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Message ID
KNAE00496-E

Message text
A file name is invalid.

Description
Cause
The file name contains multibyte characters (file name:
<File name>).
Action
Remove the multi-byte
characters from the file name.

KNAE00499-E

A file cannot be uploaded (file
name: <File name>).

Cause
The file name is too long
(maximum length: <Maximum
file-name length>).
Action
Reduce the length of the file
name.

KNAE00500-KNAE00599
Message ID
KNAE00503-E

Message text
Cannot complete the task.

Description
Cause
The task may have been
deleted.
Action
Re-open the window and verify
the task. Then, try the
operation again.

KNAE00505-E

Cannot debug the task.

Cause
The service template to be
operated might have already
been deleted from the list of
service templates.
Action
Verify if the service template
exists, and then try the
operation again.

KNAE00506-E

Cannot debug the task.

Cause
The service group may have
been deleted.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Verify if the service group
exists, then try the operation
again.

KNAE00507-E

Failed to restart the step.

Cause
The step status is not the
following:
• Paused
• Paused (After Execution)
Action
Verify the status of the step,
then try again.

KNAE00508-E

The specified task cannot be
resubmitted.

Cause
The specified task is the debug
task.
Action
-

KNAE00510-E

Cannot debug the task.

Cause
Too many services selected
<The number of the upper
limits of the service that I can
add>
Action
Remove the debugging tasks or
remove unnecessary services,
and then try the operation
again.

KNAE00511-E

Cannot debug the task.

Cause
The service name is already in
use (service name: <The
service name that I
appointed>).
Action
Enter a different service name.

KNAE00512-E

Cannot debug the task.

Cause
Too many tasks selected <The
number of the upper limits of
the task>.
Action
Archive or delete any
unnecessary tasks, and then try
the operation again.

KNAE00513-E
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Cannot debug the task.
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Cause

Message ID

Message text

Description
A debugging task is still in
progress.
Action
Wait for the task complete, and
then try the operation again.

KNAE00514-E

Cannot debug the task.

Cause
The service template has
already been built.
Action
End the operation, rebuild the
service template, and then try
the operation again.

KNAE00554-Q

Are you sure you want to exit?
Exiting will end the debugging
process.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00555-Q

Are you sure you want to
<practice, stop, or forcibly
stop> the task?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00556-I

Task deleted.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00557-I

Close the Debug window and
return to the Home window.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00570-E

The specified file cannot be
exported (file name: <File
name>).
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Cause
Possible causes are:
1. The selected service
template has not yet been
built.
2. Cannot access or find the
file destination location.
3. The file destination
location has insufficient
free space.
4. Cannot access or find the
source file.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
If the service template is
developing, finish building it
and then export again.
Otherwise, close the List of
Service Templates dialog box
and try exporting again.
If the problem persists, use the
data collection tool to collect
the necessary data, and then
contact your system
administrator.

KNAE00571-E

The specified file cannot be
imported (file name: <File
name>).

Cause
Either an empty file was
specified, or the file is too big
(maximum size: <Maximum file
size> MB).
Action
If you import the file that size is
too big, please execute
importservicetemplate
command for import.

KNAE00572-E

The specified file cannot be
imported (file name: <File
name>).

Cause
The file name contains multibyte characters.
Action
Remove the multi-byte
characters from the file name.

KNAE00573-E

The specified file cannot be
imported (file name: <File
name>).

Cause
The file name is too long
(maximum length: <Maximum
file-name>).
Action
Reduce the length of the file
name.

KNAE00574-E

The specified file cannot be
imported (file name: <File
name>).

Cause
Action
Check if the file to import exists
and if you have the permission
to access the file.

KNAE00575-Q
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Are you sure you want to
import the selected file (file
name: <File name>)?
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Cause
-

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
-

KNAE00576-I

The service template was
imported successfully (service
template file name: <File
name>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00577-W

This file has already been
imported (file name: <File
name>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00578-E

Cannot import the service
template (service template file
name: <file name>, error
details: <detail>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00579-E

Cannot change the custom
plug-in type.

Cause
Action
Reduce the number of
properties to <maximumincreased amount increment>
or less.

KNAE00580-E

You cannot place the selected
version of the service
component.

Cause
The service component contains
a repeated-execution basic
plug-in. A repeated-execution
plug-in cannot be specified
within a repeated-execution
basic plug-in.
Action
Please review the constitution
of the service template which
you edit.

KNAE00581-E

You cannot place the selected
version of the service
component.
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Cause
Too many tiers in the flow.
(Number of service component
tiers:
<NumberoftiersInServicePlugin
>, number of tiers in the
placement location:
<NumberOftiersInPlaceToLacale
it>, Maximum number of tiers:
<maxNumberOftiers>).
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Please review the constitution
of the service template which
you edit.

KNAE00582-E

You cannot place the selected
version of the service
component.

Cause
Too many steps in the service
template (number of service
component
steps<NumberOfStepsInService
Plugin>, number of steps in the
service template:
<NumberOfStepsNow>,
maximum number of steps:
<maxNumberSteps>).
Action
Please review the constitution
of the service template which
you edit.

KNAE00583-E

Cannot <create, copy, or edit>
the custom plug-in.

Cause
Cannot add the specified tag
since the allowed maximum
(<Maximum number of>) has
been reached.
Action
Check if the specified tag exists
and then set the tag again.

KNAE00584-E

Cannot <create, copy, or edit>
the service template.

Cause
Cannot add the specified tag
since the allowed maximum
(<Maximum number of>) has
been reached.
Action
Check if the specified tag exists
and then set the tag again.

KNAE00585-I

KNAE00586-I

The specified service template
was copied successfully. Please
proceed with updating the
components to the latest
version.

Cause

A component for changing the
version does not exist.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE00587-Q

KNAE00588-Q

Message text

Description

If you open the Component
Version Management dialog
box, the service template will
be overwritten. Are you sure
you want to open?

Cause

Are you sure you want to apply
the latest version component to
the selected step?

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE00589-Q

Are you sure you want to apply
the selected component to the
selected step?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00590-I

Component applied.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00591-E

Cannot get component
information (plug-in name:
<Plug-in name>, vendor ID:
<Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in Key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>).

Cause
Action
The component may have been
deleted. Re-open the dialog
box, or select other component
version.

KNAE00600-KNAE00699
Message ID
KNAE00600-Q

Message text
Do you want to delete this
service template?

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE00601-I

Deleting service template is
successful.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE00602-E

Message text
Failed to delete this service
template.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE00603-Q

There are services which are
not updated yet. Are you sure
to close this dialog?

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00604-Q

Do you apply latest-version
service template to the service?
The service will place in
Maintenance state if it is in
Release state.

KNAE00605-I

KNAE00606-Q

KNAE00608-E

Action
-

Applying latest-version service
template to the service is
successful. Confirm the setting
of the service, and then release
the service.

Cause

Do you apply specified-version
service template to the service?
The service will place in
Maintenance state if it is in

Cause

Release state.
KNAE00607-I

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Applying specified-version
service template to the service
is successful. Confirm the
setting of the service, and then
release the service.

Cause

File could not be imported (file
name = <File name> ).

Cause

Action
-

A file other than the service
template was selected.
Action
Select a service template file.

KNAE00609-E

File could not be imported (file
name = <File name>).

Cause
A test service template was
selected.
Action
Select a service template that
has already been released.
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KNAE00700-KNAE00799
Message ID
KNAE00700-E

Message text
Cannot perform the specified
service template operation.

Description
Cause
Cannot add the specified tag
since the allowed maximum
(maximum: <Property group
ID>) has been reached.
Action
Re-open the service template in
edit mode to show the latest
information.

KNAE00701-E

Cannot perform the specified
service template operation.

Cause
The validation files of the
specified property may either
have been deleted or changed
(property key: <Property
key>).
Action
Re-open the service template in
edit mode to see the latest
information.

KNAE00702-E

Cannot perform the specified
service template operation.

Cause
The default value files of the
specified property may have
been deleted or changed
(property key: <Property
key>).
Action
Re-open the service template in
edit mode to show the latest
information.

KNAE00900-KNAE00999
Message ID
KNAE00901-E

Message text
Cannot obtain the database
information.

Description
Cause
The database is not running
properly.
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect data, and then restart
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Message ID

Message text

Description
the product services. After that,
retry the operation. If the
problem persists, contact your
system administrator
(maintenance information:
<Exception>).

KNAE00903-E

Cannot connect to the server.

Cause
Possible causes are:
1. The session is not valid.
2. The server is not running.
3. There are not enough
resources.
4. There is a problem with
the network.
Action
Login again. If you cannot
login, restart the server, and
then login. If the problem
persists, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
data, and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE00904-E

Cannot connect to the server.

Cause
Possible causes are:
1. There is a problem with
the network.
2. The server is overloaded
temporarily.
3. The server is not running.
Action
Wait a few minutes and try
again. If the error still occurs,
make sure that the server is
running.

KNAE00905-E

Cannot connect to the server.

Cause
Possible causes are:
1. The session is not valid.
2. The server is not running.
3. There are not enough
resources.
4. There is a problem with
the network.
Action
Open dialog again. If you
cannot open, restart the server,
and then open. If the problem
persists, use the data collection
tool to collect the necessary
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Message ID

Message text

Description
data, and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE00907-E

An unexpected error occurred.

Cause
Action
Use the data collection tool to
collect the necessary data, wait
a while, and then try again. If
the same error occurs, contact
a system administrator
(maintenance information:
<Maintenance information> )

KNAE00910-E

A file I/O error occurred.

Cause
Action
Try the operation again. If the
error occurs repeatedly, use the
Data Collection Tool to collect
the necessary data, and contact
your system administrator
(maintenance information:
<Maintenance information> )

KNAE00950-I

The online help is not available.

Cause
Action
Install the help as described in
the documentation and then
retry the operation.

KNAE00951-Q

Are you sure you want to stop
editing? Changes that you are
currently editing will be lost.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE00952-Q

Restore all the GUI settings to
the factory defaults. You must
log out to do this. Are you sure
you want to log out and clear
the settings?
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Cause
Action
-
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KNAE01000-KNAE01099
Message ID
KNAE01009-W

Message text
Cannot delete the file or folder
while the service template
manager was starting path:
<File or folder path>.

Description
Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the file or folder.
2. Another program is using
the file or folder.
Action
Revise the status of the file or
folder before you start the
service again. If another error
message was output before this
one, take action according to
the instructions in that
message.

KNAE01010-E

A database access error
occurred while starting the
service template manager.

Cause
The database is not running
properly.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Restart the services.
2. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01011-W

A file read error occurred while
starting the service template
manager.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The file or folder does not
exist.
2. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the file or folder.
3. The file contains an error.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Restart the services.
2. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01012-W
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Cannot read the email
notification definition (file path:
<File path>).
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Cause
Possible causes are as follows:

Message ID

Message text

Description
1.

2.

3.

The email notification
definition file contains an
error.
The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the email notification
definition file.
Another program is using
the email notification
definition file.

Action
Confirm the details of the
cause, and then restart the
services.

KNAE01100-KNAE01199
Message ID
KNAE01101-E

Message text
The service creation has failed.

Description
Cause
A database error occurred
during an attempt to add a
service.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Collect the log
information, and then
contact you system
administrator.
2. Make sure that the
services are running.
3. If the services are
running, restart the
services, and then try
again.

KNAE01102-E

Cannot create a service.

Cause
The service template might
have been deleted from a
management interface open in
another browser window.
Action
Import the service template
again, and then re-execute it.

KNAE01103-E

Cannot create a service.
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Cause
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Message ID

Message text

Description
The specified service name
already exists in the service
group.
Action
Specify a service name that is
unique within the service
group, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01105-E

Cannot create a service.

Cause
The user does not have the
permission to perform create
operation for the service.
Action
Assign the Modify or greater
permission for the service
group associated with the
service, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01106-E

You have already added
maximum number of service
templates.

Cause
Action
Delete one or more service
templates, and then attempt
the import again.

KNAE01107-E

The file extension of a service
template or service template
set is invalid (file name: <File
name>).

Cause
Action
Specify a service template or
service template set with the
file extension .zip or .st, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE01108-E

Cannot read a service
template(s) (path: <File
path>).

Cause
Action
Confirm the access permissions
for the folder, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE01109-E
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Cannot create a temporary
folder to decompress a service
template (folder: <Folder
path>).
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Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the folder.
2. There is not enough free
space on the disk.

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Confirm the following, and then
retry the operation:
1. The access permissions
for the folder.
2. The free space available
on the disk.

KNAE01110-E

Decompression of a specified
service template set has failed
(service template set: <File
name>, destination folder:
<Folder path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The service template set
is not a valid ZIP file.
2. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the file or folder.
3. There is not enough free
space on the disk.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
1. The integrity of the zip
file.
2. The access permissions
for the destination folder.
3. The free space on the
disk.

KNAE01112-E

Cannot access a temporary
folder (folder: <Folder path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the temporary folder
to decompress the service
template set.
2. There is not enough free
space on the disk.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
retry the operation:
1. The access permissions
for the file or folder.
2. The free space on the disk

KNAE01113-E

Reading of service template file
names from a service template
set failed (file name: <File
name>).

Cause
The user does not have the
correct permissions for the file
or folder.
Action
Confirm the access permissions
for the file or folder, and then
retry the operation.
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Message ID
KNAE01114-W

Message text
Cannot delete temporary folder
to decompress a service
template set (folder: <Folder
path>).

Description
Cause
Either the user does not have
the correct permissions for the
folder, or the folder has already
been deleted.
Action
Delete the folder manually.

KNAE01115-E

Creation of a temporary folder
to decompress a service
template has failed (folder:
<Folder path>).

Cause
The user does not have the
correct permissions for the
folder.
Action
Confirm the access permissions
for the folder, and then import
the service template again.

KNAE01116-E

Cannot decompress a service
template (service template:
<File name>, destination
folder: <Folder path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. There is not enough free
space on the disk.
2. The file contains an error.
Action
Confirm the free space on the
disk, and then import the
service template again. If the
problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE01117-E

Cannot read a service template
(path: <File path>).

Cause
The file cannot be accessed.
Action
Confirm the access permissions
for the file, and then import the
service template again.

KNAE01118-E

Cannot access a temporary
folder necessary to decompress
a service template (folder:
<Folder path>).

Cause
The specified temporary folder
cannot be accessed.
Action
Confirm the access permissions
for the folder, and then import
the service template again.

KNAE01119-E
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The content in the service
template is invalid (file name:
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Cause
The service template contains
an error.

Message ID

KNAE01120-W

Message text

Description

<File name>, error details:
<Error details>).

Action

Cannot delete a temporary
folder to decompress a service
template (folder: <Folder
path>).

Cause

Revise the service template
according to the error details,
and then package the service
template again.

Another program is using the
folder.
Action
Temporary folders are
automatically deleted when the
service starts. Confirm the
access permissions for the
folder before starting the
service again.

KNAE01121-E

The plug-in definition file is
invalid (file: <File path>, error
details: <Error details>).

Cause
The plug-in definition file
contains an error.
Action
Revise the plug-in definition file
according to the error details,
and then package the service
template again.

KNAE01123-E

Cannot read the plug-in (vendor Cause
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
The database is not running
name: <Plug-in key name>,
properly.
version: <Version>).
Action
Import the service template
again.

KNAE01124-E

Cannot import a plug-in
because a database access
error occurred.

Cause
The database is not running
properly.
Action
Perform the following actions:
1. Restart the services, and
then import the service
template again.
2. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01125-E

Cannot delete an imported
plug-in definition file (folder:
<Folder path>).
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Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
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Message ID

Message text

Description
1.

2.

The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the folder.
Another program is using
the folder or files under
the folder.

Action
Delete the folder, and then
import the service template
again.
KNAE01126-E

Cannot copy the plug-in
definition file (destination
folder: <Folder path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the folder.
2. Another program is using
the folder or files under
the folder.
3. There is not enough free
space on the disk.
Action
Confirm the details of the
cause, and then import the
service template again.

KNAE01127-E

Cannot access the folder
containing the plug-in definition
file (folder: <Folder path>).

Cause
The user cannot access the
folder that contains the plug-in
definition file.
Action
Confirm the access permissions
for the folder, and then import
the service template again.

KNAE01128-E

The service definition file is
invalid (file: <File path>, error
details: <Error details>).

Cause
The service definition file
contains an error.
Action
Revise the service definition file
according to the error details,
and then package the service
template again.

KNAE01130-E
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Cannot read the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, version: <Version>).
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Cause
The service template contains
an error.
Action

Message ID

Message text

Description
Import the service template
again.

KNAE01131-E

Cannot import a service
template because a database
access error occurred.

Cause
The database is not running
properly.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Restart the services, and
then import the service
template again.
2. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01132-E

Cannot delete an imported
service definition file (folder:
<Folder path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the folder.
2. Another program is using
the folder or files under
the specified folder.
Action
Delete the folder, and then
import the service template
again.

KNAE01133-E

Cannot copy the service
definition file (destination
folder: <Folder path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the folder.
2. Another program is using
the folder or files under
the folder.
3. There is not enough free
space on the disk.
Action
Confirm the details of the
cause, and then import the
service template again.

KNAE01134-E

Cannot access the folder
containing the service definition
file (folder: <Folder path>).

Cause
The user cannot access the
folder that contains the service
definition file.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Confirm the access permission
for the folder, and then import
the service template again.

KNAE01135-E

Cannot delete the service
template.

Cause
An existing service was created
from the service template that
the user attempted to delete.
Action
Delete the services that were
created using the template you
want to delete, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE01136-E

Cannot delete the service
template.

Cause
A database error occurred
during an attempt to delete a
service template.
Action
Perform the following:
1. Collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.
2. Make sure that the
services are running.
3. If the services are
running, restart the
services, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE01137-W

Cannot delete the service
template (path: <File path>).

Cause
A file access error occurred
during an attempt to delete the
service template.
Action
Manually delete files from the
specified folder.

KNAE01138-E

Cannot create a service.

Cause
The maximum number of
services has already been
created.
Action
Delete unnecessary services,
and then create service again.

KNAE01139-E

Cannot edit the service.

Cause
A database error occurred
during an attempt to edit the
service.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Confirm the following actions:
1. Collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.
2. Make sure that the
services are running.
3. If the services are
running, restart the
services, and then try
again.

KNAE01140-E

Cannot edit the service.

Cause
The service might have been
deleted from a management
interface open in another
browser window.
Action
Make sure that the service
template has not been deleted.

KNAE01141-E

Cannot edit the service.

Cause
A service with the same name
already exists in the service
group.
Action
Specify a service name that is
unique within the service
group.

KNAE01143-E

Cannot edit the service.

Cause
The user does not have the edit
permission for the service.
Action
Assign the Modify or greater
permission level to the service
group associated with the
service, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01144-E

Cannot delete the service.

Cause
A database error occurred
during an attempt to delete a
service.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Collect log information,
and then contact a system
administrator.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
2.
3.

KNAE01145-E

Cannot delete the service.

Make sure that the
services are running.
If the services are
running, restart the
services, and then try
again.

Cause
There is an existing task
associated to the service that
the user attempted to delete.
Action
Archive the tasks that were
created using the service you
want to delete, and then retry
again.

KNAE01146-E

Cannot delete a folder
containing an imported custom
UI folder (folder: <Folder
path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the folder.
2. Another program is using
the folder or files under
the folder.
Action
Delete the folder, and then
import the service template
again.

KNAE01147-E

Cannot copy a custom UI folder
destination (folder: <Folder
path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the folder.
2. Another program is using
the folder or files under
the folder.
3. There is not enough free
space on the disk.
Action
Confirm the details of the
cause, and then import the
service template again.

KNAE01150-E

Cannot read the schema
definition file (file: <File path>,
error details: <Error details>).

Cause
The schema definition file
contains an error.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Reinstall the product. If the
problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KNAE01151-E

Cannot access the service
because the user does not have
the access permission for the
service.

Cause
The user does not have the
view permission for the service.
Action
Assign Submit or the required
access permission to the
service group associated with
the service, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01152-E

Cannot delete the service
because the user does not have
the edit permission for the
service.

Cause
The user does not have the edit
permission for the service.
Action
Assign Modify or the required
edit permission to the service
group associated with the
service, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01154-E

Cannot import a service
template.

Cause
The specified service template
has already been imported.
Action
Make sure that the specified
service template was created
correctly, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01155-E

Cannot import a plug-in.

Cause
The plug-in has already been
imported.
Action
Make sure that the plug-in was
created correctly, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE01156-E

Cannot execute the overwriteimport of a service template
(vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key>,
version: <Version>).

Cause
The service template with the
specified vendor ID, service
template key name, and
version was not imported
properly.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Make sure that the service
template was created correctly,
and then try again.

KNAE01157-E

Cannot execute the overwriteimport of a plug-in (vendor ID:
<Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
version: <Version>).

Cause
The plug-in with the specified
vendor ID, plug-in key name,
and version was not imported.
Action
Make sure that the plug-in was
created correctly, and then try
again.

KNAE01159-E

The property scope cannot be
changed (property key:
<Property key>).

Cause
A property with a different
scope has already been
imported.
Action
Make sure that the service
template was created correctly,
and then try again.

KNAE01160-I

KNAE01161-I

KNAE01162-E

The overwrite-import of the
plug-in will now start (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
version: <Version>).

Cause

The overwrite-import of the
service template will now start
(vendor ID: <VendorID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key>,
version: <Version>).

Cause

The property data type cannot
be changed (property key:
<Property key>).

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

A property with a different data
type has already been
imported.
Action
Make sure that the service
template was created correctly,
and then try again.

KNAE01163-E

The reading of a preset
property definition file has
failed (file <File path>).

Cause
The file cannot be accessed.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Revise the file access
permissions, and then package
the service template again.

KNAE01164-E

The preset property definition
file is invalid (file: <File path>,
error details: <Error details>).

Cause
The preset property definition
file contains an error.
Action
Revise the preset property
definition file according to the
error details, and then package
the service template again.

KNAE01165-E

The property definition is invalid
(property key: <property key>,
element: <Element name>, old
value: <Old value>, new value:
<New value>).

Cause
A property that has a different
definition from the imported
Service Share Property
cannot be imported.
Action
Revise the property definition,
re-create the service template,
and then try again.

KNAE01166-E

KNAE01167-E

KNAE01168-E

The file size of a preset
property definition file in an
added preset folder exceeds an
upper limit (vendor ID:
<Vendor ID>, service template
key name: <Service template
key name>, version:
<Version>, file: <File name>,
maximum-size: <Maximum
size> KB).

Cause

Cannot read the preset property
definition file in an added preset
folder (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, version: <Version>,
file: <File name>).

Cause

The preset property definition
file in an added preset folder is
invalid (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key

Cause

name>, version: <Version>,
file: <File name>, error details:
<Error details>).
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Action
Revise the definition so that the
file size is at or below the
maximum size, and then try
again.

Cannot access file.
Action
Verify the file access
permissions, and then try
again.

The preset property definition
file contains an error.
Action
Revise the preset property
definition file according to the
error details, and then try
again.
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Message ID
KNAE01169-E

Message text
Cannot delete a folder
containing a custom UI file
(folder: <Folder path>).

Description
Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the folder.
2. Another program is using
the folder or files under
the folder.
Action
Delete the folder, and then
restart the product.

KNAE01170-E

Cannot copy a custom UI file
destination (folder: <Folder
path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the folder.
2. Another program is using
the folder or files under
the folder.
3. There is not enough free
space on the disk.
Action
Confirm the details of the
cause, and then restart the
product.

KNAE01171-E

The service template cannot
use the basic plug-in (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, service
template key name: <Service
template key name>, version:
<Version>).

Cause
The current version of the
service template does not
support the basic plug-in.
Action
Use the version of the service
template that includes the basic
plug-in.

KNAE01172-E

Cannot create the service
template.

Cause
A value in the service resource
file, which is referenced by the
service definition file, exceeded
the maximum number of
characters.
Action
Revise the value in the service
resource file, which is
referenced by a following
element in the service definition
file, so that the value is within
the maximum number of
characters for the element, and
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Message ID

Message text

Description
then package the service
template again:
• displayName element
• shortDescription element

KNAE01173-E

Cannot import the service
template.

Cause
A value in the service resource
file, which is referenced by the
service definition file, exceeded
the maximum number of
characters.
Action
Revise the value in the service
resource file, which is
referenced by a following
element in the service definition
file, so that the value is within
the maximum number of
characters for the element, and
then package the service
template again:
• displayName element of the
service share property
• description element of the
service share property

KNAE01174-E

Cannot load the basic plug-in
(vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
plug-in key name: <Plug-in key
name>, plug-in version: <Plugin version>).

Cause
The basic plug-in contains an
error.
Action
Reinstall the product. If the
problem persists, collect the log
information, and then contact
the system administrator.

KNAE01177-E

The maximum number of
importable plug-ins has been
reached.

Cause
Action
Delete any unnecessary plugins.

KNAE01178-E

Failed to change the service
status.

Cause
During the attempt to change
the service status, another
operation might have changed
the status.
Action
Check the service status, and
then try again.

KNAE01179-E

Failed to add the service.
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Cause
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Message ID

Message text

Description
You have specified All
Service Group which is not
permitted by a current setting.
Action
Specify a service group other
than All Service Groups.

KNAE01180-E

Failed to change the service
template of the service (service
name = <Service Name> ).

Cause
A task created from the service
whose service template is to be
changed exists.
Action
Check the service status, and
then try again.

KNAE01181-E

Failed to change the service
template of the service (service
name = <Service Name>
status = <status>)

Cause
The service is not in a status
where the service template can
be changed.
Action
Archive the task created from
the service whose service
template is to be changed, and
then try again.

KNAE01182-E

KNAE01183-E

KNAE01184-E
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Failed to change the service
template of the service (service
name = <Service Name>,
vendor ID = <Vendor ID>,
service template key name
=<Service template key
name>, version = <Version>,
service status = <status>)

Cause

Failed to change the service
template of the service (service
name = <Service Name>,
current vendor ID = <Vendor
ID>, current service template
key name = <Service template
key name>, new vendor ID =
<New vendor ID> new service
template key name = <New
service template key name> ).

Cause

Failed to change the service
template of the service (service
name = <Service Name>,
vendor ID = <Vendor ID>,
service template key name =

Cause
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The status of the service
template is invalid.
Action
Make sure that the service is in
the Release or Maintenance
status, and then try again.

The service template cannot be
changed to a template that has
a different vendor ID and
service template key name.
Action
Make sure that the service
template is in the Release
status, and then try again.

The version of the specified
service template is the same as
that of the current service
template.

Message ID

Message text
<Service template key name>,
version = <Version>).

Description
Action
Specify a service template
whose version is different from
that of the current service
template, and then try again.

KNAE01200-KNAE01299
Message ID
KNAE01200-E

Message text
Execution of a service failed.

Description
Cause
The specified service has
already been deleted.
Action
Re-create the service, and then
execute it again.

KNAE01201-E

Cannot execute a service
template because a property is
invalid (property key: <Key of
invalid property>).

Cause
A property, specified during
service setup or execution, is
invalid.
Action
Verify the value of the property.

KNAE01202-E

Failed to execute the service.

Cause
You do not have execute
permission for the specified
service.
Action
Make sure you have execute
permission for the specified
service, then retry the
operation.

KNAE01203-E

The execution of a service has
failed.

Cause
A database error occurred
during an attempt to execute
the service.
Action
Confirm the following actions:
1. Make sure that the
database service is
running.
2. If the database service is
running, restart it, and
then retry the operation.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
3.

KNAE01204-E

If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact a system
administrator.

The execution of a service failed Cause
because a file access error
Possible causes are as follows:
occurred (path: <File Path>).
1. The user does not have
the correct permissions
for the file or folder.
2. There is not enough free
space on the disk.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
1. The access permissions
for the file or folder.
2. Free space on the disk.

KNAE01205-W

Cannot delete a file during
service execution (path: <File
path>).

Cause
The user does not have the
correct permissions for the file
or folder.
Action
Check the access permissions
for the file or folder, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE01206-E

The execution of a service has
failed (error code: <Taskprocessing engine return
value>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The task processing
engine is not running.
2. A user authentication
error occurred while
processing the task
engine.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
1. Make sure that all
services are running, and
then retry the operation.
2. Make sure that user name
and password for the task
processing engine are
correct, and then retry
the operation.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE01207-E

Message text
The execution of a service has
failed.

Description
Cause
A date specified is either in the
past or is out of range for the
scheduled execution start date.
Action
Confirm the scheduled
execution start date, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE01208-E

The maximum number of
services has been reached.

Cause
Action
Archive one or more tasks, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE01209-E

Execution of a service failed.

Cause
The service is disabled.
Action
Enable the service, and then try
again.

KNAE01300-KNAE01399
Message ID
KNAE01301-E

Message text
Failed to perform the task
operation.

Description
Cause
You do not have execute
permission for the selected
task.
Action
Make sure you have execute
permission for the selected
task, then retry the operation.

KNAE01302-E

A task operation has failed.

Cause
A database error occurred
during a task operation.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
1. Make sure that the
database service is
running.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
2.

3.

KNAE01303-E

A task operation has failed
<Task processing engine return
value>.

If the database service is
running, restart it, and
then try again.
If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The task-processing
engine is not running.
2. A user authentication
error occurred in relation
to the task-processing
engine.
Action
Perform one of the following
operations:
1. Make sure that all
services are running, and
then try again.
2. Make sure that user name
and password for the task
processing engine are
correct, and then try
again.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01304-E

Cannot suspend a task
schedule.

Cause
The status of the task does not
allow it to be suspended.
Action
Make sure that the task status
is in Waiting status, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE01305-E

Cannot resume a task schedule. Cause
The status of the task does not
allow it to be resumed.
Action
Make sure that the task is in
Suspended status, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE01306-E

Cannot stop a task schedule.

Cause
The status of the task does not
allow its schedule to be
stopped.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Make sure that the task status
is in Waiting or Suspended
status, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01307-E

The task cannot be stopped.

Cause
The status of the task does not
allow its execution to be
stopped.
Action
Make sure that the task status
is In Progress, Long Running,
Waiting For Input, or In
Progress With Error status,
and then try again.

KNAE01308-E

Failed to display the task
details.

Cause
You do not have view
permission for the selected
task.
Action
Make sure you have view
permission for the selected
task, then retry the operation.

KNAE01309-E

The task details cannot be
displayed.

Cause
A database error occurred
during an attempt to display
task details.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that the
database service is
running.
2. If the database service is
running, restart it, and
then retry the operation.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01310-E

The task details cannot be
displayed (error code: <Taskprocessing engine return
value>).
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Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The task-processing
engine is not running.
2. A user authentication
error occurred in relation
to the task-processing
engine.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that all
services are running, and
then retry the operation.
2. Make sure that user name
and password for the task
processing engine are
correct, and then try
again.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KNAE01311-E

The monitoring of the task
processing engine has failed.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The task-processing
engine is not running.
2. An attempt to access the
database failed.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that the
database service is
running.
2. If the database service is
running, restart it, and
then try again.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01312-E

The monitoring of the task
processing engine has failed.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The task-processing
engine is not running.
2. A user authentication
error occurred in relation
to the task-processing
engine.
3. The maximum number of
task exceeds the upper
limit.
Action
Perform one of the following
operations:
1. Make sure that all
services are running, and
then try again.
2. Make sure that user name
and password for the task
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Message ID

Message text

Description

3.
4.

KNAE01315-I

The task execution has failed
(task name: <Task name>).

processing engine are
correct, and then try
again.
Archive one or more
tasks.
If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01317-I

The task is waiting for a
response (task name: <Task
name>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01318-E

The task execution has failed
(task name: <Task name>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01321-E

A database error occurred
(error details: <Error detail>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01322-I

The task schedule is canceled
(task name: <Task name>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01323-E

An error occurred in the taskprocessing engine (error
details: <Error detail>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01324-I

The task archival will now start.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE01325-I

Message text
One or more tasks are archived
(task names: <Archived task
names>, archived task IDs:
<Archived task IDs>).

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE01326-E

The task cannot be archived.

Cause
A database error occurred
during an attempt to archive
tasks.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that the
database service is
running.
2. If the database service is
running, restart it, and
then try again.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact a system
administrator.

KNAE01327-E

An error occurred in the taskprocessing engine (flow name:
<Flow name>, error code:
<Error code>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The task-processing
engine is not running.
2. A user authentication
error occurred in relation
to the task-processing
engine.
3. Another program is using
the task.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that all
services are running.
2. Make sure that the user
name and password for
the task processing
engine are correct, and
then try again.
3. Stop any other programs
using the task.
4. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KNAE01328-E

Cannot archive a task.

Cause
The status of the task does not
allow it to be archived.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Wait until the task has finished,
or cancel the task, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE01329-I

The task histories will now be
deleted.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01330-I

KNAE01331-E

The task histories are deleted
(deleted task history name:
<Deleted history name>,
deleted task history ID:
<Deleted task history ID>).

Cause

Failed to archive the task (task
name: <Task name>).

Cause

Action
-

You do not have archive
permission for the selected
task.
Action
Make sure you have archive
permission for the selected
task, then retry the operation.

KNAE01332-E

The task histories cannot be
deleted (task name: <Task
name>).

Cause
A database error occurred
during an attempt to delete
task histories.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that the
database service is
running.
2. If the database service is
running, restart it, and
then try again.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact a system
administrator.

KNAE01333-E

The specified task does not
exist.

Cause
The specified task has already
been deleted.
Action
Make sure that the task exists,
and then retry the operation.
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Message ID
KNAE01334-E

Message text
The specified task history does
not exist.

Description
Cause
The specified history has
already been deleted.
Action
Make sure that the history
exists, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01335-E

Failed to delete the task history
(task name: <Task name>).

Cause
You do not have delete
permission for the selected task
history.
Action
Make sure you have delete
permission for the task history,
then retry the operation.

KNAE01336-I

Automatic Archiving will now
start.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01337-I

Automatic Archiving is
complete.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01338-I

Automatic deletion of task
histories will now start.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01339-I

Automatic deletion of task
histories is complete.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01340-E

A database access error
occurred.

Cause
An attempt to access the
database has failed.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that the
database service is
running.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
2.
3.

KNAE01341-I

The task has been forcibly
stopped (user ID = <User ID>,
task ID = <Task ID>, task
name = <Task name>).

If the database service is
running, restart it.
If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01342-I

Cause
The task has been retired from
the failed step (user ID = <User
ID>, task ID = <Task ID>, task
name = <Task name>).
Action
-

KNAE01343-I

Cause
The task has been retired from
the failed step (user ID = <User
ID>, task ID = <Task ID>, task
name = <Task name>).
Action
-

KNAE01344-I

KNAE01345-I

KNAE01346-I

The task has been retired from
the step after the failed step
(user ID = <User ID>, task ID
= <Task ID>, task name =
<Task name>).

Cause

Execution of the debug task has
started (task ID = <User ID>,
task name = <Task name>,
service group name = <Service
Group name>, stop setting =
<Stop setting>).

Cause

The debug task was deleted
task (name of deleted task =
<Deleted debug task names>,
task ID of deleted task =
<Deleted debug task IDs>).

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE01347-I

The task completed successfully Cause
(task ID: <Task ID>, task
name: <Task name>, start
time: <Start time>, end time:
Action
<End time>).
-

KNAE01348-I

The task execution has failed
(task ID: <Task ID>, task
name: <Task name>, start
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Cause
-
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Message ID

KNAE01349-I

Message text

Description

time: <Start time>, end time:
<End time>).

Action

The task schedule is canceled
(task ID: <Task ID>, task
name: <Task name>).

Cause

-

Action
-

KNAE01350-I

The task is waiting for a
response (task ID: <Task ID>,
task name: <Task name>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01351-I

A long-running task was
detected (task name = <Task
name>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01352-W

A long-running task was
detected (step ID: <Step ID>,
step time: <Step Time>,
execution ID: <Execution ID>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01500-KNAE01599
Message ID
KNAE01511-E

Message text
Cannot send an email.

Description
Cause
An attempt to access the
database has failed.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that the
database service is
running.
2. If the database service is
running, restart it, and
then try again.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01512-E

96

Cannot send an email.
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Cause

Message ID

Message text

Description
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The task has already been
archived.
2. An attempt to access the
database has failed.
Action
-

KNAE01514-E

Cannot send an email.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The Service Share
Property contains an
error.
2. An attempt to connect to
the SMTP server failed.
Action
Confirm the following:
1. The Service Share
Property settings for
your SMTP server
2. If the SMTP server is
working properly.

KNAE01600-KNAE01699
Message ID
KNAE01601-E

Message text
Common Component was not
found.

Description
Cause
The system could not acquire
the Common Component
installation folder.
Action
Collect log information, and
then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE01602-E

The task-processing engine
installation folder was not
found.

Cause
The system could not acquire
the installation folder for the
task-processing engine.
Action
Make sure that the installation
path of the task processing
engine specified in the user
configuration property file is
correct. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
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Message ID

Message text

Description
then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE01603-E

An unexpected error has
occurred.

Cause
Action
Collect the log information, and
then contact your system
administrator (maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information>).

KNAE01604-E

A database access error
occurred.

Cause
The database is not running
properly.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that the
database service is
running.
2. If the database service is
running, restart it, and
then retry the operation.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01605-E

Command execution has failed
(path: <File path>).

Cause
The user attempted to execute
a command that does not exist.
Action
Take the following actions:
1. Make sure that install
path of the task
processing engine
specified in the user
configuration property file
is correct.
2. Make sure that the
command exists.
3. If the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE01606-E

An unexpected error has
occurred.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Collect the log information, and
then contact your system
administrator (maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information>).

KNAE01607-E

Cannot access a file or folder.

Cause
Action
Check the access permissions
allowed on the specified file or
folder, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01608-E

The connection destination
definition cannot be created.

Cause
The IP address format is not
valid.
Action
Revise the IP address format.

KNAE01609-E

The connection destination
definition cannot be created.

Cause
The user does not have the
correct permission for the
connection destination
definition.
Action
Assign the Admin permission to
the service group associated
with the connection destination
definition, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01610-E

The service group cannot be
accessed.

Cause
The user does not have the
correct permission for the
service group.
Action
Check the following:
• Check whether the user can
access the service group.
• Assign the appropriate
permission required to
access the service group.

KNAE01611-E

The connection destination
definition cannot be deleted.

Cause
The user does not have the
correct permission required to
delete the connection
destination definition.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Assign the Admin permission to
the service group associated
with the connection destination
definition, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE01612-E

The connection destination
definition cannot be deleted.

Cause
The maximum number of
connection destination
definitions has already been
created.
Action
Delete unnecessary connection
destination definitions, and
retry the operation.

KNAE01614-E

The connection destination
definition cannot be deleted.

Cause
The host format does not match
the regular expression.
Action
Revise the host format.

KNAE01615-E

KNAE01616-E

Cannot apply the URL query
parameter (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, version <Version>,
error details: <Error details>).

Cause

Cannot edit a tag (tag name:
<Tag name>).

Cause

The URL query parameter is
invalid.
Action
Revise the URL query
parameter according to the
error details, and then try
again.

The specified tag name already
exists.
Action
Verify the tag name.

KNAE01617-E

Cannot edit a group tag (tag
group name: <Tag group
name>).

Cause
The specified tag group name
already exists.
Action
Verify the tag group name.

KNAE01618-E

100

The maximum number of tags
has been reached (maximum
number tag: <Maximum
number of tag>).
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Cause
Action

Message ID

Message text

Description
Verify the definition so that the
tag count is equal to or less
than the maximum count, and
then try again.

KNAE01619-E

KNAE01620-E

The maximum number of tag
groups has been reached
(maximum number tag group:
<Maximum number of tag
group>).

Cause

Cannot delete the tag (tag
name: <Tag name>, tag group
name: <Tag group name>).

Cause

Action
Verify the definition so that the
tag group is equal to or less
than the maximum count, and
then try again.

The specified tag is in use.
Action
Remove the tag from use, and
then try again.

KNAE01621-E

Cannot delete the tag group
(tag group name: <Tag group
name>).

Cause
A tag belonging to the tag
group is in use (tag name:
<Tag name>).
Action
Remove all tags in use, and
then try again.

KNAE01622-E

Cannot edit a tag.

Cause
The user does not have edit
permission for the tag.
Action
Admin role is required to edit
the tag.

KNAE01631-E

The specified tag was not found
(tag name: <Tag name>).

Cause
The specified tag has already
been deleted.
Action
Specify an existing tag, then
retry the operation.

KNAE01632-E

Editing of the tag has failed (tag Cause
group name: <Tag group
The specified instance ID
name>, instance ID:
already exists in the API.
<instanceID>).
Action
Revise the API specification.
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Message ID
KNAE01634-E

Message text
Failed to create the agentlessconnection destination
definition.

Description
Cause
You have specified All
Service Groups which is not
permitted by a current setting.
Action
Specify a service group other
than All Service Groups.

KNAE01635-E

The operation was stopped
since the server was going for a
shutdown.

Cause
Action
Start the server, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE01700-KNAE01799
Message ID
KNAE01701-E

KNAE01702-E

Message text

Description

The specified plug-in does not
exist (vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
plug-in key name: <Plug-in key
name>, plug-in version: <Plugin version>).

Cause

Cannot add plug-in (vendor ID:
<Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>).

Cause

Action
Verify that the specified plug-in
exists. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact the system
administrator.

An identical plug-in already
exists.
Action
Change the vendor ID, plug-in
key name, or plug-in version,
and then try again.

KNAE01703-E

KNAE01704-E
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Cannot add plug-in (vendor ID:
<Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>).

Cause

Cannot delete plug-in (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,

Cause
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Too many plug-ins.
Action
Delete any unnecessary plugins.

The specified plug-in was
already deleted.

Message ID

KNAE01705-E

KNAE01706-W

KNAE01707-W

Message text

Description

plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>).

Action

Cannot delete plug-in because a
service template is using it
(vendor ID of plug-in: <Vendor
ID of plug-in>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, vendor ID of service
template: <Vendor ID of
service template>, service
template key name: <Service
template key name>, service
template version: <Service
template version>).

Cause

A plug-in name displayed in the
Service Builder exceeds the
maximum number of characters
and was truncated (vendor ID:
<Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, locale: <Locale>,
maximum number of
characters: <Maximum number
of characters>, number of
characters before truncating:
<Number of characters before
truncating>, value before
truncating: <Value before
truncating>).

Cause

-

Action
Make sure that a service
template is not using the plugin, and then try again.

Action
-

Cause
A plug-in vendor name
displayed in the editor exceeds
the maximum number of
characters and was truncated
Action
(vendor ID: <vendor ID>, plugin key name: <plug-in key
name>, plug-in version: <plugin version>, locale: <locale>,
maximum number of
characters: <maximum number
of characters>, number of
characters before truncating:
<number of characters before
truncating>, value before
truncating: <value before
truncating>).
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Message ID
KNAE01708-W

KNAE01709-E

Message text

Description

A plug-in description displayed
in the editor exceeds the
maximum number of characters
and was truncated (vendor ID:
<vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <plug-in
version>, locale: <locale>,
maximum number of
characters: <maximum number
of characters>, number of
characters before truncating:
<number of characters before
truncating>, value before
truncating: <value before
truncating>).

Cause

Cannot save the plug-in
(vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
plug-in key name: <Plug-in key
name>, plug-in version: <Plugin version>).

Cause

Action
-

The script file may have been
renamed or deleted (Operating
System: <Operating System>,
file name: <File name>).
Action
Check the script file settings,
and then try again.

KNAE01710-E

Cannot save the plug-in
(vendor ID: <Vendor ID> plugin key name: <Plug-in key
name>, plug-in version: <Plugin version>).

Cause
The icon file may have been
deleted (file name: <File
name>).
Action
Check the icon file settings, and
then try again.

KNAE01711-I

KNAE01712-I

KNAE01713-I

104

The plug-in was added (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>).

Cause

The plug-in was saved (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>).

Cause

The plug-in was duplicated
source (vendor ID: <Source
vendor ID>, source plug-in key
name: <Source plug-in key

Cause
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Action
-

Action
-

Action

Message ID

KNAE01714-I

KNAE01715-I

KNAE01751-E

KNAE01752-E

KNAE01753-E

Message text

Description

name>, source plug-in version:
<Source plug-in version>,
destination vendor ID:
<Destination vendor ID>,
destination plug-in key name:
<Destination plug-in key
name>, destination plug-in
version: <Destination plug-in
version>).

-

The plug-in was deleted
(vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
plug-in key name: <Plug-in key
name>, plug-in version: <Plugin version>).

Cause

The plug-in resource file was
saved (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, plug-in key name: <Plugin key name>, plug-in version:
<Plug-in version>, language:
<Language code>).

Cause

The specified service template
does not exist (vendor ID:
<Vendor ID>, service template
key name: <Service template
key>, service template version:
<Service template version>).

Cause

Cannot add the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version>).

Cause

Cannot add the service
template (vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, service
template key name: <Service
template key name>, service
template version: <Service
template version>).

Cause
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Action
-

Action
-

Action
Verify that the specified service
template exists, and then try
again. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact the system
administrator.

An identical service template
already exists.
Action
Change the vendor ID, service
template key name, or service
template version, and then try
again.

Too many service templates.
Action
Delete any unnecessary service
templates, and then try again.
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Message ID
KNAE01754-E

KNAE01755-W

KNAE01756-W

KNAE01757-W

KNAE01758-W

106

Message text

Description

Cannot delete a service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version> ).

Cause

A service template name
displayed in the Service Builder
exceeds the maximum number
of characters and was truncated
(locale: <Locale>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, number of
characters before truncating:
<Number of characters before
truncating>, value before
truncating: <Values before
truncating> ).

Cause

The vendor name displayed in
the Service Builder exceeds the
maximum number of characters
and was truncated (locale:
<Locale>, maximum number of
characters: <Maximum number
of characters>, number of
characters before truncating:
<Number of characters before
truncating>, value before
truncating: <Value before
truncating> ).

Cause

A service template description
displayed in the Service Builder
exceeds the maximum number
of characters and was truncated
(locale: <Locale>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, number of
characters before truncating:
<Number of characters before
truncating>, value before
truncating: <Value before
truncating> ).

Cause

A service template name
displayed in the Service Builder
exceeds the maximum number

Cause
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The specified service template
was already deleted.
Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

-

Message ID

Message text

Description

of characters and was truncated Action
(vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key name>,
service template version:
<Service template version>,
locale: <Locale>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, number of
characters before truncating:
<Number of characters before
truncating>, value before
truncating: <Value before
truncating> )
KNAE01759-W

KNAE01760-W

KNAE01761-E

A service template description
displayed in the Service Builder
exceeds the maximum number
of characters and was truncated
(locale: <Locale>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, number of
characters before truncating:
<Number of characters before
truncating>, value before
truncating: <Value before
truncating> )

Cause

A service template name
displayed in the Service Builder
exceeds the maximum number
of characters and was truncated
(vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key name>,
service template version:
<Service template version>,
locale: <Locale>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, number of
characters before truncating:
<Number of characters before
truncating>, value before
truncating: <Value before
truncating> )

Cause

Cannot save the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key

Cause
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Action
-

Action
-
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Message ID

Message text
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version>).

Description
The custom file name may have
been changed or deleted (file
name: <File name>).
Action
Verify the custom file settings,
and then try again.

KNAE01762-I

KNAE01763-I

KNAE01764-I

KNAE01765-I

KNAE01766-I

108

The service template was added
(vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key name>,
service template version:
<Service template version> ).

Cause

The service template was saved
(vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key name>,
service template version:
<Service template version> ).

Cause

The service template was
duplicated (source vendor ID:
<Source vendor ID>, source
service template key name:
<Source service template key
name>, source service
template version: <Source
service template version>,
destination vendor ID:
<Destination vendor ID>,
destination service template
key name: <Destination service
template key name>,
destination service template
version: <Destination service
template version>).

Cause

The service template was
deleted (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version> ).

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Cause
The service resource file was
saved (vendor ID: <VendorID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key name>, Action
service template version:
-
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Message ID

Message text

Description

<Service template version>,
language: <Language code>).
KNAE01767-I

KNAE01768-I

KNAE01770-E

KNAE01771-E

The service template flow
includes a setting that cannot
be converted. The value of this
setting will be passed on when
the service template is built or
released (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version>, step name: <Step
name>, element: <Element>,
value of setting: <Value of
setting>).

Cause

The service template flow
includes a setting that cannot
be converted. The value of this
setting will be ignored (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, service
template key name: <Service
template key name>, service
template version: <Service
template version>, step name:
<Step name>, element:
<Element>, value of setting:
<Value of setting>).

Cause

Cannot save the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version>).

Cause

Cannot save the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template

Cause

version: <Service template
version>).

Action
-

Action
-

The icon file may have been
deleted (file name: <File
name>).
Action
Check the icon file settings, and
then try again.

The custom file name may have
been changed or deleted
(property group ID: <Property
group ID>).
Action
Verify the custom file settings,
and then try again.

KNAE01772-E

Cannot save the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
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Cause
The uploaded validation file that
name may have been changed
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Message ID

Message text
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version>).

Description
or deleted (property group ID:
<Property group ID>).
Action
Verify the validation settings,
and then try again.

KNAE01773-E

Cannot save the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version>).

Cause
The uploaded validation file that
name may have been changed
or deleted (property key:
<Property key>).
Action
Verify the validation settings,
and then try again.

KNAE01774-E

Cannot save the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version>).

Cause
The uploaded default value file
that name may have been
changed or deleted (property
key: <Property key>).
Action
Verify the default value setting
file settings, and then try again.

KNAE01775-E

110

Cannot delete service template
because an other service
template is using it (vendor ID
of service template: <Vendor
ID of service template>, service
template key name: <Service
template key name>, service
template version: <Service
template version>, vendor ID of
referring service template:
<Vendor ID of referring service
template>, referring service
template key name: <Referring
service template key name>,
referring service template
version: <Referring service
template version>).
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Cause
Action
Make sure that no other service
template is not using the
service template, and then try
again.

KNAE01800-KNAE01899
Message ID
KNAE01801-E

Message text
The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Description
Cause
The properties of the step do
not match those of the plug-in.
Action
Revise the properties of the
step and plug-in as necessary.

KNAE01804-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Cause
Action
Specify mapping parameters for
the required properties (step
property name: <Step property
name>).

KNAE01805-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Cause
Action
Revise the I/O type of the
reserved property set for the
mapping parameter so that it
matches the I/O type of the
step property (step property
name: <Step property name>,
mapping parameter: <Mapping
parameter>, reserved
property: <Reserved property
name>, I/O type: <I/O type of
reserved property>).

KNAE01806-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Cause
Action
Use the reserved property set
for the mapping parameter at
the step in the flow executed by
the Repeated Execution Plug-in
(step property name: <Step
property name>, mapping
parameter: <Mapping
parameter>, reserved property
name: <Reserved property
name>).
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Message ID
KNAE01807-E

Message text
The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a service property set
for the mapping parameter
(step property name:<Step
property name>, mapping
parameter: <Mapping
parameter>, service property
key: <Service property key>).

KNAE01808-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Cause
Action
Revise the I/O type of the
service property set for the
mapping parameter so that it
matches the I/O type of the
step property (step property
name: <Step property name>,
mapping parameter: <Mapping
parameter>, reserved
property: <Service property
name>, I/O type: <I/O type of
service property>).

KNAE01809-E

A custom file is invalid (file
name: <File name of the
custom file>).

Cause
Action
Verify that the service details
window file exists among the
archived files (file path:
<Relative path of the service
details window file>).

KNAE01811-E

The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
property key: <Service
property key>).

Cause
Action
Revise the data type of the
specified shared service
property so that it matches that
of the registered shared service
property (specified data type:
<Specified data type>,
registered data type:
<Registered data type>).

KNAE01812-E

112

The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
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Cause
-

Message ID

KNAE01813-E

Message text

Description

property key: <Service
property key>).

Action

The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
property key: <Service
property key>).

Cause

Revise the I/O type of the
specified shared service
property so that it matches that
of the registered shared service
property (specified I/O type:
<Specified I/O type>,
registered I/O type:
<Registered I/O type>).

Action
Revise the visibility of the
specified shared service
property so that it matches that
of the registered shared service
property (specified visibility:
<Specified visibility>,
registered visibility:
<Registered visibility>).

KNAE01814-E

The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
property key: <Service
property key>).

Cause
Action
Revise the mandatory section
of the specified shared service
property so that it matches that
of the registered shared service
property (specified mandatory
section: <Specified mandatory
section>, registered mandatory
section: <Registered
mandatory section>).

KNAE01815-E

The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
property key: <Service
property key>).

Cause
Action
Revise the minimum length of
the specified shared service
property so that it matches that
of the registered shared service
property (specified minimum
length: <Specified minimum
length>, registered minimum
length: <Registered minimum
length>).

KNAE01816-E

The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
property key: <Service
property key>).
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Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Revise the maximum length of
the specified shared service
property so that it matches that
of the registered shared service
property (specified maximum
length: <Specified maximum
length>, registered maximum
length: <Registered maximum
length>).

KNAE01817-E

The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
property key: <Service
property key>).

Cause
Action
Revise the minimum value of
the specified shared service
property and so that it matches
the registered shared service
property (specified minimum
value: <Specified minimum
value> registered minimum
value: <Registered minimum
value>).

KNAE01818-E

The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
property key: <Service
property key>).

Cause
Action
Revise the maximum value of
the specified shared service
property so that it matches that
of the registered shared service
property (specified maximum
value: <Specified maximum
value>, registered maximum
value: <Registered maximum
value>).

KNAE01819-E

The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
property key: <Service
property key>).

Cause
Action
Revise the input character
restriction of the specified
shared service property so that
it matches the registered
shared service property
(specified input character
restriction: <Specified input
character restriction>,
registered input character
restriction: <Registered input
character restriction> ).

KNAE01820-E
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The definition of a service
property is invalid (service
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Cause

Message ID

Message text
property key: <Service
property key>).

Description
Action
Revise the list items of the
specified shared service
property so that they match
those of the registered shared
service property (specified list
items: <Specified list items>
registered list items:
<Registered list items>).

KNAE01821-E

KNAE01822-E

The message output process
stopped because the maximum
number of error messages for
the release results was
exceeded (maximum number of
error messages: <Maximum
number of error messages>).

Cause

A custom file is invalid (file
name: <File name>).

Cause

Action
Take action according to the
instructions in the message
output prior to this message.

Action
Change the format or re-create
the archived file.

KNAE01823-E

KNAE01824-I

A script file is invalid (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, platform:
<Platform>, file name: <File
name>).

Cause

Starting the service template
build.

Cause

Action
Change the format or re-create
the archived file.

Action
-

KNAE01825-I

KNAE01826-E

Completed the service template
build (vendor ID: <Vendor ID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key>,
service template version:
<Service template version>).

Cause

Cannot build the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template

Cause
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Action
-

Action
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Message ID

KNAE01827-I

Message text

Description

version: <Service template
version>).

Take action according to the
instructions in the message
output prior to this message.

Starting the service template
release.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE01828-I

KNAE01829-E

KNAE01830-I

Completed the service template
release (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version>).

Cause

Cannot release the service
template (vendor ID: <Vendor
ID>, service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, service template
version: <Service template
version>).

Cause

Action
-

Action
Take action according to the
instructions in the message
output prior to this message.

A service template package was Cause
created (file name: <Service
template file name>).
Action
-

KNAE01831-E

A custom file is invalid (file
name: <Custom file name>).

Cause
Multi-byte characters are
included in a folder or file name
in the archived file (file path:
<File path in the archived
file>).
Action
Change the folder or file name
to remove the multi-byte
characters.

KNAE01832-E

A script file is invalid (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, platform:
<Platform>, file name: <Script
file name>).
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Cause
Multi-byte characters are
included in a folder or file name
in the archived file (file path:
<Plug-in key name>).
Action

Message ID

Message text

Description
Change the folder or file name
to remove the multi-byte
characters.

KNAE01833-E

Cause
The contents of the service
resource file are invalid (file
Control characters are included
name: <Service resource file>). in a value specified in the
service resource file referenced
from the service definition
(property key: <property
key>).
Action
Remove the control characters
from the specified value.

KNAE01834-E

The contents of the service
resource file are invalid (file
name: <Service resource file
name>).

Cause
Surrogate pair characters are
included in a value specified in
the service resource file
referenced from the service
definition (property key:
<Property key>).
Action
Remove the surrogate pair
characters from the specified
value.

KNAE01835-E

The contents of the service
resource file are invalid (file
name: <Service resource file
name>).

Cause
Too many characters for a value
specified in the service resource
file referenced from the service
definition (property key:
<Property file>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, number of
characters in the specified
value: <Number of characters
in the specified value>,
specified value: <Specified
value>).
Action
Reduce the length of the
specified value.

KNAE01836-E

The contents of a plug-in
resource file are invalid (file
name: <Plug-in resource file
name>).

Cause
Control characters are included
in a value specified in the plugin resource file referenced from
the plug-in definition (property
key: <Property key>).
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Remove the control characters
from the specified value.

KNAE01837-E

The contents of a plug-in
resource file are invalid (file
name: <Plug-in resource file
name>).

Cause
Surrogate pair characters are
included in a value specified in
the plug-in resource file
referenced from the plug-in
definition (property key:
<Property key>).
Action
Remove the surrogate pair
characters from the specified
value.

KNAE01838-E

The contents of a plug-in
resource file are invalid (file
name: <Plug-in resource file
name>).

Cause
Too many characters for a value
specified in the plug-in resource
file referenced from the plug-in
definition (property key:
<Property key>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, number of
characters in the specified
value: <Number of characters
in the specified value>,
specified value: <Specified
value>).
Action
Reduce the length of the
specified value.

KNAE01839-E

The contents of a plug-in
resource file are invalid (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, file name: <Plug-in
resource file name>).

Cause
Control characters are included
in a value specified in the plugin resource file referenced from
the plug-in definition (property
key: <Property key>).
Action
Remove the control characters
from the specified value.

KNAE01840-E

The contents of a plug-in
resource file are invalid (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, file name: <Plug-in
resource file name>).

Cause
Surrogate pair characters are
included in a value specified in
the plug-in resource file
referenced from the plug-in
definition (property key:
<Property key>).
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Remove the surrogate pair
characters from the specified
value.

KNAE01841-E

The contents of a plug-in
resource file are invalid (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, file name: <Plug-in
resource file name>).

Cause
Too many characters for a value
specified in the plug-in resource
file referenced from the plug-in
definition (property key:
<Property key>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, number of
characters in the specified
value: <Number of characters
of setting value>, specified
value: <Setting value>).
Action
Reduce the length of the
specified value.

KNAE01842-E

The contents of a service
resource file are invalid (file
name: <Service resource file
name>).

Cause
Action
Define the property keys and
values of the required items in
the service definition (property
key: <Property key>).

KNAE01843-E

The contents of a plug-in
resource file are invalid (file
name: <Plug-in resource file
name>).

Cause
Action
Define the property keys and
values of the required items in
the plug-in definition (property
key: <Property key>).

KNAE01844-E

KNAE01845-E

The contents of a plug-in
resource file are invalid (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, file name: <Plug-in
resource file name>).

Cause

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Cause

Action
Define the property keys and
values of the required items in
the plug-in definition (property
key: <Property key>).

Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Specify values so that the
judgment condition is
consistent (judgment condition:
<Judgment condition>,
condition value 1: <Condition
value 1>, condition value 2:
<Condition value 2>).

KNAE01846-E

A custom file is invalid (file
name: <Custom file name>).

Cause
Action
Remove the multi-byte
characters from the file name.

KNAE01847-E

KNAE01848-E

A script file is invalid (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, Operating System:
<Operating System>, file
name: <Script file name>).

Cause

A custom file is invalid (file
name: <Window custom file
name>).

Cause

Action
Remove the multi-byte
characters from the file name.

The file name is too long
(maximum number of
characters: <Window custom
file name>, current number of
characters: <Current number of
characters>).
Action
Reduce the length of the file
name.

KNAE01849-E

A script file is invalid (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in
version: <Plug-in key name>,
product version: <Plug-in
version>, platform:
<Platform>, file name: <Script
file name>).

Cause
A file name is too long
(maximum number of
characters: <Maximum number
of characters>, current number
of characters: <Current number
of characters>).
Action
Reduce the length of the file
name.

KNAE01850-E
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A custom file is invalid (file
name: <Window custom file
name>).
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Cause
A path within the archive file is
too long (path: <Path within
the archive file>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, current number of

Message ID

Message text

Description
characters: <Current number of
characters>).
Action
Change the folder name or file
name.

KNAE01851-E

A script file is invalid (vendor
ID: <Vendor ID>, plug-in key
name: <Plug-in key name>,
plug-in version: <Plug-in
version>, Operating System:
<Operating System>, file
name: <Script file name>).

Cause
A path within the archive file is
too long (path: <Path within
the archive file>, maximum
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>, current number of
characters: <Current number of
characters>).
Action
Change the folder name or file
name.

KNAE01852-E

The combination of the plug-in
vendor ID, plug-in key name,
and script file name is invalid
plug-in (vendor ID: <Plug-in
vendor ID>, plug-in key name:
<Plug-in key name>, plug-in
version: <Plug-in version>,
Operating System: <Operating
System>, file name: <Script
file name>).

Cause
The combined length of the
plug-in vendor ID, plug-in key
name, and script file name is
too long (maximum number of
characters: <Maximum number
of characters>, current total
number of characters: <Current
total number of characters>).
Action
Either change the script file
name, or duplicate the plug-in
and then change the vendor ID
and plug-in key name.

KNAE01853-E

The combination of the plug-in
vendor ID, plug-in key name,
and script file name is invalid
plug-in (vendor ID: <Plug-in
vendor ID>, plug-in key name:
<Plug-in key name>, plug-in
version: <Plug-in version>,
Operating System: <Operating
System>, file name: <Script
file name>, path: <Path within
the archive file>).

Cause
The combined length of the
plug-in vendor ID, the plug-in
key name, and the script file
path within the archive file is
too long (maximum number of
characters: <Maximum number
of characters>, current total
number of characters: <Current
total number of characters>).
Action
Either change the folder name
or script file name within the
archive file, or duplicate the
plug-in and then change the
vendor ID and plug-in key
name.
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Message ID
KNAE01854-E

Message text
The combination of the service
template vendor ID, service
template key name, and
window custom file name is
invalid.

Description
Cause
The combined length of the
service template vendor ID, the
service template key name, and
the custom file name is too long
(service template vendor ID:
<Service template vendor ID>,
service template key name:
<Service template key name>,
file name: <Window custom file
name>, maximum number of
characters: <Maximum number
of characters>, current total
number of characters <Current
total number of characters>).
Action
Either change the custom file
name, or duplicate the service
template and then change the
vendor ID and service template
key name.

KNAE01855-E

The combination of the service
template vendor ID, service
template key name, and custom
file name is invalid.

Cause
The combined length of the
service template vendor ID, the
service template key name, and
the custom file name within the
archive file is too long (service
template vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, service
template key name: <Service
template key name>, file
name: <Window custom file
name>, maximum number of
characters: <Maximum number
of characters>, current total
number of characters: <Current
total number of characters>).
Action
Either change the folder name
or the custom file name within
the archive file, or duplicate the
service template and then
change the vendor ID and
service template key name.

KNAE01856-E

A custom file: (property group
name: <Property group
name>) is invalid.

Cause
Action
Verify that the file for Service
Config (Navigation) exists
among the archived files: (file
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Message ID

Message text

Description
path: <Relative file path for
[Service Config (Navigation)>)

KNAE01857-E

A custom file: (property group
name: <Property group
name>) is invalid.

Cause
Action
Verify that the file for Service
Config (Settings) exists
among the archived files: (file
path: <Relative file path for
[Service Config (Settings)]>)

KNAE01858-E

A custom file is invalid
(property group name:
<Property group name>).

Cause
Action
Verify that the file for Service
Submit (Navigation) exists
among the archived files (file
path: <Relative file path for
[Service Submit
(Navigation)]>).

KNAE01859-E

A custom file is invalid
(property group name:
<Property group name>).

Cause
Action
Verify that the file for Service
Submit (Settings) exists
among the archived files (file
path: <Relative file path for
[Service Submit (Settings)]>).

KNAE01860-E

A custom file is invalid
(property group name:
<Property group name>).

Cause
Action
Verify that the file for Task
Details exists among the
archived files (file path:
<Relative file path for [Task
Details]>).

KNAE01861-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name> ).

Cause
Action
Revise the setting for the
mapping parameter to resolve
the visibility restriction (step
property name: <Step property
name>, mapping parameter:
<Mapping parameter>,
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Message ID

Message text

Description
reference property name:
<Reference property name>).

KNAE01862-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name> )

Cause
Action
Revise the setting for the
mapping parameter to resolve
the visibility restriction (step
property name: <Step property
name>, mapping parameter:
<Mapping parameter>,
reference step name:
<Reference step name>,
reference property name:
<Reference property name>).

KNAE01863-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>)

Cause
Action
Revise the setting for the
mapping parameter to resolve
the visibility restriction (step
property name: <Step property
name>, mapping parameter:
<Mapping parameter>,
reference property name:
<Reference property name>).

KNAE01864-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Cause
Action
Revise the setting for the
mapping parameter to resolve
the data-type restriction (step
property name: <Step property
name>, mapping parameter:
<Mapping parameter> ,
reference step name:
<Reference step name>,
reference property name:
<Reference property name>).

KNAE01865-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Cause
Action
Revise the setting for the
mapping parameter to resolve
the circular property reference
(step property name: <Step
property name> mapping
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Message ID

Message text

Description
parameter: <Mapping
parameter>, reference step
name: <Reference step name>
reference property name:
<Reference property name>).

KNAE01866-E

The service property definition
is invalid (service property key:
<Service property key>).

Cause
Action
Change the service property
key because a property with
the same key is used in the
step.

KNAE01867-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>)

Cause
The mapping parameter is set
in the output property of the
reference set in the mapping
parameter (step property
name: <Step property name>,
mapping parameter: <Mapping
parameter>, reference step
name: <Reference step
name>, reference property
name: <Reference property
name>).
Action
Delete the mapping parameter
set in the output property of
the reference. When you want
to display the output property
of the reference in [Task
Details], set the visibility of the
output property of the
reference for View Details.

KNAE01868-E

KNAE01869-E

The number of property groups
set to GUI Settings exceeds the
maximum number of property
groups (maximum number of
property groups: <Maximum
number of property groups>,
current number of property
groups: <Current number of
property groups>).

Cause

The number of properties set to
GUI Settings exceeds the
maximum number of properties
(maximum number of
properties: <Maximum number
of properties>, current number

Cause
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Action
Set the property group to
become below the number of
maximum property groups.

Action
Set property to become below
the number of maximum
property.
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Message ID

Message text

Description

of properties: <Current number
of properties> ).
KNAE01870-E

KNAE01871-E

The total of the properties set
to the service template exceeds
the maximum number of
properties (maximum number
of properties: <Maximum
number of properties>, current
number of properties: <Current
number of properties>).

Cause

A custom file is invalid
(property group name:
<Property group name> ).

Cause

Action
Set property to become below
the number of maximum
property.

Multi-byte characters are
included in a folder or file name
in the archived (file path: <File
path in the archived file>).
Action
Change the folder or file name
to remove the multi-byte
characters.

KNAE01872-E

A custom file is invalid
(property group name:
<Property group name>)

Cause
One of the file paths within the
archive folder is too long (path:
<Path within the archive file>,
maximum number of
characters: <Maximum number
of characters>, current number
of characters: <Current number
of characters>).
Action
Change the folder name or file
name.

KNAE01873-E
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The combination of the service
template vendor ID, service
template key name, and custom
file name is invalid.
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Cause
The combined length of the
service template vendor ID, the
service template key name, and
the custom file name within the
archive file is too long (service
template vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, service
template key name: <Service
template key name>, property
group name: <Property group
name>, maximum number of
characters: <Path within the
archive file>, current total
number of characters:
<Maximum number of
characters>).

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Either change the folder name
or the custom file name within
the archive file, or duplicate the
service template and then
change the vendor ID and
service template key name.

KNAE01874-E

The step mapping definition is
invalid (step name: <Step
name>).

Cause
Action
Revise setting for the mapping
parameter because the
mapping parameter is against a
property constraint (step
property name: <Step property
name>, mapping parameter:
<Mapping parameter>).

KNAE01875-E

A custom file is invalid (file
name: <File name>).

Cause
The top layer folder name in
the archive file is reserved
(folder name: <Folder name>).
Action
Change the top layer folder
name.

KNAE01876-E

A custom file is invalid (file
name: <File name of the
custom file>).

Cause
Action
Verify that the overview file
exists among the archived files
(file path: <Relative path of the
service overview file>).

KNAE01877-E

Location of the step within the
flow is incorrect (step name:
<Step name>).

Cause
A service component with
repeated-execution plug-in
cannot be specified within
another repeated-execution
plug-in.
Action
Please review the configuration
of the service template that is
under edit.

KNAE01878-E

Location of the step within the
flow is incorrect (step name:
<Step name>).
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Cause
The total number of tiers in the
step and the flow which the
step is associated with, exceeds
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Message ID

Message text

Description
the maximum number of tiers
(number of tiers in the step:
<NumbeOfTiersinStep>,
maximum number of tiers in
the flow which the step is
associated with:
<NumberOfTiersinPlaceToLocal
eit>., maximum number of
tiers: <maxNumberOfTiers>.
Action
Confirm the number of tiers in
the service component, and
review the configuration of the
service template that is under
edit.

KNAE01879-E
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The number of steps in the
service template exceeds the
maximum number of steps
(maximum number of steps:
<maximum number of steps>,
current number of steps:
<current number of steps>).
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Cause
Action
Confirm the number of steps in
the service component, and
review the configuration of the
service template that is under
edit.

3
Message IDs from KNAE02000KNAE02199
These messages provide information related to Hitachi Automation Director
audit logs.
□ KNAE02000-KNAE02099
□ KNAE02100-KNAE02199
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KNAE02000-KNAE02099
Message IDs
KNAE02020-W

Message text
The property file <File name>.

Description
Cause
The specified property file does
not exist.
Action
Collect the necessary data, recreate the property file, and
then restart the product.

KNAE02021-E

Cannot load the system
properties.

Cause
The system environment might
be corrupted.
Action
Collect the necessary data, and
then perform a reinstallation. If
the problem persists, contact
your system administrator.

KNAE02022-W

The default value was set
because the value of a property
key could not be obtained
(property key: <Property
key>).

Cause
The value of a property key is
invalid.
Action
Revise the value of the property
key. If you have changed the
value, restart the product.

KNAE02023-E

System properties could not be
obtained.

Cause
The system environment might
be corrupted.
Action
Collect the necessary data, and
then perform a reinstallation. If
the problem persists, contact
your system administrator.

KNAE02050-E

Cannot initialize the
environment.

Cause
Action
Restart the server. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect the
necessary data, and then
contact your system
administrator.
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KNAE02100-KNAE02199
Message ID
KNAE02101-E

Message text
Cannot convert the request
body.

Description
Cause
Action
Verify the request body
arguments, and then try the
operation again.

KNAE02102-E

The specified resource does not Cause
exist or you do not have access.
Action
After reviewing the content of
the following, please re-run.
• The presence or absence of
resources
• Access rights to the
resource

KNAE02103-E

Method call that is not allowed. Cause
Method name: <Method name>
Action
Check the method name.

KNAE02104-E

Query parameters specified
invalid <information>

Cause
Action
Make sure to specify the query
parameters.

KNAE02105-I

The server is starting.

Cause
Action
Wait a few minutes.

KNAE02106-E

Execution of operation goes
wrong (detail information:
<detail information>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE02107-E

An attempt to resubmit task
execution failed.
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Cause
The task is not completed or
failed, or canceled status.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Make sure that the task is
completed or failed or canceled
status and then retry the
operation.

KNAE02108-E

The specified resource cannot
be edited <Resource name>.

Cause
The specified resource does not
allow editing.
Action
Specify a different resource.

KNAE02109-E

The specified PropertyValue
cannot be edited <Resource
name>.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. PropertyValue related to
Task or Schedule is
specified.
2. PropertyValue you do
not have access is
specified.
3. PropertyValue cannot
edit is specified.
Action
Verify the property.

KNAE02110-E

The specified property value is
invalid (property: <property>).

Cause
Possible causes:
1. A property value includes
an invalid character.
2. A property value is too
long or too short.
3. A property value is
outside the valid range.
4. The format of a property
value is invalid.
Action
Specify a valid and properly
structured property value.

KNAE02111-E

Failed to parse the login
information (detail information:
<detail information>).

Cause
This is most likely an internal
error.
Action
If this problem continues,
contact the Support Center.

KNAE02112-E
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The specified property does not
exist or you do not have access
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Cause
-

Message ID

KNAE02113-E

Message text

Description

(property key: <property
key> ).

Action

Specified response input is
invalid.

Cause

After reviewing the content of
the following, please re-run.
• The presence or absence of
property.
• Access rights to the
property.

Possible causes are as follows:
1. No response inputs is
specified.
2. A number of response
inputs are specified.
3. The response input which
cannot be specified, such
as not existing, is
specified.
Action
Correct response input.

KNAE02114-E

The configuration type of the
specified service could not be
changed.

Cause
Action
Make sure configuration type of
the specified service.

KNAE02115-E

The specified service could not
be created.

Cause
You do not have the necessary
create permission to create a
service in the specified service
group.
Action
Make sure you have modify (or
higher) permission for the
service group associated with
the specified service, then retry
the operation.

KNAE02116-E

The specified storage resource
group is already assigned to
another infrastructure group
(element name: <element
ID>).

Cause
The storage resource group is
already assigned to another
infrastructure group. A storage
resource group can belong to
only one infrastructure group.
Action
Remove the storage resource
group from the infrastructure
group to which it was already
assigned.
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Message ID
KNAE02117-E

Message text
Failed to create or update the
resource because a resource
with the same name already
exists.

Description
Cause
When creating or editing a
resource, you attempted to use
the name of an existing
resource.
Action
Revise the name, then retry the
operation.

KNAE02118-W

This property cannot be edited
(property: <property>).

Cause
The specified property cannot
be edited. Possible causes are
as follows:
1. The specified property is
associated with a Task or
Schedule resource.
2. You do not have the
necessary permissions to
edit the specified
property.
3. The value of the specified
property cannot be
edited.
Action
-

KNAE02119-E

Failed to edit the associations
between the service group and
the user groups (user group
name: <userGroupName>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. A user group that cannot
be edited was specified.
2. A user group that does
not exist was specified.
3. The same user group was
specified more than once.
4. The specified role cannot
be set.
5. The specified role does
not exist.
Action
Check and, if necessary, revise
the user groups and role to be
edited, and then try again.

KNAE02120-E

Failed to edit the associations
between the service group and
the user groups (user group
name: <userGroupName>).

Cause
An error occurred in the user
management function.
Action
Stop the operation, make sure
the user groups and the service
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Message ID

Message text

Description
group exist, and then try the
operation again. If the same
message is output, use the data
collection tool to collect the
necessary data, and then
contact the system
administrator (maintenance
information: <cause>).

KNAE02121-E

Invalid property value <cause>

Cause
See Error Message.
Action
Check and, if necessary, revise
the value specified for the
property.

KNAE02122-E

Data could not be obtained
from the database
(maintenance information:
<cause>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. Too many request
conditions were specified.
2. Access to the database
are concentrated.
3. Request condition was too
long.
4. The database is not
operating normally. Please
contact DB admin.
Action
Perform the following actions:
1. Check and, if necessary,
revise the request
conditions.
2. Please re-run at a later
time.
3. Stop the services of this
product, and then restart
them.
4. If the same error occurs,
use the data collection
tool to collect the
necessary data, and then
contact the system
administrator.

KNAE02123-E

The file cannot be exported (file
name = <File name>).
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Cause
The possible causes are as
follows:
1. The selected service
template is not built.
2. The location where the file
is to be saved does not
exist or cannot be
accessed.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
3.

4.

There is not enough free
space on the disk where
the file is to be saved.
The file to be exported
does not exist or cannot
be accessed.

Action
If the service template is being
developed, build the service
template, and then try again. If
the service template is not
being developed, first close the
service template list dialog box,
and then try again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect the
necessary information, and
then contact your system
administrator.
KNAE02124-E

Import of the service template
failed (detailed information =
<detail> ).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE02125-I

KNAE02126-I

KNAE02127-E

The service template was
imported (service template key
name = <Service template key
name>, vendor ID = <Service
template vendor>, version =
<service>).

Cause

Import of the service template
was skipped (service template
key name = <service template
key name>, vendor ID =
<service template vendor>,
version = <service>).

Cause

Failed to write to the temporary
folder (folder = <Folder
path> ).

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

The possible causes are as
follows:
1. You do not have the
necessary permissions for
the temporary folder.
2. There is not enough free
space on the disk.
Action
Check the following, and then
try again:
1. The access permissions
for the file or folder.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
2.

KNAE02128-E

The file extension of the service
template is invalid (file name =
<File name>).

The free space on the
disk.

Cause
Action
Specify a service template
whose file extension is .st, and
then try again.

KNAE02129-E

A file name is invalid.

Cause
The file name contains multibyte characters.
Action
Remove the multi-byte
characters from the file name.

KNAE02130-E

A file name is invalid.

Cause
The file name is too long.
Action
Reduce the length of the file
name.
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4
Message IDs from KNAE03000KNAE03599
These messages provide information related to Hitachi Automation Director
user operations.
□ KNAE03000-KNAE03099
□ KNAE03100-KNAE03199
□ KNAE03200-KNAE03299
□ KNAE03300-KNAE03399
□ KNAE03500-KNAE03599
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KNAE03000-KNAE03099
Message ID
KNAE03000-I

Message text
The <Command name>
command will now start.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE03001-I

The <Command name>
command ended normally.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03002-E

The <Command name>
command ended abnormally
<Return code>.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03003-E

The specified argument is
incorrect.

Cause
Action
Review the specified argument,
and then try again.

KNAE03004-W

The execution of the
<Command name> command
stopped.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03005-E

You do not have access
permission to execute the
<Command name> command.

Cause
Action
Check the permissions, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03006-W

The command ended because it
cannot be executed
concurrently with another
command.

Cause
Action
Wait for the previous command
to end, and then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KNAE03007-E

Message text
The specified folder was not
found (folder name: <Folder
name> ).

Description
Cause
Action
Specify an existing folder, and
then try again.

KNAE03008-E

Cannot connect to the server
(host: <IP address or host
name>, port:<Port>, protocol:
<Protocol>).

Cause
Action
Check the server name. Make
sure that the specified service
is running. Check the
communication path to the
server, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE03009-E

The password file could not be
loaded (path: <Path name>).

Cause
Action
Re-create the password file,
and then try again.
Alternatively, use the existing
password specified as an option
and re-execute the command.

KNAE03010-E

User authentication failed.

Cause
The specified user name,
password or password file is
incorrect. Or the proper user
permissions are not set.
Action
Specify the correct user name,
password and password file, or
confirm the assigned
permissions, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE03011-E

The specified character
encoding is not supported.

Cause
The specified character
encoding is not supported.
Action
Specify a supported character
encoding, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE03012-E

The <Service name> service is
inactive or has not completely
started.
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Cause
-
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Check the status of the service.
If the service is inactive, start
the service. If the service has
not completely started, restart
the service.

KNAE03013-E

The <Service name> service
has not stopped.

Cause
Action
Stop the service.

KNAE03014-E

Cannot start the service
<Service name> .

Cause
Action
If you have already performed
some operation that uses the
service, wait a while, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE03015-E

Cannot stop the service
<Service name>.

Cause
Action
If you have already performed
some operation that uses the
service, wait a while, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE03016-E

The specified folder is not
empty (folder name: <Folder
name>).

Cause
The specified folder contains
files or folders.
Action
Specify an empty folder, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03017-E

The specified path does not
exist (path: <Path name> ).

Cause
Action
Specify an existing path, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03018-E

There is not enough memory or
disk space.

Cause
Action
Wait a few minutes, and then
retry when the computer is
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Message ID

Message text

Description
running limited processes.
Alternatively, delete any
unnecessary files, and then try
again.

KNAE03019-E

The specified character string is
too long for the option value
(option: <option>).

Cause
Action
Modify the specified option
value, and then re-execute the
command.

KNAE03020-I

<Product name> started.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03021-I

<Product name> ended.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03022-E

The specified service was not
found (service name: <Service
name>).

Cause
Installation of the program
might not have been completed
correctly.
Action
Check the list of services
relevant to the program, and if
the specified service does not
exist, perform an overwrite
installation to install the
program.

KNAE03023-E

Processing to start <Service
name> timed out.

Cause
Action
Revise the environment, and
then try again. If the problem
persists, collect the necessary
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03024-E

Processing to stop <Service
name> timed out.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Revise the environment, and
then try again. If the problem
persists, collect the necessary
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03025-E

The status of <Service name>
could not be acquired.

Cause
Installation of the program
might not have been completed
correctly.
Action
Check the list of services
relevant to the program, and if
the specified service does not
exist, perform an overwrite
installation to install the
program.

KNAE03026-W

The service has already started. Cause
Action
-

KNAE03027-W

The service has already
stopped.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03030-I

Processing to back up <Product
name> will now start.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03031-I

<Product name> was backed
up successfully.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03032-E

<Product name> could not be
backed up.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03033-E
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Processing to back up <Product
name> failed (command:
<Executed command>, return
code: <Execution result>).
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Cause
Action

Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE03034-E

A database access error
occurred.

Cause
Database files might be
corrupted.
Action
After collecting information,
reorganize the database. If the
problem persists, you will need
to re-create the database.

KNAE03035-E

The backup destination could
not be accessed.

Cause
There is not enough space in
the database areas or on the
disk containing the database.
Action
Delete any unnecessary files on
the disk containing the
database.

KNAE03036-W

Unable to delete the backup
data file (file name: <File
name>).

Cause
Action
Manually delete the backup
data file.

KNAE03040-I

Restoration of <Product name>
will now start.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03041-I

Restoration of <Product name>
ended.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03042-E

Restoration of <Product name>
failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03043-E

Restoration of <Product name>
failed (command: <Executed
command>, return code:
<Execution result>).

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE03044-E

Message text
The specified backup file is
invalid.

Description
Cause
The file required for restoration
does not exist or it is corrupted.
Action
Re-execute the command with
a valid backup file.

KNAE03045-E

A database access error
occurred.

Cause
The database has been blocked.
Alternatively, database files
might be corrupted.
Action
After collecting the required
information, reorganize the
database. If the problem
persists, you will need to recreate the database.

KNAE03046-E

The database area is
insufficient.

Cause
There is not enough space in
the database or on the disk
containing the database.
Action
Delete any unnecessary data or
allocate additional space to the
database to increase the
amount of available space.

KNAE03050-I

Cause
Collection of RAS log data for
the Automation system will now
start (maintenance information:
<Maintenance information>).
Action
-

KNAE03051-I

KNAE03052-E

Collection of RAS log data for
the Automation system was
successful (maintenance
information: <maintenance
information>).

Cause

Collection of RAS log data for
the Automation system failed
(maintenance information:
<Maintenance information>
<Return code of

Cause

RAS_SCRIPT">).
KNAE03053-W
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Cannot delete the temporary
folder (folder name: <Folder
path>).
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Action
-

Action
Cause
-

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Manually delete the folder.

KNAE03054-W

Cannot archive the folder
(folder name: <Folder path>).

Cause
Action
Compress the folder.

KNAE03055-E

The <Service name> service
has not stopped.

Cause
Action
Execute the following
command: hcmdssrv /stop

KNAE03056-E

The <Service name> service
has not stopped.

Cause
Action
Execute the following
command: hcmdsdbsrv /stop

KNAE03062-E

Acquisition of a list of tasks
failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03063-E

Cannot acquire a list of task
archive.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03064-E

The specified time range was
invalid.

Cause
The specified time range is
outside the valid range, or the
specification format is invalid.
Action
Revise the specified time range,
and re-execute the command
with a valid time range.

KNAE03065-E

The output of a file failed (file
name: <File path>).
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Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• There is no destination
folder for the output file.
• A file with the same name
already exists in the folder.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
•

•

Insufficient access
permissions to the output
file or destination folder.
There is not enough disk
space.

Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• The output folder exists and
does not contain a file with
the specified name.
• The file and folder
permissions.
• The unused disk space
KNAE03071-I

Started executing task (task ID: Cause
<Task ID>).
Action
-

KNAE03073-E

The specified key was not found Cause
(key: <Key name>).
Action
Make sure that the specified
key is defined in a service, and
then re-execute the command.

KNAE03074-E

Cannot execute the specified
service.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03075-E

No more tasks can be executed
concurrently.

Cause
Action
Either wait for a currently
running task to end or stop a
currently running task, and
then try again.

KNAE03076-E

The same property has been
specified more than once (key:
<Key name>).

Cause
Action
Revise the specified properties,
and then try again.
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Message ID
KNAE03077-W

Message text
You do not have the necessary
permissions to execute the
service, or the service is
disabled.

Description
Cause
Action
Log in as a user who can
execute the service, make sure
that the service is enabled, and
then try again.

KNAE03079-W

KNAE03080-E

The specified service or service
group does not exist. (service
name = <Service name>,
service group name = <Service
group name>).

No more services can be
executed.

Cause
Action
Check the following, and then
try again:
• Make sure the user belongs
to the specified service
group and the service is
associated with that service
group.
• If service group information
was omitted, make sure the
service associated with the
user's service group exists.
Cause
The number of tasks
<Maximum number of tasks>
exceeds the maximum limit.
Action
Archive unnecessary tasks, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03081-I

A task was stopped (task ID:
<Task ID>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03083-E

Cannot stop the task (task ID:
<Task ID>).

Cause
The status of the task does not
allow its execution to be
stopped.
Action
Make sure that the task status
is In Progress, Waiting For
Input, or In Progress With
Error, and then retry the
operation.
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Message ID
KNAE03084-W

Message text
The specified task does not
exist (task ID: <Task ID>).

Description
Cause
Action
Make sure that the specified
task ID exists, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE03094-E

The output of a list of service
templates failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03095-E

The specified task does not
exist (task ID: <task ID>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03100-KNAE03199
Message ID
KNAE03102-E

Message text
Cannot package service
templates.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE03103-E

Cannot package service
templates because one or more
of the templates were invalid.

Cause
Action
Make sure that the service
templates have been created
properly, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE03104-E

Flow acquisition failed (flow
name: <flow name>).

Cause
The specified flow is invalid.
Action
Specify a valid flow name, and
then try again. If the problem
persists, collect the log
information, and then contact
the system administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE03105-E

Message text

Description

Flow analysis failed (flow name: Cause
<flow name>).
The definition of the specified
flow is invalid.
Action
Specify a valid flow name, and
then try again. If the problem
persists, collect the log
information, and then contact
the system administrator.

KNAE03111-I

The service template was
imported successfully (service
template (file name: <Service
template name> ).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03112-W

Cause
The service template was not
imported because it has already
been imported service template
(file name: <Flow name>).
Action
-

KNAE03113-E

Cannot import the service
template (service template
name: <Service template file
name>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03115-E

Cannot import a service
template package.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03132-E

Cluster setup failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03134-E

A cluster configuration file could Cause
not be loaded (file name: <file
Possible causes are as follows:
name>).
• The cluster configuration file
does not exist.
• You do not have the
required permission on the
specified file or the folder.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• The cluster configuration file
exists.
• The file or folder
permissions

KNAE03135-E

The cluster configuration file
contains an error (file name:
<file name> property name:
<property name>).

Cause
Action
Edit the specified property
value in the cluster
configuration file, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE03143-E

The character string specified
as an option value contains one
or more invalid characters
(option: <option>).

Cause
Action
Specify valid characters as the
option string value, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE03144-E

The path specified in the option
cannot be accessed.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• You do not have the
permissions required to
access the file or folder.
• There is not enough disk
space.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• The file or folder
permissions
• The unused disk space

KNAE03145-E

The output to the file failed.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• You do not have the
permissions required to
access the file or folder.
• There is not enough disk
space.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• The file or folder
permissions.
• The unused disk space.
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Message ID
KNAE03147-E

Message text
The file specified in the option
already exists (file name: <file
name>).

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a path that does not
already exist, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE03148-E

An error occurred during
processing.

Cause
The service might not have
started.
Action
Restart the service. If the error
persists, collect the relevant
information, and then contact
the system administrator.

KNAE03150-E

The requested URI was not
found (URI: <URI>).

Cause
Action
Revise the URI, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE03151-E

The XML format differs from the Cause
schema.
Action
Revise the XML, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE03152-E

A required HTTP header was not Cause
found (HTTP header: <File
name>).
Action
Set the request header required
for executing API functions, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03153-E

Token authentication failed.

Cause
Action
Check whether the
authentication token has been
rewritten or the period of
validity for the authentication
token has expired, and then reacquire the authentication
token and try again.
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Message ID
KNAE03160-E

Message text
A file or folder required for a
service template was not found
(name: <File or folder name>).

Description
Cause
Action
Revise the service template
configuration.

KNAE03171-E

The password file format is
incorrect.

Cause
Action
Re-create the password file.

KNAE03172-E

The import of a service
template set failed because the
service template set does not
contain any service templates.

Cause
Action
Specify a service template set
that contains service templates,
and then retry the operation.

KNAE03174-E

Copying of a file failed file
(name: <File name> ).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• You do not have the
permissions required to
access the file or folder.
• There is not enough disk
space.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• The file or folder
permissions.
• The unused disk space.

KNAE03175-E

Cannot create a folder (folder
name: <folder name>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• You do not have the
permissions required to
access the folder.
• There is not enough disk
space.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• The folder permissions.
• The unused disk space.

KNAE03176-E
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The server connection timed
out.
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Cause
-

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Wait a while, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE03177-E

Cannot connect to the
authentication server.

Cause
Action
Make sure that communication
with the authentication server
is possible, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE03178-E

An error occurred on the
authentication server.

Cause
Action
Check and revise the status of
the authentication server, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03179-E

<Specified file name> is not a
file.

Cause
Action
Revise the specified option, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03180-E

<Specified file name> is not a
folder.

Cause
Action
Revise the specified option, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03181-E

The specified file already exists
file (name: <path name>).

Cause
Action
Revise the specified option, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03182-E

Cannot read the specified file
(name: <path name>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• You do not have the
required permissions to
access the file or folder.
• There is not enough disk
space.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• The file or folder
permissions.
• The unused disk space.

KNAE03183-I

The file was created
successfully.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03184-E

Cannot read the file (file name:
<path name>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified file does not
exist.
• You do not have the
required permissions to
access the file or folder.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• Whether the specified file
exists.
• The file or folder
permissions.

KNAE03185-E

Path acquisition failed.

Cause
A path might not be specified.
Action
Re-execute the command with
a valid option specified. If the
problem persists, collect the
relevant information, and then
contact a system administrator.

KNAE03186-E

Cannot find the specified
service template.

Cause
Either the specified service
template is incorrect, or the
service template was deleted.
Action
Specify an existing service
template, and then retry the
operation.

KNAE03187-E

Cannot acquire cluster
configuration information.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Collect the relevant
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03188-E

The product is not properly
installed.

Cause
Action
Reinstall the product, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE03189-E

Cannot setup the taskprocessing engine.

Cause
Action
Collect the relevant
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03190-E

Cannot export the configuration
file (destination: <destination
file name> ).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• You do not have the
required permissions to
access the file or folder.
• There is not enough disk
space.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• The file or folder
permissions.
• The unused disk space.

KNAE03191-E

Cannot import the configuration
file (file name: <file path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• The file does not exist.
• You do not have the
required permissions to
access the file or folder.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• Whether the specified file
exists
• The file or folder
permissions

KNAE03192-E

Cannot setup the internal
component.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Collect the relevant
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03193-E

Cannot stop the service (service Cause
name: <service name>).
Action
Collect the relevant
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03194-E

Cannot change the startup type
of the service (service name:
<service name> ).

Cause
Action
Collect the relevant
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03195-E

Cannot change the product
settings.

Cause
Action
Collect the relevant
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03196-E

Cannot copy the file (source:
<Source file name>
destination: <Destination folder
name>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• You do not have the
required permissions to
access the file or folder.
• There is not enough disk
space.
Action
Confirm the following, and then
try again:
• The file or folder
permissions.
• The unused disk space.

KNAE03197-W

Cannot delete the folder (folder
name: <Folder path>).

Cause
Action
Delete the folder specified in
the message, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE03198-E
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The service was started.
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Cause

Message ID

Message text

Description
A service group cannot be
identified because multiple
service groups are registered
for the service.
Action
Specify a service group, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03199-E

A property key used for the
service is invalid (key: <Key
name>).

Cause
A property key used for the
service is invalid.
Action
Specify a valid property key,
and then retry the operation.

KNAE03200-KNAE03299
Message ID
KNAE03200-E

Message text
No property key is specified.

Description
Cause
The system determined that the
property key is less than one
character.
Action
Specify a valid property key,
and then retry the operation.

KNAE03201-E

A folder with the same name as Cause
the specified path already exists
If you specify a path without an
(path: <File path>).
extension, a folder with the
same name as the specified
path might already exist.
Action
Revise the specified path, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03202-I

The service was started.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03203-I

The service was stopped.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE03204-I

Processing to back up <Backup
information> was successful.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03205-E

Cannot back up <Backup
information>

Cause
Either the specified path is not
on the local disk, or the
environment is invalid.
Action
Revise the specified path or
environment, and then try
again. If the problem persists,
collect the relevant information,
and then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE03208-I

<Backup information> was
successfully restored.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03209-E

Restoration of <Backup
information> failed.

Cause
Either the specified path is not
on the local disk, or the
environment is invalid.
Action
Revise the specified path or
environment, and then retry
the operation. If the problem
persists, collect the relevant
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03210-W

Restoration of <Backup
information> finished with
warnings.

Cause
The restore target does not
exist.
Action
If the operation fails even
though the restore target
exists, wait a while, and then
try again.

KNAE03212-E
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The specified path is invalid
(path: <File path> ).
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Cause
The specified path contains an
invalid file or folder name.

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Confirm that the specified path
does not contain any OS
reserved word, and then retry
the operation.

KNAE03213-E

Cannot start the service
(service name: <Service
name>).

Cause
Action
Collect the relevant
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03214-E

Setup cannot be performed
because the following path
already exists under the
specified folder: <File path>

Cause
Action
Revise the folder configuration,
and then retry the operation.

KNAE03215-E

A logical host for the internal
component is not set up yet
(logical host: <Logical host>)

Cause
Action
Set up a logical host for the
internal component, and then
try again.

KNAE03216-I

The setup of the taskprocessing engine has started.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03217-I

The setup of the taskprocessing engine has ended.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03218-I

The task-processing engine is
already set up.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03219-I

The setup of the internal
component has started.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE03220-I

The setup of the internal
component has ended.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03221-I

The internal component is
already set up.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03222-I

The product settings will now be Cause
changed.
Action
-

KNAE03223-I

The product settings were
changed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03224-I

The product is already set up
for a cluster configuration.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03226-E

The user does not have the
required permission to execute
the command.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03229-E

The specified option is invalid
(option name: <option
name> ).

Cause
Action
Revise the specified option, and
then retry the operation.

KNAE03230-E

Cause
The version format is invalid
(option name: <option name> )
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Revise the version format for
the service template, and then
retry the operation.

KNAE03231-E

The specified property key was
not found (key: <Key name> )

Cause
Action
Specify an existing property
key, and then try again.

KNAE03232-E

The specified property is too
long (key: <Key name> ).

Cause
Action
Revise the property, and then
try again.

KNAE03233-E

The specified character string
as the argument value is too
long (argument: <Key name>).

Cause
Action
Specify a valid property value,
and then try again.

KNAE03235-E

Cannot restore the taskprocessing engine.

Cause
Action
Collect the necessary
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE03236-E

No more commands can be
executed at the moment.

Cause
Action
Wait until one or more currently
executing commands end, and
then try again.

KNAE03237-I

Completed task (task ID: <task
ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03238-E

Cannot complete task (task ID:
<task ID>).

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE03240-I

Message text
The command is waiting for a
task to finish. Check the status
of tasks from the Tasks
window.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE03241-E

Cannot acquire the status of a
task.

Cause
The task might have been
archived.
Action
Refresh the Tasks tab and
verify the status of the task.

KNAE03300-KNAE03399
Message ID
KNAE03300-E

Message text
The specified character string
as the argument value is too
long (argument: <argument> )

Description
Cause
Action
Modify the specified argument
value, and then try again.

KNAE03301-E

The specified argument is
incorrect (argument:
<argument>)

Cause
Action
Review the specified argument,
and then try again.

KNAE03302-E

KNAE03303-E

The specified character string
as the argument value contains
characters that could not be
specified (argument:
<argument>)

The specified path does not
exist (path: <path>).

Cause
Action
Review any incorrect characters
specified as the argument
value, and then try again.
Cause
Action
Specify an existing path, and
then try again.

KNAE03304-E
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The specified folder is not
empty (folder name: <path>)
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Cause

Message ID

Message text

Description
The specified folder contains
files or folders.
Action
Specify an empty folder, and
then try again.

KNAE03305-E

The specified path as the
argument value already exists
(file name: <file name>).

Cause
Action
Specify a path that does not
already exist, and then try
again.

KNAE03306-E

The specified path with the
same name folder already
exists (path: <path>)

Cause
If you specified a path without
the extension, the specified
path with the same name folder
might already exist.
Action
Review the specified path, and
then try again.

KNAE03307-E

The specified path is invalid
(path: <path>)

Cause
The specified path contains an
invalid file name or folder
name.
Action
Review the specified path
contains reserved word by OS,
and then try again.

KNAE03308-E

The specified path as the
argument value could not be
accessed.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
• There is no permission to
access the file or folder.
• There is insufficient disk
space.
Action
Review following the subject,
and then try again:
• Permission of the file or
folder.
• Unused disk space.

KNAE03309-E

<String specified as a file
name> is not a file.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Review the specified argument,
and then try again.

KNAE03310-E

Cannot execute submittask.

Cause
The specified date and time for
the scheduled start of execution
is either in the past or is out of
range.
Action
Revise the date and time for
the scheduled start of
execution, and then try again.

KNAE03311-I

KNAE03312-I

KNAE03313-E

The task will be executed on
the scheduled date at the
scheduled time (Task ID: <Task
ID>, scheduled date:
<Scheduled date>, scheduled
time: <Scheduled time>)

Cause

The task will be executed
recurrently. (task ID = <Task
ID> recurrent-execution pattern
= <Recurrence pattern>,
recurrent-execution time =
<Recurrence time>, recurrentexecution start date =
<Recurrence start date>)

Cause

Failed to execute the
submittask command.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

The date specified for the
recurrent-execution start date
is outside of the effective
range.
Action
Revise the recurrent-execution
start date, and then try again.

KNAE03314-I

KNAE03315-I

Re-registration of tasks will now
start. (folder containing detailed
task information = <Task
detailed informationstorage
folder path> number of tasks to
be re-registered = <Number of
re-registration target task>)

Cause

The scheduled-execution task
was re-registered. (Original
task ID = <File name>, reregistered task ID = <Reregistered Task ID> scheduled-

Cause

execution date = <Scheduled
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Action
-

Action
-

Message ID

Message text

Description

date>, scheduled-execution
time = <Scheduled time> user
ID = <User ID who submitted
the task (If you do not specify
the /setoriginalsubmitter
option: submitter of the original
task, if you specify the /
setoriginalsubmitter option:
user ID> , status = <The status
of the task>)
KNAE03316-I

KNAE03317-I

KNAE03318-E

The recurrent-execution task
was re-registered. (Original
task ID = <path>, task ID =
<Re-registerd Task ID>,
recurrent-execution pattern =
<Scheduled date>, recurrentexecution time = <Scheduled
time>, recurrent-execution
start date = <User ID who
submitted the task (If you do
not specify the /
setoriginalsubmitter option:
submitter of the original task, if
you specify the /
setoriginalsubmitter option:
user ID>, user ID = <The
status of the task>, status =
<The status of the task>)

Cause

Re-registration of scheduledexecution tasks and recurrentexecution tasks finished.
(Successful re-registrations =
<Number of tasks that have
been successfully re-register>,
failed re-registrations =
<Number of tasks that failed to
re-register>)

Cause

Failed to re-register the
scheduled task. (task ID =
<Original task ID>)

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

You cannot re-register
scheduled tasks for which the
scheduled-execution start date
and time is in the past.
Action
Check and, if necessary, revise
the scheduled-execution start
date, and then retry the
operation from the service
execution window or by using
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Message ID

Message text

Description
the submittask command. To
check the settings of the task
for which re-registration failed,
see the folder containing the
detailed task information.

KNAE03319-E

Failed to re-register the
recurrent-execution task. (task
ID = <Original task ID>)

Cause
The date specified for the
recurrent-execution start date
is outside of the effective
range.
Action
Check and, if necessary, revise
the recurrent-execution start
date, and then retry the
operation from the service
execution window or by using
the submittask command. To
check the settings of the task
for which re-registration failed,
see the folder containing the
detailed task information.

KNAE03320-E

Failed to re-register the task.
(task ID = <original task ID>)

Cause
Action
Excluding the folder for the task
for which re-registration failed,
move all other folders from the
folder containing the detailed
task information to another
folder, and then try again. If an
error occurs again, collect the
relevant information, and then
contact the system
administrator.

KNAE03321-E

The specified user does not
have the required permissions
to output detailed task
information.

Cause
Action
Specify a user for whom the
admin role is set, and then try
again.

KNAE03322-E

The specified user does not
have the necessary permissions
to re-register tasks in a batch.

Cause
Action
Specify a user for whom the
admin role is set, and then try
again.
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Message ID
KNAE03323-E

Message text
The data format of the folder
containing the detailed task
information is invalid.

Description
Cause
Action
Make sure that the
configuration of the folder that
contains the detailed task
information and that is
specified in the /
taskdetaildir option is in
accordance with the description
in the manual, and then try
again. If the error occurs again,
collect the relevant information,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KNAE03324-W

The processing of the
submittask command ended,
but an error occurred in the reregistration of a number of
tasks.

KNAE03325-E

The processing of the
submittask command ended,
but an error occurred in the reregistration of all tasks.

Cause
Action
Check the information for the
error that occurred, and then
correct the error. If necessary,
re-register each task
individually.
Cause
Action
Check the information for the
error that occurred, and then
correct the error. If necessary,
re-register each task
individually.

KNAE03326-E

Failed to re-register tasks in a
batch.

Cause
The specified folder contains
detailed task information output
by a product of a different
version or revision number than
the currently installed product.
Action
Specify the folder that contains
detailed task information output
by a product of the same
version and revision number as
the currently installed product,
and then try again.

KNAE03328-E

The specified service cannot be
executed. The service does not
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Cause
-
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Message ID

KNAE03329-E

Message text

Description

support the specified schedule
type (<schedule type>).

Action

The processing of <Product
name> was successful.

Cause

Execute the service with a
schedule type that service
supports.

Action
-

KNAE03330-E

The processing of <Product
name> failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03500-KNAE03599
Message ID
KNAE03501-I

Message text
Performs backup of database
and system configurations.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE03502-I

/dir Specify an absolute or a
relative directory path that
contains backup data.

Cause

/auto Specify to start/stop the
HAD services and database
automatically.

Action

-

-

/help Display command syntax
and usage.
KNAE03503-I

Restores database and system
configurations.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03504-I
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/dir Specify an absolute or a
relative directory path that
contains backup data.

Cause

/auto Specify to start/stop the
HAD services and database
automatically.

Action
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-

-

Message ID

Message text

Description

/help Display command syntax
and usage.
KNAE03505-I

Sets up a cluster environment.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03506-I

/exportpath Specify an
absolute or a relative directory
path to hold database and
system data available on a
shared disk.
/help Display command syntax
and usage.

KNAE03507-I

Submits a task for a service.

Cause
Action
-

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03508-I

/servicename Specify a service
name.
/servicegroup Specify a
service group to which the
service belongs.

Cause
Action
-

/taskname Specify a task name.
/taskdescription Specify a
task description. /property
Specify a property key and
value.
/propertyfile Specify a
property file. Use an absolute or
relative path.
/user Specify a user ID.
/password Specify a password.
/passwordfile Specify a
password file. Use an absolute
or relative path.
/wait Wait for a task to finish.
/scheduledate Specify a date
for executing a service.
/scheduletime Specify a time
for executing a service.
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Message ID

Message text

Description

/recurrencepattern Specify a
pattern for a recurring service.
/recurrencetime Specify the
execution time for a recurring
service.
/recurrencestart Specify a
date for a recurring service to
start.
/reregister Specify if you
want to re-register scheduled
tasks.
/taskdetaildir Specify a
storage folder for task details.
Use an absolute or relative
path.
/setoriginalsubmitter
Specify if you want to reregister tasks as the user at the
point in time in which task
details were output.
/help Display command syntax
and usage.
KNAE03509-I

Stops the execution of a task.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03510-I

/taskid Specify a task ID.

Cause

/user Specify a user ID. /
password Specify a password.

-

/passwordfile Specify a
password file with absolute or
relative path.

Action
-

/help Display command syntax
and usage.
KNAE03511-I

Exports tasks to a CSV file.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03512-I

/startrange Specify the range
of dates for the task start date.

Cause

/output Specify the type of
information to be output: tasks: Action
-
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Message ID

Message text

Description

Export a list of tasks. histories:
Export a list of histories.
taskdetails: Export task
details.
/file If you select the tasks or
histories option, specify an
output file. Use an absolute or
relative path.
/taskdetaildir If you select
the taskdetails option, specify
an output directory. Use an
absolute or relative path.
/encoding Specify the encoding
of the output file. Specify UTF-8
or Shift_JIS.
/user Specify a user ID.
/password Specify a password.
/passwordfile Specify a
password file. Use an absolute
or relative path.
/help Display command syntax
and usage.
KNAE03513-I

KNAE03514-I

/prepare Specify to start
preparation for stopping
service.

Cause

/help Display command syntax
and usage.

Action

/output Specify any of the
following output data types:
services: Export services.
servicetemplates: Export
service templates.

Cause

/file Specify an output file
path.

-

-

Action
-

/encoding Specify an encoding
of output file, whether UTF-8 or
Shift_JIS.
/user Specify a user ID.
/password Specify a password.
/passwordfile Specify a
password file with absolute or
relative path.
/help Display command syntax
and usage.
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Message ID
KNAE03515-I

Message text
Creates a service template
package file.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE03516-I

/jobnet Specify a full path of a
jobnet.
/servicetemplatedir Specify
an absolute or a relative
directory path that contains a
service template.

Cause
Action
-

/dir Specify an output
directory with absolute or
relative path.
/help Display command syntax
and usage.
KNAE03517-I

Imports a service template
package file.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03518-I

/file Specify an absolute or a
relative path of service
template package file or service
template set file.
/user Specify a user ID.

Cause
Action
-

/password Specify a password.
/passwordfile Specify a
password file with absolute or
relative path.
/help Display command syntax
and usage.
KNAE03519-I

Deletes a service template.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03520-I

/name Specify a service
template key name.
/vendor Specify a vendor ID of
a service template.
/version Specify a version of a
service template. /user Specify
a user ID.
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Cause
Action
-

Message ID

Message text

Description

/password Specify a password.
/passwordfile Specify a
password file with absolute or
relative path.
/help Display command syntax
and usage.
KNAE03521-I

Creates a password file.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03522-I

/user Specify a user ID.

Cause

/password Specify a password.

-

/passwordfile Specify a
password file with absolute or
relative path.

Action
-

/help Display command syntax
and usage.
KNAE03523-I

Start preparation for stopping
service.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE03524-I

/prepare Specify to start
preparation for stopping
service.

Cause

/help Display command syntax
and usage.

Action
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-

-
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5
Message IDs from KNAE04000KNAE04599
These messages provide information related to Hitachi Automation Director
product installation.
□ KNAE04100-KNAE04199
□ KNAE04300-KNAE04399
□ KNAE04500-KNAE04599
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KNAE04100-KNAE04199
Message ID
KNAE04100-I

Message text
Hitachi Command Suite services
are running on the
management server. These
services will stop if you
continue the installation. To
continue, click OK.

Description
Cause
Hitachi Command Suite
services are running on the
management server.
Action
To stop Hitachi Command Suite
services, click OK and continue
your installation.

KNAE04101-I

KNAE04113-I

Hitachi Command Suite services
are running on the
management server. If you
continue the uninstallation,
Hitachi Command Suite services

Cause
Hitachi Command Suite
services are running on the
management server.

will stop. To continue the
uninstallation, click OK.

Action

Hitachi Command Suite services
are running on the
management server. These
services will stop if you
continue the removal. To
continue, click OK.

Cause

To stop Hitachi Command Suite
services, click OK and continue
your removal process.

Hitachi Command Suite
services are running on the
management server.
Action
If no problems occur when
Hitachi Command Suite
services are stopped, click OK
to continue the installation.

KNAE04114-I

Hitachi Command Suite services
are running on the
management server. If you
continue the uninstallation,
Hitachi Command Suite services
will stop. To continue the
uninstallation, click OK.
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Cause
Hitachi Command Suite
services are running on the
management server.
Action
If no problems occur when
Hitachi Command Suite
services are stopped, click OK
to continue the uninstallation.

KNAE04300-KNAE04399
Message ID
KNAE04301-W

Message text
This location does not have
enough space for the
installation. Add more space or
change the location. (Drive:
<Disk>; Required: <Required
space> MB; Available: <Free
space> MB)

Description
Cause
This location does not have
enough space for the
installation. Depending on the
environment, this message
might appear even if the
location has enough space. If
this is the case, ignore this
message and continue the
installation.
Action
Add more space or change the
location.

KNAE04302-W

KNAE04304-W

KNAE04305-W

This location does not have
enough space for the
installation. Add more space.
Depending on the environment,
this message might appear
even if the location has enough
space. If this is the case, ignore
this message and continue the
installation. (Drive: <Disk>;
Required: <Required space>
MB; Available: <Free space>
MB)

Cause

The following folder will be
removed from the backup:
<Backup destination directory
path> This folder will be deleted
because the backup file folder
specified already exists. To
continue, click OK.

Cause

The allocated space in virtual
memory is insufficient. Current
free space in virtual memory is
<Free space> MB. For <Product
name> to operate, at least

Cause

This location does not have
enough space for the
installation.
Action
Add more space. If you cannot
add more space, uninstall the
software and install it at
another location.

This backup folder already
exists.
Action
Remove the existing folder or
specify another one.

The space in virtual memory is
insufficient.
Action

<Required space> MB of virtual
Revise the virtual memory
memory is required. If
settings, and allocate the
necessary, revise the virtual
required amount of space.
memory settings, and allocate
the required amount of space.
If virtual memory is insufficient,
programs might not run or
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Message ID

Message text

Description

might become unstable. Do you
want to continue installation? To
ignore this message and
continue, click the Yes button.
To cancel, click the No button.
KNAE04307-W

KNAE04308-W

180

The communication status with
the local host was checked, but
no response was returned.
<Product name> is using the
local loopback address (local
host or 127.0.0.1) or host name
as the communication
destination. During operation, a
communication error might
occur. Check the specified local
loopback address or host name.
Depending on the network
settings, this message might
appear even if the local
loopback address or host name
is correctly specified. In such
cases, ignore this message and
continue the installation. Do
you want to continue the
installation? To ignore this
message and continue, click
Yes. To cancel, click No.

Cause

The status of communication
with <Host name or IP
address> was checked, but no
response was returned.
<Product name> uses <Host
name or IP address> as the
communication destination.
During the operation, a
communication error might
occur. Check the specified
value. Depending on the
network settings, this message
might appear even if the
specified value is correct. In
such cases, ignore the message
and continue installation. Do
you want to continue
installation? To ignore this
message and continue, click the
Yes button. To re-enter, click
the No button.

Cause
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The connectivity of the local
network was checked, but no
response was returned.
Action
Check the specified local
loopback address or IP address.

The network connectivity was
checked for the specified value,
but no response was returned.
Action
Check the specified value.

Message ID
KNAE04309-W

KNAE04310-W

Message text
Unable to stop Hitachi
Command Suite services.
Please wait for a while, and
then try again. If you cannot
stop the services, to determine
the cause and resolve the
problem, detailed investigation
is required. Contact the Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

Cannot stop Hitachi Command
Suite services, but the
installation completed
successfully. Please wait for a
while, and then manually stop
the services. If you are linked
to Tuning Manager, wait until
Hitachi Command Suite services
on the Tuning Manager server
are stopped. If you cannot stop
the services, contact the
Support Center.

Description
Cause
Hitachi Command Suite
services did not stop. Causes
include:
• The storage system is
running and the service
cannot be stopped.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try
again. If you cannot stop the
services, to determine the
cause and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is
required. Contact the Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.
Cause
Cannot stop Hitachi Command
Suite services. Causes can be:
• The management server is
running.
• Hitachi Command Suite
services are being used for
Tuning Manager.
Action
Please wait for a while, and
then manually stop the
services. If you are linked to
Tuning Manager, wait until
Hitachi Command Suite
services on the Tuning Manager
server are stopped. If you
cannot stop the services,
contact the Support Center.

KNAE04311-W

Cause
Cannot remove completely.
When installing, to determine
Cannot remove completely.
the cause and resolve the
problem, detailed investigation
Action
is required. Contact the Support
When installing, to determine
Center, who may ask you to
the cause and resolve the
collect troubleshooting
problem, detailed investigation
information.
is required. Contact the Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

KNAE04312-W

Cannot remove completely. To
reinstall, to determine the
cause and resolve the problem,

Cause
Cannot remove completely.
Action
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Message ID

KNAE04313-W

Message text

Description

detailed investigation is
required. Contact the Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

To reinstall, to determine the
cause and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is
required. Contact the Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

<Product name> will not
operate correctly until the OS is
restarted.

Cause
Configuration change to
<Product name> will not be
enabled until the OS is
restarted.
Action
Restart the machine on which
<Product name> is installed.

KNAE04314-W

<Server name> Server is
starting. Wait a few minutes
before using <Product name>.

Cause
The management server is
starting.
Action
Wait a few minutes before
using <Product name> If you
cannot use it, contact the
Support Center.

KNAE04315-W

The server <Server name>
cannot stop the <Product
name> product service because
the server is currently
performing processing with the
service. Wait a few minutes,
and then stop the service again.

Cause
The management server is
currently processing the service
and cannot stop the <Product
name> service.
Action
Wait a few minutes, and then
try again. If the service does
not stop, contact the Support
Center.

KNAE04316-W

The communication status of
the host <Host name or IP
address> on which Hitachi
Device Manager is installed was
checked, but no response was

Cause
The network connectivity was
checked for the specified value,
but no response was returned.

Action
returned. <Product name>
communicates with the host on Check the specified value.
which Hitachi Device Manager is
installed. During operation, a
communication error might
occur. Check the specified IP
address, host name, and port
number. Depending on the
network settings, this message
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Message ID

Message text

Description

might appear even if these
items are correctly specified. In
such cases, ignore the message
and continue the installation.
Do you want to continue the
installation? To ignore this
message and continue, click
Yes. To re-enter an IP address,
host name, or port number,
click No.
KNAE04319-W

KNAE04320-W

KNAE04322-W

KNAE04323-W

<Product name> does not
support this OS. Check what
OSs are supported by <Product
name> Do you want to continue
the installation? To ignore this
message and continue, click
Yes. To cancel, click No.

Cause

Internal components are
already installed. The
installation will overwrite the
internal components. Do you
want to continue the
installation? To continue, click
Yes. To cancel, click No.

Cause

Hitachi Command Suite services
failed to stop. The stop
operation for services was
probably delayed. Click Retry to
stop Hitachi Command Suite
services. If you cannot stop the
services, detailed investigation
is required to determine the
cause and resolve the problem.
Collect troubleshooting
information and contact the
Support Center.

Cause

Installation was completed
successfully, although Hitachi
Command Suite services failed
to stop. The stop operation for
services might have been
delayed, or Tuning Manager
might be linked to. Wait a
while, and then stop the
services. If Tuning Manager is

Cause
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The product does not support
this OS.
Action
Check what OSs are supported
by <Product name>.

Internal components are
already installed.
Action
If you have installed internal
components, remove and then
reinstall them. If you do not
know who installed the internal
components, allow them to be
overwritten.

Hitachi Command Suite
services failed to stop. A
possible cause is as follows:
• The management server
was busy, and the stop
operation for services was
delayed.
Action
Click Retry to stop Hitachi
Command Suite services.

Hitachi Command Suite
services failed to stop. Possible
causes are as follows:
• The management server
was busy, and the stop
operation for services was
delayed.
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Message ID

Message text
linked to, stop Hitachi
Command Suite services at the
remote destination, and then
stop the services on the local
server. If you cannot stop the
services, contact the Support
Center.

Description
•

Hitachi Command Suite
services on the
management server were
being used. This is because
Tuning Manager on another
server machine might be
linked to.

Action
Try stopping Hitachi Command
Suite services again. When
Tuning Manager is linked to,
stop Hitachi Command Suite
services at the remote
destination, and then retry the
operation. If you cannot stop
the services, contact the
Support Center.

KNAE04327-W

Modification of the configuration Cause
file <File name> has failed.
Modification of the configuration
Check the status of the file, and file has failed.
perform the installation again.
Action
Check the status of the file that
was not updated, and then
perform the installation again.

KNAE04328-W

KNAE04329-W

This location does not have
enough space for the
installation. Add more space.
Depending on the environment,
this message might appear
even if the location has enough
space. If this is the case, ignore
this message and continue the
installation. Drive: <Disk>;
Required: <Required space>
MB; Available: <Free space>
MB

Cause

If you continue the removal, all
files and folders under the
target folder in the confirmation
screen will be removed. Do you
want to continue?

Cause

This location does not have
enough space for the
installation.
Action
Add more space. If you cannot
add more space, remove the
software and install it at
another location.

This is a confirmation message
for a Hitachi Automation
Director removal.
Action
If no problems occur when all
the files and folders under the
target folder in the confirmation
window are removed, continue
the removal.

KNAE04330-W
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An attempt to set up the
connection to the server that
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Cause

Message ID

Message text
manages user accounts has
failed.
After installation finishes,
execute the hcmds64prmset
command.

Description
An attempt to set up the
connection to the server that
manages user accounts has
failed.
Action
After installation finishes,
execute the hcmds64prmset
command.

KNAE04500-KNAE04599
Message ID
KNAE04501-E

Message text

Description

Cause
Only group <Group name>
users can start the installer. The
installation will stop.
Action
-

KNAE04502-E

Only group <Group name> user Cause
can perform a removal. The
A user without Administrators
removal will stop.
group permission cannot
perform a removal.
Action
Removal must be performed by
users with Administrator
permissions.

KNAE04503-E

<Product name> cannot be
installed in this OS version.
Verify the supported OS
versions for <Product name>.

Cause
The OS version you are using is
not supported.
Action
Verify the supported OS
versions for <Product name>.

KNAE04504-E

<Product name> cannot be
installed in the Server Core
environment. The installation
will stop.

Cause
The Server Core environment is
not supported.
Action
Verify the supported <Product
name> environments.

KNAE04505-E

Cannot downgrade. A more
recent version of <Product
name> is installed. The
downgrade will stop.
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Cause
Cannot downgrade.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Verify <Product name> version
you are installing.

KNAE04506-E

Cannot upgrade your <Product
name> version. The upgrade
will stop.

Cause
Cannot upgrade your <Product
name> version.
Action
Verify that your version can be
upgraded.

KNAE04507-E

KNAE04509-E

KNAE04510-E

KNAE04511-E

KNAE04512-E

Cannot continue the
installation. The HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0 service
is not running. The installation
will stop. Start the HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0 service,
and then try again.

Cause

Cannot continue the removal
because the HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0 service
is not running. Start the HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0 service,
and then try again.

Cause

Cannot continue the installation
because the HiRDB/
ClusterService _HD0 service is
running. Stop the HiRDB/
ClusterService _HD0 service,
and then try again.

Cause

Cannot continue the removal
because the HiRDB/
ClusterService _HD0 service is
running. Stop the HiRDB/
ClusterService _HD0 service,
and then try again.

Cause

Action
Start the HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0 service,
and then try again.

The HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD0 service is not running.
Action
Start the HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0 service,
and then try again.

The HiRDB/ClusterService _HD0
service is running.
Action
Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
_HD0 service, and then try
again.

The HiRDB/ClusterService _HD0
service is running.
Action
Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
_HD0 service, and then try
again.

Cause
The JDK was not found in use
for <Product name> Use the
The JDK setting is invalid.
hcmds64chgjdk command to set
Action
the JDK. If you do not use the
JDK that comes with <Product
name>, you must install it
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The HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD0 service is not running.
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Use the hcmds64chgjdk
command to set the JDK. If you

Message ID

KNAE04513-E

Message text

Description

separately, and then use the
hcmds64chgjdk command.

do not use the JDK that comes
with <Product name>, you
must install it separately, and
then use the hcmds64chgjdk
command.

Installation will now stop.
Execute setup.exe.

Cause
The installer was started from a
file other than setup.exe.
Action
Execute setup.exe.

KNAE04514-E

KNAE04515-E

KNAE04516-E

File "<File name>", required for
installation, cannot be read.
Causes include:
• File copying from the
installation media to a
Windows drive failed.
• A copied file was deleted
from a Windows drive.
• The name of the copydestination folder contains
characters other than
single-byte alphanumeric
characters (excluding
special characters and
blanks).

Cause
A file required for installation
cannot be read. Causes include:
• File copying from the
installation media to a
Windows drive failed.
• A copied file was deleted
from a Windows drive.
• The name of the copydestination folder contains
characters other than
single-byte alphanumeric
characters (excluding
special characters and
blanks).

If you cannot resolve this
problem, to determine the
cause and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is
required. Contact the Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

Action

Cannot read the file "<File
name>". To determine the
cause and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is
required. Contact the Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

Cause

A program on <IP address> is
connected to the management
server database. Stop Tuning
Manager server services on <IP
address>. The Tuning Manager

Cause
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If the error occurs repeatedly, a
detailed investigation is
required. Contact the Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

Cannot read the file.
Action
To determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required.
Contact the Support Center,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

A remote program is connected
to the management server
database.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description

server is probably accessing the Stop Hitachi Command Suite
services on Tuning Manager
database.
server at the IP address.
KNAE04517-E

The installation path includes
invalid characters. Valid
characters are: A-Z a-z 0-9 . _
( ) and the space character.

Cause
An invalid character is included
in the installation path.
Action
Specify the following characters
for the installation path. A-Z a-z
0-9 . _ ( ) and the space
character.

KNAE04519-E

Specify up to 64 bytes for the
installation path.

Cause
The installation path is too
long.
Action
Specify up to 64 bytes for the
installation path.

KNAE04520-E

KNAE04522-E

An invalid character is included
in the path specified for the
location for storing database
files. Specify the following
characters for the path in which
the files will be stored. A-Z a-z
0-9 . _ ( ) and the space
character.

Cause

Specify up to 90 bytes for the
database file path.

Cause

An invalid character is included
in the database file path.
Action
Specify the following characters
for the database file path. A-Z
a-z 0-9 . _ ( ) and the space
character.

The path specified for storing
database files is too long.
Action
Specify up to 90 bytes for the
database file path.

KNAE04523-E

The IPv4 address or host name
is too long. Specify up to 32
bytes for the IPv4 address or
host name.

Cause
The IPv4 address or host name
is too long.
Action
Up to 32 bytes are allowed for
the IPv4 address or host name.

KNAE04524-E
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The backup file path includes an Cause
invalid character. Valid
An invalid character is included
characters are: A-Z a-z 0-9 . _
in the backup file path.
( ) and the space character.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Valid characters for the
database file path are: A-Z a-z
0-9 . _ ( ) and the space
character.

KNAE04525-E

Specify up to 150 bytes for the
backup file path.

Cause
The path for the backup files is
too long.
Action
The backup file path should not
exceed 150 bytes.

KNAE04526-E

An error occurred. <Product
name> installation will stop.
Contact the Support Center.

Cause
An error occurred.
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KNAE04527-E

The specified port number is
invalid. Specify a port number
between 1 and 65535.

Cause
The specified port number is
invalid.
Action
Specify a port number between
1 and 65535.

KNAE04528-E

Hitachi Command Suite
Common Components
generated an error.

Cause
Hitachi Command Suite
Common Components
generated an error.
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KNAE04530-E

KNAE04531-E

Cannot backup the database
<Reason>. The installation will
stop. Add space to the backup
location and try again. If this
error happens again, contact
the Support Center.

Cause

Cannot backup the database.
The installation will stop. If you
are linked to Tuning Manager,
wait until Hitachi Command
Suite services are stopped. If

Cause

you cannot stop services,
contact the Support Center.
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The backup folder does not
have enough space.
Action
Add disk space to the backup
location and try again. If this
error happens again, contact
the Support Center.

Cannot start or stop HiRDB
services while the database was
being backed up or exported.
Causes can be:
• The management server is
running.
• HiRDB services are being
used for Tuning Manager.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Try installing again in a couple
of minutes. If you are linked to
Tuning Manager, wait until
Hitachi Command Suite
services on the Tuning Manager
server are stopped. If this error
happens again, contact the
Support Center.

KNAE04532-E

Cannot remove completely.
Collect troubleshooting
information and contact the
Support Center.

Cause
Cannot remove completely.
Action
Collect troubleshooting
information and contact the
Support Center.

KNAE04533-E
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Unable to initialize the <Server
name (Common Component)>
server. Verify the following:
• The <Product name> port is
not used by any
management server
programs.
• There is sufficient virtual
memory.
• The URL displayed by the
"hcmds64chgurl <Common
option (/print)>" command
corresponds to <Host name
(IP address) type (For noncluster operation: Host
name (IP address) of the
management server. For
cluster operation: Logical
host name)>
• The host name of the
management server can be
resolved correctly.
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Cause
Causes:
• The <Product name> port is
used by other management
server programs.
• The management server
does not have sufficient free
virtual memory.
• The URL setting is incorrect.
• Name resolution is not
working correctly on the
management server.
Action
Confirm the following:
• Port conflicts Verify that the
<Product name> port is not
used by any management
server programs. If there is
a conflicting port, close the
program that uses that port
or modify the port settings.
For more information, see
the manual.
• Virtual Memory Verify that
the management server has
sufficient free virtual
memory.
• URL setting Verify that the
management server host
name or IP address is
specified in the URL
displayed by the print option
of the hcmds64chgurl
command. To modify this
setting, use the change
option of the

Message ID

Message text

Description

•

KNAE04534-E

<Product name> is not
installed. Install <Product
name>, and then try again.

hcmds64chgurl command.
For more information, see
the manual.
Name Resolution Verify that
the management server
host name and localhost are
correctly resolved to the
address on the management
server. In a cluster
environment, also confirm
the logical host name.

Cause
<Product name> is not
installed.
Action
Install <Product name>, and
then try the installation again.
If the same message appears
although <Product name> has
been installed, contact the
Support Center.

KNAE04537-E

An unexpected error occurred.
Installation of <Product name>
will be canceled. Contact the
Support Center.

Cause
An unexpected error occurred.
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KNAE04539-E

Cannot change the service
name. See the manual, and
check whether the service
exists. Then perform the
installation again.

Cause
Cannot change the service
name.
Action
Check whether the service
exists, and then perform the
installation again.

KNAE04540-E

Registration of a firewall
exception failed. See the
manual, and check whether the
exception has been registered.
If it has not been registered,
register it.

Cause
Registration of a firewall
exception failed. The following
cause is possible: The firewall
service was not started.
Action
Before you enable the firewall,
see the manual and check
whether the required programs
have been registered as
exceptions. If they have not,
register them as exceptions.

KNAE04542-E

The file operation failed. Check
the access permissions for the
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Cause
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Message ID

Message text
installation destination, and
then perform the installation
again.

Description
The file operation failed.
Action
Check the access permissions
for the installation path, and
then perform the installation
again.

KNAE04543-E

The expiration date of the trial
version of <Product name> has
passed <year> <month>
<day>

Cause
The expiration date of the trial
version of <Product name> has
passed.
Action
-

KNAE04544-E

The product version cannot be
installed because the trial
version is already installed.

Cause
The product version cannot be
installed because the trial
version is already installed.
Action
-

KNAE04545-E

Only new installations can be
performed with the trial
version.

Cause
Only new installations can be
performed with the trial
version.
Action
-

KNAE04546-E

KNAE04547-E
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Hitachi Command Suite services
are running on the
management server. Hitachi
Command Suite products
installed on this server are set
up in a cluster environment.
You must stop the services and
manually set up the cluster
environment.

Cause

Cannot stop the services
because the Hitachi Command
Suite products installed on this
server machine have been set
up in a cluster environment.
See the manual, and remove
the Hitachi Command Suite
products according to the

Cause
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The Hitachi Command Suite
products that are already
installed have been set up in a
cluster environment.
Action
See the manual, and install the
software according to the setup
procedure for a cluster
environment.

Cannot stop the services
because the Hitachi Command
Suite products have been set
up in a cluster environment and
have been installed on this
server machine.
Action

Message ID

KNAE04548-E

Message text

Description

removal procedure for a cluster
environment.

See the manual, and remove
the software according to the
removal procedure for a cluster
environment.

The file operation failed. Check
the access permissions of the
installation destination, and
manually delete the file.

Cause
The file operation failed.
Action
Check the access permissions
of the installation destination
and manually delete the file.

KNAE04549-E

A required item was not
specified. Enter a value.

Cause
A required item was not
specified.
Action
Enter a value.

KNAE04550-E

KNAE04551-E

Cancellation of a registered
firewall exception failed. See
the manual, and check whether
the software is registered as an
exception. If the program is
registered as an exception,
cancel the registration.

Cause

Installation of an internal
component failed. Perform the
installation again. If the
problem persists, contact the
Support Center.

Cause

Cancellation of a registered
firewall exception failed.
Action
Refer to the product
documentation, and check
whether the software has been
registered as an exception. If it
has, cancel the registration.

Installation of an internal
component failed.
Action
Perform the installation again.
If the problem persists, contact
the Support Center.

KNAE04552-E

Removal of an internal
component failed. Perform the
removal again. If the problem
persists, contact the Support
Center.

Cause
Removal of an internal
component failed.
Action
Perform the removal again. If
the problem persists, contact
the Support Center.

KNAE04553-E

Cannot install <Product name>
because internal components
are already installed.

Cause
Internal components are
already installed.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Remove internal components,
and then install <Product
name> again.

KNAE04554-E

The installed version of Hitachi
Device Manager is not
supported. Install a supported
version of Hitachi Device
Manager, and install <Product
name> again.

Cause
An unsupported version of
Hitachi Device Manager is
installed.
Action
Install a supported version of
Hitachi Device Manager, and
then install <Product name>
again.

KNAE04558-E

KNAE04559-E

KNAE04565-E

Hitachi Command Suite services
are running on the
management server. Hitachi
Command Suite products
installed on this server are set
up in a cluster environment.
You must stop the services and
manually set up the cluster
environment.

Cause

You cannot stop the services
because Hitachi Command Suite
products installed on this server
machine has been set up in a
cluster environment. See the
manual, and uninstall Hitachi
Command Suite products
according to the uninstallation
procedure for a cluster
environment.

Cause

Hitachi Command Suite
products are already installed
and have been set up in a
cluster environment.
Action
See the manual, and install the
software according to the setup
procedure for a cluster
environment.

You cannot stop the services
because Hitachi Command
Suite products installed on this
server machine has been set up
in the cluster environment and
installed on this server
machine.
Action
See the manual, and uninstall
the software according to the
uninstallation procedure for a
cluster environment.

The program cannot be installed Cause
on a network drive. Specify a
The software cannot be
local disk.
installed on a network drive.
Action
Specify a local disk.

KNAE04566-E

The database files cannot be
stored on a network drive.
Specify a local disk.

Cause
The database files cannot be
stored on a network drive.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Specify a local disk.

KNAE04567-E

The database backup files
cannot be stored on a network
drive. Specify a local disk.

Cause
The database backup files
cannot be stored on a network
drive.
Action
Specify a local disk.

KNAE04568-E

The IPv6 address contains an
invalid character. Use the
following valid characters: A-F
a-f 0-9 . :

Cause
The IPv6 address is invalid.
Action
The following characters are
valid for IPv6 addresses: A-F af 0-9 . :

KNAE04569-E

The IPv6 address is too long.
The address should not exceed
more than 47 bytes.

Cause
The IPv6 address is too long.
Action
Specify an IPv6 address that
does not exceed 47 bytes.

KNAE04572-E

Cannot access the specified
database directory. Check the
connection to the database
directory path, and then try
again.

Cause
Cannot access the database
path.
Action
Check the connection to the
database directory path, and
then try again.

KNAE04573-E

Internal components were
removed. Remove <Product
name>, and then install it
again.

Cause
Internal components were
removed.
Action
Remove <Product name>, and
then install it again.

KNAE04574-E

Cause
An attempt to delete
certification data has failed. Use
The authentication server
the hcmd64sintg command to
stopped or failed in connection
delete certification data.
with an authentication server.
Action
After Removal is completed,
please delete authentication
data manually using the
hcmd64sintg command.
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Message ID
KNAE04576-E

KNAE04577-E

196

Message text

Description

The prerequisite .NET
Framework is not installed.
Install the version of .NET
Framework required by
<Product name>, and then try
installing <Product name>
again.

Cause

You cannot install to the folder
<Directory path> because it is
under dedicated folders for 32bit applications, system, or
Windows Store applications.

Cause
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The prerequisite .NET
Framework is not installed.
Action
Install the version of .NET
Framework required by
<Product name>, and then try
installing <Product name>
again.

Action
Specify another folder.

6
Message IDs from KNAE05000KNAE06899
These messages provide information related to Hitachi Automation Director
user operations.
□ KNAE05000-KNAE05099
□ KNAE05100-KNAE05199
□ KNAE06500-KNAE06599
□ KNAE06600-KNAE06699
□ KNAE06700-KNAE06799
□ KNAE06800-KNAE06899

Message IDs from KNAE05000-KNAE06899
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KNAE05000-KNAE05099
Message ID
KNAE05003-E

Message text
The user information required
for accessing the database
could not be obtained.

Description
Cause
The required Common
Component might not be
running.
Action
Check whether the required
Common Component is
running. If it is not running,
contact the Support Center.

KNAE05100-KNAE05199
Message ID
KNAE05100-I

Message text
Database maintenance has
started.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE05101-I

Database maintenance was
successful.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE06500-KNAE06599
Message ID
KNAE06501-E

Message text
The value specified for the
volume capacity is invalid.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify an integer value.

KNAE06502-E

The value specified for the
volume capacity is outside the
valid range.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Specify a value in the range
from Minimum capacity (unit
of measure) through Maximum
capacity (unit of measure).

KNAE06503-E

The value specified for the
volume capacity is not one of
the values set for the service.

Cause
Action
Specify one of the following
values: Discrete value(comma
separated string. with unit
of measure of "KB")

KNAE06504-E

The value specified for the
number of volumes is invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify an integer value.

KNAE06505-E

The value specified for the
number of volumes is outside
the valid range.

Cause
Action
Specify a value in the range
from <Min value> through
<Max value>.

KNAE06506-E

Cause
The value specified for the
volume capacity unit is invalid.
(value = <Volume Capacity Unit
For Submit>)
Action

KNAE06507-E

Cause

Specify Block, MB, GB, or TB.
Host name is missing.

Action
Specify a host name.
KNAE06508-E

The specified host name format
is invalid.

Cause
Action
Revise the host name.

KNAE06509-E

A task could not be executed.

Cause
An error occurred during
communication with Device
Manager. (destination host
name = <host name>, protocol
= <protocol>, port number =
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Message ID

Message text

Description
<port no.>, maintenance
information = <information>)
Action
Check the network status and
make sure Device Manager is
running correctly.

KNAE06512-E

A polling error occurred while
executing an Automation
Director task.

Cause
The execution time for the task
has exceeded the polling limit
time. (set time = <Duration of
keeping status table>)
Action
From Device Manager, check
the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again. If the
problem persists, check the
status of the network, or check
the value set for the displayed
name Duration of polling
since execute task.

KNAE06513-E

Unable to obtain data from the
database.

Cause
The Automation Director
database is not operating
properly.
Action
On the Automation Director
server, use the hcmdssrv
command to stop the
Automation Director service.
Restart the service and retry
the operation. (maintenance
information = <maintenance
information>)

KNAE06515-E

The specified number of volume Cause
capacities does not match the
number for the volume usage.
Action
Specify the following number of
volume capacities: No. of
Volume Usage

KNAE06516-E

The specified number of
volumes does not match the
number for the volume usage.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Specify the following number of
volumes: No. of Volume
Usage

KNAE06517-E

An unexpected error occurred.

Cause
Action
From Device Manager, check
the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again. If the error
occurs repeatedly, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and to
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who may
ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
(maintenance information =
<message>)

KNAE06518-E

JSON decode failed.

Cause
JSON may have been
inaccurate.(JSON=JSON)
Action
Try the operation again. If the
error occurs repeatedly,
detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact the Support Center,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KNAE06520-E

An error occurred while
executing an Automation
Director task. Cannot obtain
task detail information.

Cause
Possible reasons are as follows:
• Automation Director server
may be restarted.
• Automation Director server
is fail over.
• Automation Director task is
force-quitted.
Action
Check the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then try
the operation again.
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Message ID
KNAE06521-E

Message text
An error occurred while polling
the Automation Director task.

Description
Cause
Action
Check the network status and
make sure the Automation
Director server is running
correctly. From Device
Manager, check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, try the operation
again. If the error occurs
repeatedly, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and to
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who may
ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
(Destination host name=<host
name>, protocol=<protocol>,
port no.=<port no.>, task
status=<task status>)

KNAE06522-E

The Auto Volume Label
Configuration is incorrect.

Cause
Action
Check the Auto Volume Label
Configuration on the Edit
Service window using an
account with Modify permission
on Automation Director.

KNAE06523-E

The specified host name
contains invalid characters.

Cause
Action
Specify the host name using
the following valid characters:
• A-Z, a-z, 0-9
• -_.@

KNAE06524-E

The host name is too long.

Cause
Action
Enter a host name (maximum
50 characters).
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Message ID
KNAE06525-E

Message text
User account for Storage
Resource ACL is invalid.

Description
Cause
Action
Enter the user account for
Storage Resource ACL in the
Edit Service window using an
account with Modify permission
on Automation Director.

KNAE06530-E

No resource groups of Device
Manager are assigned to this
service.

Cause
Action
Confirm following in
Administration tab. Then
revise or add items, and submit
the service again.
1. In "Service Group", the
Infrastructure Group is
registered in Service
Group which contains the
service that you
submitted.
2. In "Infrastructure Group",
the Resource Group of
Device Manager is
registered in the
Infrastructure Group
confirmed in the
preceding step.
3. The name of Device
Manager that consists of
your specified host is
included in the column of
Device Manager of the
Resource Group of Device
Manager you confirmed in
the preceding step.
(Device Manager Name:
Device Manager Name)

KNAE06531-E

There is no connection
information of Device Manager
which you specified.

Cause
Action
In Administration tab, confirm
the connect information of
Device Manager that consists
your specified host. Then add
or configure the settings as
necessary. (Device Manager
Name: <Device Manager
Name>)
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Message ID
KNAE06532-E

Message text
There are no Pair Management
Server settings.

Description
Cause
Action
In the Administration tab,
confirm the connection
information for the Pair
Management Server of Device
Manager that includes your
specified host. Then add or
configure the settings as
necessary.

KNAE06533-E

The connection information for
Device Manager is invalid.

Cause
There are invalid items or items
that have not been set in the
connection information.
Action
Check the connection
information of the Device
Manager that belongs to the
host specified in the
Administration tab, and
reconfigure the settings if
necessary. Then, execute the
task. (Device Manager Name:
<Device Manager Name>)

KNAE06534-E

Device Manager output this
message.

Cause
Action
See the following Device
Manager message: <message>

KNAE06535-E

Device Manager output this
warning.

Cause
Action
See the following Device
Manager message: <message>

KNAE06536-E

An error occurred during task
execution in Device Manager.

Cause
Action
See the following Device
Manager message: <message>

KNAE06537-E
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Cause
There are no instances of
Device Manager with Replication
Manager that are running.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
In the Administration tab,
confirm that Device Manager
with Replication Manager is
running and set up in Device
Manager connections.

KNAE06600-KNAE06699
Message ID
KNAE06602-E

Message text
No Resource Group is specified.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify more than one
Resource Group.

KNAE06603-E

Cause
Settings of specified Device
Manager does not exist. (Device
Manager Name: <Device
Manager Name>)
Action
Confirm Device Manager
settings again.

KNAE06604-E

No Storage Profile is specified.

Cause
Action
Check the Storage Profile
Setting on Edit Service
window by user with Modify
permission on Automation
Director.

KNAE06605-E

No Device Manager is specified.

Cause
Action
Specify a Device Manager.

KNAE06606-E

Settings of Specified Storage
Class Group does not exist.
(Device Manager Name:
<Specified Storage Class Group
Name>)
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Cause
Action
Confirm Specified Storage
Class Group settings again.
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Message ID
KNAE06607-E

KNAE06608-E

Message text
The Device Manager you
specified when submit task or
setting of the specified Device
Manager in service share
property has either of following
mistake. Device Manager
setting: <Device Manager
number>
1. Specified Device Manager
is not correctly.
2. The form of specification
is different in specification
in submit task between in
service share properties

Description
Cause
Action
Confirm the following and check
the connection setting of Device
Manager on Administration
tab by user with Admin
permission on Automation
Director, or submit task again.
1. The IP address and server
name of Device Manager.
2. The Device Manager
specified when you submit
task and the settings of
Device Manager in
Administration tab.

Cause
The value specified for the
number of volumes is not one
of the values set for the service.
Action
Specify one of the following
values: Discrete value(comma
separated string.)

KNAE06609-E

The specified volume capacity
unit does not match the value
for the service.

Cause
Action
Specify the following values:
Volume Capacity Unit For
The Serivice

KNAE06614-E

No Device Manager is specified.
(property key:<property key>)

Cause
Action
Specify a Device Manager.

KNAE06615-E

No VMware vCenter server is
specified. (property key:
<Property Key>)

Cause
Action
Specify a VMware vCenter
server.

KNAE06616-E

No datastore name is specified. Cause
(property key: <Property Key>)
Action
Specify a datastore name.
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Message ID
KNAE06617-E

Message text

Description

No extent is specified. (property Cause
key: <Property Key>)
Action
Specify an extent.

KNAE06622-E

The settings of specified
VMware vCenter server does
not exist. (VMware vCenter
server: <vCenter Server>)

Cause
Action
Revise the settings of VMware
vCenter server.

KNAE06623-E

The specified datastore name
does not exist. (Datastore
name: <Datastore name>)

Cause
Action
Verify the datastore name.

KNAE06624-E

The specified extent does not
exist. (Extent: <Extent>)

Cause
Action
Verify the extent.

KNAE06625-E

Cannot obtain the information
from the VMware vCenter
server. (VMware vCenter
server: <vCenter Server>)

Cause
Action
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is running correctly. If
the error occurs repeatedly, a
detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact customer support, who
might ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KNAE06626-E

The input property value of the Cause
service is not specified.
(property key: <Property Key>)
Action
Revise the input property value,
and then try again.

KNAE06627-E

An unexpected error occurred.

Cause
Action
If the error occurs repeatedly, a
detailed investigation is
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Message ID

Message text

Description
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact customer support, who
might ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
(maintenance information =
<message>)

KNAE06628-E

The settings of specified
VMware vCenter server is
invalid. (VMware vCenter
server: <vCenter Server>)

Cause
Action
Revise the settings of VMware
vCenter server.

KNAE06629-E

Cause
No host port is specified.
(property key: <Property Key>)
Action
Specify a host port.

KNAE06630-E

No storage system port is
specified. (property key:
<Property Key>)

Cause
Action
Specify a storage system port.

KNAE06631-E

The LUN of a referenced volume Cause
is not specified. (property key:
<Property Key>)
Action
Specify the LUN of the
referenced volume.

KNAE06632-E

Cause
No host name is specified.
(property key: <Property Key>)
Action
Specify a host name.

KNAE06661-E

The specified volume usage
overlaps.

Cause
Action
Specify the unique volume
usage.

KNAE06662-E

No copy pair setting is
specified.

Cause
Action
Specify a copy pair setting.
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Message ID

Message text

Description

Cause
The specified prefix of copy
group name contains characters
that cannot be specified.
Action

KNAE06663-E

Revise the prefix of copy group
name.
KNAE06664-E

The value specified for the
number of generations is
outside the valid range.

Cause
Action
Specify a value in the range
from <Minimum generation>
through <Maximum
generation>.

KNAE06665-E

No number of path is specified.

Cause
Action
Specify a number of path.

KNAE06666-E

The value specified for the
number of paths is outside the
valid range.

Cause
Action
Specify a value in the range
from <Minimum number of
paths> through <Maximum
number of paths>.

KNAE06667-E

The value specified for the
number of volume usages is
outside the valid range.

Cause
Action
Specify a value in the range
from <Minimum number of
volume usages> through
<Maximum number of volume
usages>.

KNAE06700-KNAE06799
Message ID
KNAE06711-E

Message text
Cannot log in to the VMware
vCenter server. (server =
<vCenter>, message =
<message>)
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Description
Cause
The authentication settings for
the VMware vCenter server are
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Message ID

Message text

Description
incorrect, or the connection
cannot be established.
Action
On the Administration tab,
under Connection Settings >
Connections to VMware
vCenter, make sure the server
setting exists and is correct.

KNAE06712-E

Cannot perform the action on
the VMware vCenter server.
(server = <vCenter>, message
= <message>)

Cause
The user does not have
permission to modify the
VMware vCenter configuration,
or cannot establish a
connection to the server.
Action
Make sure that the account
specified in the authentication
information of vCenter has an
Administrator role, or make
sure that vCenter is operating
correctly. (vCenter name =
<vCenter>)

KNAE06713-E

Cannot acquire a list of ESX and Cause
ESXi servers from the VMware
vCenter server. (server =
<vCenter>, message =
Action
<message>)
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.

KNAE06714-E

Cannot acquire a list of ESX
clusters from the VMware
vCenter server. (server =
<vCenter>, message =
<message>)

Cause
Action
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.

KNAE06715-E

Cause
An option for the VMware
vCenter datastore is not
specified. (server = <vCenter>,
host = <host>, datastore =
Action
<datastore>)
Specify the options for the
datastore.

KNAE06716-E

Information for a VMware
vCenter cluster was not found.
(cluster = <cluster>)

Cause
Action
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.
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Message ID
KNAE06717-E

Message text

Description

Information for the host used to Cause
configure a VMware vCenter
cluster was not found. (cluster
Action
= <cluster>)
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.

KNAE06718-E

Cannot acquire a list of VMware
vCenter datastores (server =
<vCenter>, message =
<message>)

Cause
Action
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.

KNAE06719-E

KNAE06720-E

Cannot acquire a list of VMware
vCenter datastores allocated to
a host. server = <vCenter>,
host = <host>, message =
<message>)

Cause
Action
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.

The datastore name contains an Cause
invalid character.
Action
Specify the datastore name
using only alphanumeric
characters and the following
characters: = - _ . , `.

KNAE06721-E

An input parameter is invalid.
(property key = <key>,
message = <message>)

Cause
The settings for the parameter
are invalid, or a service
template is invalid.
Action
Please contact customer
support if the error occurs
again.

KNAE06722-E

No host or cluster is specified
for the VMware vCenter server.
(host = <host>)

Cause
The specified host or cluster
might have been deleted from
the VMware vCenter server.
Action
Make sure that the specified
host or cluster exists on the
VMware vCenter server.

KNAE06723-E

The volume might have been
deleted from the cluster or
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Message ID

Message text

Description

host. Alternatively, the volume
might not be recognized as the
volume added to the datastore.

Make sure the volume exists in
the host or cluster.
Alternatively, check and, if
necessary, revise the volume
capacity.
Action
Make sure the volume exists in
the host or cluster.
Alternatively, check and, if
necessary, revise the volume
capacity.

KNAE06724-E

Cannot create a datastore.
(message = <vCenter>)

Cause
The host does not recognize the
volume, or the volume is not
allocated.
Action
Make sure that the volume is
recognized on the host, and the
volume is valid on Device
Manager. Check the status of
the path between the storage
system and the host.

KNAE06725-E

The connection setting for the
VMware vCenter server was not
found.

Cause
Action
On the Administration tab,
under Connection Settings >
Connections to VMware
vCenter, make sure the server
setting exists and is correct.

KNAE06726-E

Cannot acquire a property from
the VMware vCenter server.
(message = <message>)

Cause
Action
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.

KNAE06727-E

Cannot acquire the VMFS
information. (message =
<message>)

Cause
Action
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.

KNAE06728-E
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A volume does not exist.
(volume = <volume>)
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Cause
The volume might have been
deleted from the host or cluster.

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Make sure that the volume
exists in the host or cluster.

KNAE06730-E

Path information is invalid.

Cause
The volume is not recognized
by the host.
Action
Make sure that the volume on
the storage system can be
recognized by the host, or
check the path settings. If the
path settings are valid, restart
the host or perform processing
to make the host recognize the
volume. (model = <model>,
path = <Path Info>)

KNAE06731-E

Path information is not
specified.

Cause
The settings for the parameter
are invalid, or a service
template is invalid.
Action
Please contact customer
support if the error occurs
again.

KNAE06732-E

The datastore information for
the VMware vCenter server was
not found. (server =
<vCenter>)

Cause
Action
Make sure that the datastore
exists on the VMware vCenter
server.

KNAE06733-E

The connections settings for the Cause
VMware vCenter server was not
found.
Action
On the Administration tab,
under Connection Settings >
Connections to VMware
vCenter, make sure the server
setting exists and is correct.

KNAE06734-E

Path information was not found. Cause
The settings for the parameter
are invalid, or a service
template is invalid.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Please contact customer
support if the error occurs
again.

KNAE06735-E

Cannot acquire a management
object on a VMware vCenter
server. (server = <vCenter>,
message = <message>)

Cause
Action
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.

KNAE06736-E

KNAE06737-E

Cannot acquire a property of a
management object on a
VMware vCenter server. (server
= <vCenter>, message =
<message>)

Cause

An attempt to decode JSON
data failed.

Cause

Action
Make sure the VMware vCenter
server is operating correctly.

The JSON data might be invalid.
(JSON = <JSON>, encoder =
<encoder>)
Action
Please contact customer
support if the error occurs
again.

KNAE06738-E

An unexpected error occurred.

Cause
Action
Please contact customer
support if the error occurs
again.

KNAE06739-E

An input parameter to create a
datastore is invalid.

Cause
Action
Check the host name, datastore
name, and other datastore
input parameters.

KNAE06740-E

An input parameter for vCenter
access is invalid.

Cause
Action
Check the vCenter input
parameters again.

KNAE06741-E
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An initial load error occurred.
(details = <message>)
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Cause
-

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Please contact customer
support if the error occurs
again.

KNAE06742-E

Cause
An unsupported version of
VMFS was specified. (host name
= <hostname>, VMFS version
= <VMFS version>)
Action
Check the VMFS version.

KNAE06743-E

Datastore name exceeds the
maximum character limit .

Cause
Action
A datastore will not be created
if the name exceeds the
maximum character limit. Edit
the prefix settings and then try
again. If necessary, check
another datastore's prefix
settings to use as an example.

KNAE06744-E

Information could not be
acquired from the VMware
vCenter server. (vCenter =
<vCenter>, details =
<message>).

Cause
A problem might have occurred
on the VMware vCenter server.
Action
Check whether any problems
exist on the VMware vCenter
server.

KNAE06745-E

Failed to refresh the storage
information. (vCenter =
<vCenter>, host = <host>,
details = <message>).

Cause
The access user might not have
permission, or a problem might
have occurred on the VMware
vCenter server.
Action
Check the permissions of the
access user, or whether any
problems exist on the VMware
vCenter server.

KNAE06746-E

Cause
Failed to create a datastore.
(vCenter = <vCenter>, host =
A problem might have occurred
<host>, details = <message>). on the VMware vCenter server.
Action
Check whether any problems
exist on the VMware vCenter
server.
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Message ID
KNAE06762-E

Message text
An error occurred during the
EFI format processing of the
device. (device = <Device>)

Description
Cause
Execution of the EFI format
command failed. A disk failure
might have occurred.
Action
Check the disk status by
executing a subcommand of the
format command. If there is a
disk with the status drive
type unknown, restart the host,
then re-execute the task. If the
same error occurs again,
contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator.

KNAE06763-E

The path between the storage
system and the Oracle server is
invalid.

Cause
The FC that forms a multi-path
configuration might have failed
over, or one or more paths are
in the enable state.
Action
Contact the server
administrator, and check the
states of the paths between the
hosts and storage system. Also,
check whether the Oracle
server has failed over, and
whether it has become a multipath configuration.

KNAE06764-E

Cause
An error occurred during the
changing of the device
Execution of the chdev
attributes. (device = <Device>)
command failed. A disk failure
might have occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.

KNAE06765-E

An error occurred during the
changing of the device
ownership. (device =
<Device>)

Cause
Execution of the chown
command failed. A disk failure
might have occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.
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Message ID
KNAE06766-E

Message text
An error occurred during the
changing of the device
permissions. (device =
<Device>)

Description
Cause
Execution of the chmod
command failed. A disk failure
might have occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.

KNAE06767-E

A specified parameter is invalid.
(parameter = <Parameter>)

Cause
A specified parameter is invalid.
Action
The specified parameter value
is invalid.
1. If the specified permission
is not a three-digit
number, specify a correct
permission.
2. If the format of the
specified directory name
is invalid, specify a correct
path.
3. If an existing file has the
same name as the
destination directory
name, delete the file or
specify a directory with a
different name.
4. If the LDEV number is not
a numeric value, specify a
numeric value. (The serial
number might contain a
character that is not an
alphanumeric character or
colon. Only specify
alphanumeric characters
or colons.)

KNAE06768-E

An error occurred during
acquisition of the path state.

Cause
Execution of the lspath
command failed. Execution of
the mpathadm command failed.
A disk failure might have
occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.
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Message ID
KNAE06769-E

Message text
The multipathd daemon is not
running.

Description
Cause
The multipathd daemon is not
running.
Action
Make sure that the Dmmultipath driver is installed,
and the multipathd daemon is
running.

KNAE06770-E

An error occurred during
acquisition of device
information.

Cause
Execution of the ls command
failed. A disk failure might have
occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.

KNAE06771-E

A device corresponding to the
specified serial number and
LDEV ID was not found.

Cause
No device matches the LDEV ID
and serial number of the
specified volume.
Action
Make sure that the serial
number and LDEV ID are
correct, and the storage system
contains a volume
corresponding to the serial
number and LDEV ID. If you
specified the correct serial
number and LDEV ID, contact
the server administrator or the
storage administrator.

KNAE06772-E

An error occurred during
acquisition of device attributes.
(device = <Device>)

Cause
Execution of the lsattr -EO
command failed. The task
might not have finished
successfully, possibly because
of a temporary failover of a
disk.
Action
Re-execute the task. If the
same error occurs again,
contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE06773-E

Message text
An error occurred during
creation of the specified
directory. (path = <path>)

Description
Cause
Execution of the mkdir
command failed. The specified
directory name does not have
the UNIX path format.
Action
Make sure that the directory
name is correct. If the directory
name is correct, a disk failure
might have occurred. Contact
the server administrator or the
storage administrator.

KNAE06774-E

An error occurred during
acquisition of device
permissions. (device =
<Device>)

Cause
Execution of the ls -l
command failed. A disk failure
might have occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.

KNAE06775-E

An error occurred during the
device recognition process.

Cause
Execution of the cfmgrl
command failed. Execution of
the cfgadm command failed.
Execution of the devfsadm
command failed. A disk failure
or FC path failure might have
occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.

KNAE06776-E

A parameter is not specified.
(property key = <Property
key>)

Cause
A parameter is not specified.
Action
The value of a specified
parameter is not specified. Set
a parameter value.

KNAE06777-E

No valid path exists between
the Oracle server and the
storage system. (WWID =
<WWID>)

Cause
No valid path exists between
the Oracle server and the
storage system.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Contact the server
administrator, and check the
path status.

KNAE06778-E

The number of LDEV numbers
does not match the number of
serial numbers.

Cause
The same number of serial
numbers and LDEV IDs was not
specified.
Action
Specify the same number of
serial numbers and LDEV
numbers. Specify the storagedevice serial numbers and LDEV
IDs in pairs.

KNAE06779-E

An Oracle SQL execution error
occurred.

Cause
Execution of the sqlplus
command failed.
Action
1.

2.

3.

KNAE06780-E

The multipath.conf file could not
be found. (multipath directory
path = <multipath Directory
Path>)

Make sure that the
AMS_SID, GRID_USER,
GRID_HOME, and the disk
group name, which you
set in parameters, are
correct.
Execute the command
crsctl stat res -t as a
Grid user, and make sure
the Oracle Cluster Service
is running
Contact the Oracle
administrator and provide
him or her with the Oracle
error message (ORAXXX).

Cause
dm-multipath is not correctly
installed, or multipath.conf
does not exist in the directory
specified in the parameter.
Action
Make sure that dm-mulipath is
correctly installed. If it is not
correctly installed, specify the
correct directory where
multipath exists.

KNAE06781-E
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A time out error occurred
during editing process of multipath file and the mapping
process of RAW device.
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Cause
The processing for the
multipath editing and RAW

Message ID

Message text

Description
device mapping is being
executed by another task.
Action
Wait until the other task
finishes, and then try again.

KNAE06782-E

A disk list is not specified.

Cause
The task might not have
completed successfully due to a
temporary failover of a disk.
Action
The task might not have
finished successfully, possibly
because of a temporary failover
of a disk. Re-execute the task.
If the same error occurs again,
contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator.

KNAE06783-E

The number of parameters to
be specified for the plug-in is
incorrect.

Cause
An internal error might have
occurred.
Action
Re-execute the task. If the
same error occurs again,
contact the customer support
center.

KNAE06784-E

An error occurred during the
processing to map devices to
RAW devices.

Cause
The maximum number of RAW
device mappings has been
exceeded.
Action
Organize the registration of
RAW devices, and then reexecute the task.

KNAE06785-E

A disk exists that cannot be
added to the ASM disk group.

Cause
The disk might already be a
member of an ASM disk group.
Action
Make sure that the disk is not a
member of an existing ASM
disk group.

KNAE06786-E

No device has the CANDIDATE,
FORMER, or PROVISIONED status.
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Cause
A disk having the CANDIDATE,
FORMER, or PROVISIONED status
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Message ID

Message text

Description
was not found in the disk
group. A permission change
error might have occurred
because of a disk access error,
or an Oracle internal error
might have occurred.
Action
If there is a message beginning
with ORA- in the task log,
contact the Oracle
administrator. If there is no
such message, contact the
server administrator or the
storage administrator.

KNAE06787-E

The Oracle primary server is not Cause
specified.
The Oracle primary server is
not specified.
Action
Specify a value for the Oracle
primary server name.

KNAE06788-E

The specified server is not an
Oracle Server. (server name =
<Server Name>)

Cause
The specified server might not
be an Oracle server, or the
node of the specified Oracle
server might be down.
Action
1.

2.
3.

KNAE06789-E

The specified Oracle server is
down.

Make sure that the
specified server name is
correct.
Make sure that the Oracle
server is running.
Execute the command
crsctl stat res -t as a
Grid user, and make sure
the Oracle Cluster Service
is running.

Cause
The node of the specified Oracle
server is down, or the Oracle
process is down.
Action
1.

2.
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Make sure that the node
of the Oracle server is
running.
Execute the command
crsctl stat res -t as a
Grid user, and make sure

Message ID

Message text

Description
the Oracle Cluster Service
is running.

KNAE06790-E

The number of Oracle servers in Cause
the system differs from the
The number of Oracle servers in
specified number of Oracle
the system differs from the
servers.
specified number of Oracle
servers.
Action
Check the number of Oracle
servers to be specified, and
then re-execute the task.

KNAE06791-E

Cause
There is an error in the
specified path. (path = <path>)
The correct path is not
specified.
Action
Set the correct path value.

KNAE06792-E

The command does not exist.
(command = <Command>)

Cause
A server failure might have
occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator, and check the
state of the server.

KNAE06793-E

An error occurred while
installed HBA ports were being
acquired.

Cause
Execution of the luxadm -e
port command failed. A disk
failure or FC path failure might
have occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and then check
the disk status.

KNAE06794-E

A HBA port is not connected.

Cause
A device is not recognized by
the OS. You must revise the
zoning settings to make the OS
recognize the device, or restart
the OS.
Action
Set zoning or restart the OS,
and then execute the task
again. If the same problem
persists, contact a server
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Message ID

Message text

Description
administrator or storage
administrator.

KNAE06795-E

An internal property is not set,
or the property value is invalid.
(property name = <Property
Name>)

Cause
An internal error might have
occurred.
Action
Re-execute the task. If the
same error occurs again,
contact the customer support
center.

KNAE06796-E

KNAE06797-E

The file storing the list of disks
in the ASM disk group could not
be created. The user does not
have write permission for the
directory, or the directory is in
an error state.

Cause

Another process is using the
specified file. (file name = <File
name>)

Cause

The user does not have write
permission for the directory.
Action
Make sure that the user has
write permission for the
specified directory, and make
sure there is no problem with
the directory state.

Another process is using the
specified file.
Action
Make sure that other processes
have stopped using the file, and
then re-execute the task.

KNAE06798-E

Cause
The path to the UDEF rules file
was not found. (UDEV directory
The directory path to the UDEF
path = <UDEV Directory Path>) rules file could not be found.
Action
Make sure that the
directory /etc/udev/rules.d/
exists.

KNAE06799-E

An error occurred during the
changing of the device slice
number. (device = <Device>)

Cause
Execution of the sed command
failed. A disk failure might have
occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.
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KNAE06800-KNAE06899
Message ID
KNAE06800-E

Message text
An error occurred during
acquisition of the status of the
Oracle service. (server Name =
<Server Name>)

Description
Cause
Execution of the crsctl
command failed. A disk failure
might have occurred.
Action
Contact the Oracle server
administrator, and make sure
the status of Oracle processes
can be acquired correctly.

KNAE06801-E

An error occurred during
acquisition of disk information
from the Oracle server.

Cause
Acquisition of disk information
failed. A disk failure might have
occurred.
Action
Contact the Oracle server
administrator, and make sure
the status of Oracle processes
can be acquired correctly.

KNAE06802-E

An error occurred during
allocation of the disk to the disk
group.

Cause
The disk group name might be
incorrect.
Action
Make sure that the disk group
name is correct. Re-execute the
task.

KNAE06803-E

An error occurred during the
changing of the directory
permissions. (path = <path>)

Cause
Execution of the chmod
command failed. A disk failure
might have occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.

KNAE06804-E

An error occurred during
creation of the specified folder.
(path = <path>)
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Cause
Execution of the mkdir
command failed. A correct
folder name might not be
specified, or a disk failure might
have occurred.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Make sure that the directory
name is correct. If the specified
directory name is correct, a
disk failure might have
occurred. Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator.

KNAE06805-E

An error occurred during the
changing of the folder
permissions. (path = <path>)

Cause
Execution of the cacls
command failed. A correct path
might not be specified, or a
disk failure might have
occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and check the
disk status.

KNAE06806-E

The Prefix of Group Name value
exceeds the maximum length.

Cause
Action
Modify the Prefix of Group
Name so that it does not
exceed the maximum length
(Maximum
length:<maximum_length>).

KNAE06807-E

The specified path contains an
error. (path = <path>)

Cause
A correct path has not been
specified.
Action
Manually delete the directory.

KNAE06808-E

The command does not exist.
(command = <command>)

Cause
A server failure might have
occurred.
Action
Manually delete the directory.
Contact the server
administrator, and check the
state of the server.

KNAE06809-E
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An error occurred during
deletion of the specified
directory. (path = <path>)
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Cause
Execution of the rm command
failed. A correct path might not
be specified, or a disk failure
might have occurred.

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Manually delete the directory.
Contact the server
administrator, and check the
state of the server.

KNAE06810-E

An error occurred during
deletion of the specified folder.
(path = <path>).

Cause
Execution of the rmdir
command failed. A correct path
might not be specified, or a
disk failure might have
occurred.
Action
Manually delete the directory.
Contact the server
administrator, and check the
state of the server.

KNAE06811-E

An error occurred during
execution of an OS command.
(command = <command>)

Cause
An error occurred during
execution of an OS command.
Action
Contact the server
administrator, and make sure
the OS command can be
issued.

KNAE06812-E

An error occurred during the
forced recognition processing
for the disk.

Cause
Failed to execute the luxadm e dump_map command. An error
might have occurred in the disk
or FC path.
Action
Contact a server administrator
or storage administrator, and
then check the disk status.

KNAE06813-E

An error occurred during
execution of diskpart
command.

Cause
Execution of the diskpart
command failed.
Action
Make sure that the diskpart
command can be executed.

KNAE06814-E

An error occurred during
acquisition disk automount
status from Oracle server.

Cause
Execution of the diskpart
automount command failed.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Contact a server administrator,
and then check the OS settings.

KNAE06815-E

The automount function for new Cause
volumes is disabled.

The automount function for
Windows is disabled.
Action
Enable the automount function.

KNAE06816-E

An error occurred during
creation process of disk
partition.

Cause
Failed to execute one of the
following diskpart commands:
• select disk
• online disk
• attributes disk clear
readonly
• create partition
extended
• create partition logical
• select partition
• select volume
• attributes volume set
nodefaultdriveletter
Action
Contact the server
administrator or the storage
administrator, and then check
the disk status.

KNAE06817-E

An error occurred during
execution of Oracle asmtool.

Cause
Execution of the Oracle
asmtool command failed.
Action
Make sure that the asmtool
command can be executed.

KNAE06818-E

An error occurred during
marking process of disk
partition.

Cause
Execution of the asmtool list command failed.
Execution of the asmtool -add
command failed. Execution of
the asmtool -addprefix
command failed. The ASM link
name attached to the partition
cannot be acquired.
Action
Make sure that the prefix of the
ASM link name is correct.
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Message ID
KNAE06819-E

Message text
The number of disks is different
from the number of labels.

Description
Cause
The number of specified disks is
not the same as the number of
specified label names.
Action
Specify the same number of
disk numbers and label names.
Specify the disk number and
label names in pairs.

KNAE06820-E

An error occurred during
deletion of the specified file.
(path = <path>)

Cause
Execution of the rm command
failed. The correct path might
not be specified, or a disk
failure might have occurred.
Action
Manually delete the file.
Contact the server
administrator, and then check
the server status.

KNAE06821-E

An error occurred during
modification of the file
permissions. (file = <File
name>)

Cause
Execution of the chmod
command failed. A disk failure
might have occurred.
Action
Contact the server
administrator or storage
administrator, and then check
the server status.

KNAE06822-E

The name of the primary server
or member server to be
specified is invalid. (server
name = <Server Name>)

Cause
In the specified primary server
or member server, a duplicate
server name exists.
Action
Specify a server name that is
not a duplicate of the primary
server or member server name
to be specified.

KNAE06823-E

Failed to execute sudo
command. (command =
<Command Name>)

Cause
The configuration of sudo might
not be complete, or a server
failure might have occurred.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Contact the server
administrator, and check the
server status.

KNAE06824-E

Failed to register the WWID of
multipath.conf file or rules
file.

Cause
The assigned WWID of LDEV is
already registered with a
multipath.conf file or rules file.
Action
Delete the WWID of LDEV or
settings of the raw device from
the multipath.conf file or rules
file, and then try again.

KNAE06825-E

A property whose output value
exceeds 1024 characters exists.
Characters after the 1024th
character will not be output.

Cause
The character string to be
output is too long.
Action
Adjust the value to be output
by changing the values
specified for the input
properties Index and Output
specification key.

KNAE06831-E

File type property is not
specified.

Cause
Action
Specify a file type property.

KNAE06832-E

Input key name is not specified. Cause
Action
Specify an input key name.

KNAE06833-E

The specified value for index is
invalid. (value = <index>)

Cause
Action
Specify an integer zero and
over for index.

KNAE06834-E

The specified value for index is
less than zero. (value =
<index>)

Cause
Action
Specify an integer of zero and
over for index.
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Message ID
KNAE06835-E

Message text
Output key name is not
specified.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify an output key name.

KNAE06836-E

The number of output keys
exceeds the upper limit.

Cause
Action
Specify key name(s) up to
<maximum number of keys>
for output keys.

KNAE06837-E

The content of the file type
property is not JSON format.

Cause
Action
Specify a file type property of
the JSON format.

KNAE06838-E

Cannot find the specified key.
(key = <key name>)

Cause
Action
Confirm whether the specified
input key exists in the file type
property.

KNAE06839-E

Cannot find an element of
array. (index = <index>)

Cause
Action
Confirm whether a number of
element of array for the
processing is bigger than
<index>.

KNAE06840-E

Cannot find the specified key.
(key = <key name>)

Cause
Action
Confirm whether the specified
output key exists in the file
type property.

KNAE06841-E

An unexpected error occurred.

Cause
Action
If the error occurs repeatedly,
detailed investigation is
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Message ID

Message text

Description
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact the Support Center,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
(maintenance information =
<message>)

KNAE06842-E

A multi-byte code is included in
volume usage.( volume usage:
<volume usage>)

Cause
Action
Check the volume usage on the
Edit Service window using an
account with Modify permission
on Automation Director.

KNAE06845-E

The value specified for the
pathResult is invalid.

Cause
Action
Revise the pathResult.(<pathresult>)
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7
Message IDs from KNAE08000KNAE08999
These messages provide information related to Hitachi Automation Director
task execution.
□ KNAE08000-KNAE08099
□ KNAE08100-KNAE08199
□ KNAE08200-KNAE08299
□ KNAE08300-KNAE08399
□ KNAE08400-KNAE08499
□ KNAE08900-KNAE08999

Message IDs from KNAE08000-KNAE08999
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KNAE08000-KNAE08099
Message ID
KNAE08001-I

KNAE08002-I

KNAE08003-I

KNAE08004-I

Message text

Description

Started executing plug-in (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>, step ID: <Step
ID>, execution ID: <Execution
ID>).

Cause

Plug-in execution completed
(task name: <Task name>,
task ID: <Task ID>, step ID:
<Step ID>, execution ID:
<Execution ID>, plug-in return
code: <Plug-in return code>).

Cause

Plug-in execution stopped (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>, step ID: <Step
ID>, execution ID: <Execution
ID>).

Cause

<Plug-n information>

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
KNAE08005-I

<Plug-n information>

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08006-I

<Plug-n information>

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08008-E

Cannot return the execution
result of a task-processing
engine plug-in.

Cause
An error occurred when
attempting to communicate
with the task-processing
engine.
Action
Collect log information, and
then contact your system
administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE08009-I

Message text
<Contents of the standard
output>

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE08010-I

<Contents of the standard
output>

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08011-E

A database error occurred while
executing the plug-in (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>, step ID: <Step
ID>, execution ID: <Execution
ID>, error details: <Error
details>).

KNAE08012-E

An error occurred while
executing the plug-in (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>, step ID: <Step
ID>, execution ID: <Execution
ID>, plug-in return code:
<Plug-in return code>,
exception details: <Exception
details>).

Cause
An error occurred during
database access.
Action
Collect log information, and
then contact your system
administrator.
Cause
The possible causes are as
follows:
1. An error occurred during
plug-in execution.
2. An operation was
performed to forcibly stop
the task.
3. An operation was
performed to stop the
product.
Action
In the dialog box or in
Server[n].log, refer to the
error message and exception
details that were output before
and after the error occurred,
and take the appropriate
action. If there is no evidence
of an operation to forcibly stop
a task or to stop the product,
and if no error message or
exception details were output
before or after the error
occurred, use the data
collection tool to collect the
necessary information, and
then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE08013-E

Cannot execute plug-in because Cause
the plug-in input property value
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Message ID

Message text
is not specified (property key:
<Property key>).

Description
The plug-in input property
value is not specified.
Action
Specify the plug-in input
property, and then try again. If
the problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KNAE08014-E

Cannot resolve the specified
host name (error details:
<Error details of name
resolution failure>).

Cause
The specified host name could
not be resolved.
Action
Check your network and DNS
configuration, and then reexecute the service.

KNAE08015-W

KNAE08016-E

A property value is too long and
was truncated (property key:
<Property key>, original string
length: <Original string
length>, maximum length:
<Maximum length>)

Cause

An error occurred while
executing the plug-in (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>, step ID: <Step
ID>, execution ID: <Execution
ID>, plug-in return code:
<Plug-in return code>).

Cause

Action
-

The possible causes are as
follows:
1. An error occurred during
plug-in execution.
2. An operation was
performed to forcibly stop
the task.
3. An operation was
performed to stop the
product.
Action
In the dialog box or in
Server[n].log, refer to the
error message that was output
before and after the error
occurred, and take the
appropriate action. If there is
no evidence of an operation to
forcibly stop a task or to stop
the product, and if no error
message was output before or
after the error occurred, use
the data collection tool to
collect the necessary
information, and then contact
your system administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE08017-E

Message text
Cannot execute plug-in because
the input property contains an
invalid character (property key:
<Property key>, prohibited
character: <Prohibited
character>).

Description
Cause
The specified plug-in input
property contains an invalid
character.
Action
Revise the input property, and
then try again. If the problem
persists, collect log information,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KNAE08018-E

KNAE08044-W

KNAE08045-E

Cannot execute plug-in because
an invalid parameter was
specified (property key:
<Property key>, prohibited
character: <Prohibited
character>).

Cause

The plug-in return code was
changed to 64 because the
return code of the script or
command was outside the
range from 0 through 63
(return value of the script or
command: <Return value of the
script or command>)

Cause

An invalid parameter was
specified.
Action
Revise the parameter, and then
try again. If the problem
persists, collect log information,
and then contact the system
administrator.

Action
-

Plug-in execution failed because Cause
the product is shutting down.
Action
Reboot the product, and then
re-execute the service.

KNAE08046-E

The process on the destination
host was terminated because
the product is shutting down.

Cause
Action
Reboot the product, and then
re-execute the service.

KNAE08047-E

The product is shutting down. A
request to terminate the
process was issued, but failed
(process ID: <Process ID>)

Cause
Action
Check the process status on the
destination host from Windows
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Task Manager, and then
terminate the process. Reboot
the product, and then reexecute the service.

KNAE08048-E

KNAE08049-I

KNAE08050-I

A request to terminate a
process when the product is
shut down was not issued
because acquisition of the
process information failed.

Cause

The character set name was
acquired by executing a
command on the destination
host (command line:
<Command line>, result:
<Command results>).

Cause

<Set locale> was set for the
LC_ALL and LANG environment
variables on the destination
host.

Cause

Action
If you can identify the
command, check the process
status on the destination host
from Windows Task Manager,
and then terminate the process.
Reboot the product, and then
re-execute the service.

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE08051-I

KNAE08052-I

KNAE08053-I

The character set used for
communication from the
destination properties file was
acquired (character set name:
<Character set name>)

Cause

The character set to use for
communication was set based
on the character set mapping
file settings (character set
name: <Character set name>)

Cause

UTF-8 was set as the character
set to use to communicate with
the destination host. To change
this setting, edit the destination
properties file or the character

Cause

set mapping file.
KNAE08054-I

No value was set for the LANG
and LC_ALL environment
variables on the destination
host.
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Action
-

Action
-

Action
Cause
Action

Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE08055-E

Cause
Cannot connect to a host
(connection target: <Host name
Possible causes are as follows:
or IP address of the
1. The destination host is not
destination>, protocol:
running.
<Protocol>, port number:
2. The destination host is
<Port number>).
overloaded.
3. An error occurred while
connected to the
destination host.
4. Communication using the
set port number is
blocked (by, for example,
a firewall).
Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. Whether the destination
host is running.
2. The load status of the
destination host.
3. The connection route to
the destination host.
4. The firewall settings If the
problem persists, collect
the log information, and
then contact a system
administrator.

KNAE08056-E

Cannot authenticate
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>, protocol: <Protocol>,
port number: <Port number>).

Cause
An authentication setting is
invalid.
Action
Revise the authentication
settings, and then re-execute
the service. If the problem
persists, collect the log
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KNAE08057-E

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid parameter was
specified in the destination
property file (file name: <File
name>, key name: <Key
name>, property value:
<Property value>).

KNAE08058-E

Cause
The character set name set for
the property value is invalid.
Action
Set a valid character set name,
and then re-execute the
service.

Plug-in execution failed because Cause
an invalid parameter was
The regular expression set for
specified in the destination
the property value is invalid.
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Message ID

KNAE08059-E

KNAE08060-E

KNAE08061-E

Message text

Description

property file (file name: <File
name>, key name: <Key
name>, property value:
<Property value>).

Action

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid parameter was
specified in the destination
property file (file name: <File
name>, key name: <Key
name>, property value:
<Property value>).

Cause

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid parameter was
specified in the destination
property file (file name: <File
name>, key name: <Key
name>, property value:
<Property value>).

Cause

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid character set name
was specified in the character
set mapping file
charsetMapping_user.propert

Cause

Set a valid regular expression,
and then re-execute the
service.

Action
A numeric value must be set for
the property. Set a valid value,
and then re-execute the
service.

Action
Comma-separated numeric
values must be set for the
property. Set a valid value, and
then re-execute the service.

The character set name set for
the property value is invalid.
Action

ies (key name: <Key name>,

Set a valid character set name,
character set name: <Character reboot the product, and then
set name>).
re-execute the service.
KNAE08062-E

Plug-in execution failed because Cause
an invalid parameter was
The regular expression set for
specified in the property file
the property value is invalid.
config_user.properties (key
Action
name: <Key name>, property
value: <Property value>).

KNAE08063-E

The command required to
execute the plug-in does not
exist (connection target: <Host
name or IP address of the
destination host>, command:
<Command>)

KNAE08064-E

Execution of the plug-in failed,
because the task was forcibly
stopped.

Set a valid regular expression,
reboot the product, and then
re-execute the service.
Cause
Action
Install the command in the
destination host, and then try
the operation again.
Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE08065-I

Cause
The process running on the
connection-destination host was
stopped, because the task was
forcibly stopped.
Action
-

KNAE08066-E

KNAE08067-E

KNAE08068-E

A request to stop the process
running on the connectiondestination host was issued,
because the task was forcibly
stopped. However, the attempt
to stop the process failed.
(process ID = <processID>)

Cause

A request to stop the process
when the task was forcibly
stopped was not issued,
because information about the
process could not be acquired.

Cause

Failed to elevate privileges.
(connection destination =
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>)

Cause

Action
Check the process status on the
destination host from Windows
Task Manager, and then
terminate the process.

Action
If you can identify the
command, check the process
status on the destination host
from Windows Task Manager,
and then terminate the process.

The superuser password is not
set in the definition of the
agentless connection
destination.
Action
Check and, if necessary, revise
the definition of the agentless
connection destination, and
then execute the service again.

KNAE08069-E

Failed to elevate privileges.

Cause
The root password is not set.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The settings for the
mapping of service
properties and plug-in
properties are incorrect.
2. The root password was
not entered when the
service settings were set
or when the service was
executed.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Check the following, and then
execute the service again:
1. Make sure the settings for
the mapping of service
properties and plug-in
properties are correct.
2. Make sure the root
password is entered.

KNAE08070-I

The setting to elevate to root
privileges for SSH connections
is now enabled.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08071-I

The setting to elevate to root
privileges for SSH connections
is now disabled.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08077-E

Failed to create a work folder on Cause
the connection-destination host.
Possible causes are as follows:
(work folder = <path of the
1. You do not have the
work folder>)
necessary permissions to
create a folder.
2. A file of the same name
as the work folder already
exists.
3. An effective absolute path
is not set for the value of
plugin.remoteCommand.wo
rkDirectory.ssh in the
property file
(user_config.propertie
s).
Action
Check the following, and then
execute the service again:
1. Make sure you have the
necessary permissions to
create a folder in the
directory specified by the
work folder path.
2. Make sure that a file of
the same name as the
work folder does not
exist.
3. Make sure an effective
absolute path is specified
for the value of
plugin.remoteCommand.w
orkDirectory.ssh in the
property file
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Message ID

Message text

Description
(user_config.propertie
s).

KNAE08078-E

Failed to access the work folder
on the connection-destination
host. (work folder = <path of
the work folder>)

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. Permissions to allow
connected users to access
the work folder have not
been set.
2. There is not enough free
space in the file system of
the work folder.
Action
Check the following, and then
execute the service again:
1. Make sure permissions
have been set for the
work folder.
2. Make sure there is enough
free space in the file
system of the work folder.

KNAE08080-E

Failed to access the remote file
or the work folder on the
connection-destination host.
(remote file path = <path of
the remote file>, work folder =
<path of the work folder>)

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. Permissions to allow
connected users to access
the remote file have not
been set.
2. Permissions to allow
connected users to access
the work folder have not
been set.
3. There is not enough free
space on the drive of the
work folder.
Action
Check the following, and then
execute the service again:
1. Make sure permissions
have been set for the
remote file.
2. Make sure permissions
have been set for the
work folder.
3. Make sure there is enough
free space on the drive of
the work folder.
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KNAE08100-KNAE08199
Message ID
KNAE08101-I

Message text
The command: <Command>
has started.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE08102-I

The execution of command:
<Command> was successful.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08103-E

Cannot execute a remote
command (command:
<Command>, plug-in return
code: <Return code>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08104-E

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid parameter was
specified in the general
command plug-in (parameter:
<Specified authentication
type> )

Cause
An invalid authentication type
was specified for the general
command plug-in.
Action
Specify a valid value for the
authentication type, and then
re-execute the service.

KNAE08105-E

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid parameter was
specified in the general
command plug-in (parameter:
<Regular expression value
specified in for standard output
pattern>)

Cause
An invalid standard output
pattern parameter was
specified for the general
command plug-in.
Action
Specify a valid standard output
pattern property value, and
then re-execute the service.

KNAE08106-E

Cannot execute plug-in because
an invalid parameter was
specified in the general
command plug-in (property
key: <Service property key>,
prohibited character:
<character>).
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Cause
The service property key
specified for the standard
output property in the general
command plug-in does not
exist.
Action

Message ID

Message text

Description
Specify a valid service property
key, and then try again.

KNAE08107-E

Cause
The command execution
connection target: <Host name
Possible causes are as follows:
or IP address of the destination
1. The destination host was
host> command: <Command>,
rebooted during the
details: <Detailed information>
connection.
was interrupted due to
2. The connection to the
destination host was
communication error.
disconnected.
Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The power status of the
destination host.
2. The connection route to
the destination host. If
the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE08108-E

KNAE08109-E

The command execution was
interrupted because no
response was received from the
host during command
processing (connection target:
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>,
command: <Command>,
details: <Detailed
information>)

Cause

Cannot execute the command
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>)

Cause

Possible causes are as follows:
1. The destination host is
overloaded.
2. In the case of SSH, a
timeout occurred.
Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The load on the
destination host.
2. The SSH setting on the
destination host. If the
problem persists, collect
log information, and then
contact your system
administrator.

The maximum number of
commands that a host can
execute in parallel has
exceeded.
Action
Stop the executed command,
and then try again.

KNAE08110-E

Cause
Remote hosts are unavailable
(connection target: <Host name
Possible causes are as follows:
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Message ID

Message text
or IP address of the destination
host>, task ID: <Task ID>)

Description
1.

2.

3.

The connection
destination associated to
the destination host is not
set.
Authentication information
of its connection
destination and its
corresponding destination
host is not correct.
The authentication
information specified at
execution is not correct.

Action
Correct the connection
destination and authentication
information, and then reexecute the service.
KNAE08111-I

Remote command execution
started.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08112-E

Remote command execution
failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08113-E

Processing was interrupted
because an internal error
occurred.

Cause
An error occurred during plugin execution.
Action
Collect log information, and
then contact a system
administrator.

KNAE08114-E

Cannot acquire the execution
folder information (connection
target: <Host name or IP
address of the destination
host>)

Cause
If the destination host is a
Windows host, the system
environment variable %TEMP%
cannot be acquired.
Action
Check the system environment
variable %TEMP%., and then
re-execute the service. If the
problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact
your system administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE08115-E

KNAE08116-E

Message text

Description

An error occurred during
execution of a remote
command (connection target:
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>,
command: <Command>)

Cause

Cannot execute the command
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>, command:
<Command>)

Cause

Action
Check that the command can
be executed on the destination
host, and then re-execute the
service. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact your system
administrator.

You do not have the execute
permission for the command or
the command is invalid
(connection target: <Host
name or IP address of the
destination host>, command:
<Command>).
Action
Check the command and the
execute permission on the
destination host, and then reexecute the service. If the
problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KNAE08117-E

Cause
Cannot connect to a host
(connection target: <Host name
Possible causes are as follows:
or IP address of the destination
1. The destination host is not
host>, OS type: <OS type>).
running.
2. The destination host is
overloaded.
3. An error occurred while
connecting to the
destination host.
4. If the destination host is a
Windows host, the
connection failed on port
139.
5. If the destination host is a
Linux/UNIX host, the
connection failed on SSH
port.
Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. Whether the destination
host is running.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
2.
3.
4.
5.

KNAE08118-E

KNAE08119-E

The load status of the
destination host.
The connection route to
the destination host.
The firewall settings.
The value of
ssh.port.number
specified in
user_config.properties
and the SSH port on the
destination host If the
problem persists, collect
log information, and then
contact your system
administrator.

Cannot connect to a host
because an authentication error
occurred (connection target:
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>, OS type:
<OS type>)

Cause

Cannot create a folder on the
remote host (connection target:
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>, folder:
<Folder path> )

Cause

The authentication setting is
incorrect.
Action
Correct the authentication
setting, and then re-execute
the service. If the problem
persists, collect log information,
and then contact a system
administrator.

The access permissions for the
folder on the destination host
are not correct.
Action
Revise the access permissions
for the folder on the destination
host, and then re-execute the
service. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact a system
administrator.

KNAE08120-E

The user does not have
permission to connect to the
host (connection target: <Host
name or IP address of the
destination host>, OS type:
<OS type>)

Cause
The user does not have
permission to connect to the
remote host.
Action
Check the user information and
UAC settings, and then reexecute the service. If the
problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact a
system administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE08121-E

Message text
The host did not respond to the
request (connection target:
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>)

Description
Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The host is overloaded.
2. The connection with the
host was reset.
Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The load on the host.
2. The route to the host If
the problem persists,
collect log information,
and then contact your
system administrator.

KNAE08122-E

Cannot establish a connection
because administrative sharing
is disabled for the remote host
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>)

Cause
Administrative sharing is
disabled.
Action
Enable administrative sharing,
and then re-execute the
service. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE08123-E

Cause
Execution failed because an
authentication error occurred
User authentication failed.
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination Action
host>)
Check the user information,
and then re-execute the
service. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE08124-E

Initiation of a transfer failed
because the script file does not
exist (script file path: <Folder
path>)

Cause
The script file was not found at
the specified location.
Action
Import the service template
again, and then re-execute the
service. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact a system
administrator.

KNAE08125-E

Cause
Processing was interrupted
because command execution
Possible causes are as follows:
failed (connection target: <Host
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Message ID

Message text
name or IP address of the
destination host>, command:
<Command>, current folder
path: <Current folder path>,
details: <Details>)

Description
1.
2.

The destination host is
overloaded.
The shell is in an invalid
state.

Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The load on the
destination host.
2. Whether basic commands
are executable by using
the shell If the problem
persists, collect log
information, and then
contact a system
administrator.

KNAE08126-E

Cause
Processing was interrupted
because deletion of a file failed
Possible causes are as follows:
(connection target: <Host name
1. A connection error
or IP address of the destination
occurred during deletion
host>, path: <Path of file to be
of the file.
deleted>).
2. A disk error occurred on
the destination host.
3. The file is in use by
another process.
Action
Check the status of the file, and
then delete the file manually.

KNAE08127-E

Cause
Processing was interrupted
because acquisition of the
Possible causes are as follows:
command execution status
1. The destination host was
failed (connection target: <Host
rebooted during the
name or IP address of the
connection.
destination host>, command
2. The destination host is
overloaded.
identifier: <Command ID>).
3. An error occurred on the
connection route to the
destination host.
4. There is not enough free
memory on the
destination host.
5. A temporary file directory
is in an invalid state.
Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The power status of the
destination host.
2. The load on the
destination host.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
3.
4.

KNAE08128-E

Cannot connect to the
destination host (connection
target: <Host name or IP
address of the destination
host>).

The connection route to
the destination host
The amount of free
memory on the
destination host If the
problem persists, reboot
the product, and then reexecute the service. If the
problem still persists,
collect log information,
and then contact a system
administrator.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. There are multiple
products linked to the
destination host.
2. The destination host was
rebooted during the
connection.
3. A process that this
product started on the
destination host was
stopped.
Action
When the destination host is a
Windows host, management is
not possible from multiple
servers. Revise the system
configuration and confirm that
other products are not
connected to the destination
host. If there are no problems
with the system configuration,
check the start status of the
destination host, and then reexecute the service. If the
problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE08129-I

The general command plug-in
started (command: <Command
name>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08130-I

The general command plug-in
was completed successfully
(command: <Command
name>).

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE08131-E

Message text
The general command plug-in
failed (command: <Command
name> plug-in return code:
<Return code>).

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE08132-E

KNAE08133-E

Processing was interrupted
because the size of the
standard output for a command
exceeded the upper limit (upper
limit: <Standard output upper
limit> KB).

Cause

A problem occurred while
connecting to a host.

Cause

Action
Check the input property and
then execute the service again.
If the error still occurs, collect
log information, and then
contact your system
administrator.

Possible causes are as follows:
1. The destination host was
rebooted during the
connection.
2. The destination host is
overloaded.
3. An error occurred with the
connection to the
destination host.
4. There is not enough free
memory on the
destination host.
Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The power status of the
destination host.
2. The load condition of the
destination host.
3. The connection route to
the destination host.
4. The amount of free
memory on the
destination host If the
problem persists, collect
log information, and then
contact your system
administrator.

KNAE08134-E
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Cannot access this folder:
<Path of the folder>
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Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The folder was deleted.
2. The folder is not
accessible.

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
If the folder does not exist, wait
a while, and then re-execute
the service. If the folder exists,
check the access permissions,
and then re-execute the
service. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact a system
administrator.

KNAE08135-E

KNAE08136-E

A request to terminate the
process was issued because the
size of the standard output for a
command exceeded the upper
limit. However, a response to
the request has timed out
(upper limit: <Standard output
upper limit> KB, process ID:
<Process ID>).

Cause

A request to terminate the
process was issued because the
size of the standard output for a
command exceeded the upper
limit. However, process
termination failed (upper limit:
<Standard output upper limit>
KB, process ID: <Process ID>).

Cause

Action
Check the destination host
processes, and then re-execute
the service. If the problem
persists, collect log information,
and then contact your system
administrator.

Action
Check the destination host
processes, and then re-execute
the service. If the problem
persists, collect log information,
and then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE08137-E

Plug-in execution failed because Cause
the service template was invalid
(file name: <File name>,
element name: <Element
Action
name>).
Re-create the service template,
and then re-execute the
service.

KNAE08138-E

An error occurred in a
command executed during
preparation to execute a remote
command (command line:
<Command line>, return code:
<Return code>, result:
<Result>).
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Cause
Setting of an environment
variable failed.
Action
Revise the input property
setting and the environment
variable setting in the service
template. If there is a problem
with the input property, revise
the input property, and then
execute the service. If there is
a problem with the service
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Message ID

Message text

Description
template, re-create the service
template, import the data
again, and then re-execute the
service. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE08139-E

Cause
A remote command could not
be executed (connection target:
Possible causes are as follows:
<Host name or IP address of
1. The destination host was
the destination host>,
rebooted during the
maintenance information:
connection.
<Maintenance information>)
2. The destination host is
overloaded.
3. An error occurred with the
connection to the
destination host.
4. There is not enough free
memory on the
destination host.
Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The power status of the
destination host.
2. The load condition of the
destination host.
3. The connection route to
the destination host.
4. The amount of free
memory on the
destination host If the
problem persists, collect
log information, and then
contact a system
administrator.

KNAE08140-E

An error occurred during
processing to transfer a file for
command execution
(maintenance information:
<Maintenance information>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The destination folder on
the destination host is not
accessible (Path: Path of
the folder).
2. The destination host was
rebooted during the
connection.
3. The destination host is
overloaded.
4. An error occurred with the
connection to the
destination host.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The access rights to the
destination folder.
2. The power status of the
destination host.
3. The load condition of the
destination host.
4. The connection route to
the destination host If the
problem persists, collect
log information, and then
contact your system
administrator.

KNAE08141-E

Cause
An error occurred in a
command executed during
Cannot move the directory.
preparation to execute a remote
command (command line:
Action
<Command line>, return code:
Revise the input property
<Return code>, result:
setting, the execution directory
<Result>).
in the service template, and the
execution directory on the
destination host. If there is a
problem with the input
property, revise the input
property, and then re-execute
the service. If there is a
problem with the service
template, re-create the service
template, import the data
again, and then re-execute the
service. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE08142-E

The destination host and plugin definition platforms do not
match connection (target:
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>, OS type:
<OS type>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The specified destination
host is incorrect.
2. The plug-in definition in
the service template is
incorrect.
Action
Check whether the destination
host specification is correct. If
the specification is incorrect,
revise the specified destination
host, and then re-execute the
service. If there is a problem
with the service template, recreate the service template,
import the data again, and then
re-execute the service. If the
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Message ID

Message text

Description
problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE08143-E

KNAE08151-I

KNAE08152-I

KNAE08153-E

KNAE08154-E
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The destination host is not
running an OS supported by
this product connection (target:
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>, OS type:
<OS type>).

Cause

The file transfer started (local
file path: <Local file path>,
remote file path: <Remote file
path>, transfer mode:
<Transfer mode>).

Cause

The file transfer was successful
(local file path: <Local file
path>, remote file path:
<Remote file path>, transfer
mode: <Transfer mode>)

Cause

The file transfer failed (local file
path: <Local file path> remote
file path: <Remote file path>
transfer mode: <Transfer
mode>)

Cause

The specified destination host
might be incorrect.
Action
Check whether the destination
host specification is correct. If
the specification is incorrect,
revise the specified destination
host, and then re-execute the
service. If the problem persists,
collect log information, and
then contact your system
administrator.

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Cause
Processing was interrupted
because a file transfer failed
Possible causes are as follows:
(connection target: <Host name
1. The destination host was
or IP address of the destination
rebooted during the
host>, source path: <Source
connection.
path>, destination path:
2. The source file does not
exist.
<Destination path>)
3. A write or read error
occurred on the source or
destination file.
4. The name of the source or
destination file exceeds
127 characters.
5. When a folder was
assigned for the source or
destination, the absolute
path of one or more files
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Message ID

Message text

Description

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

and folders exceeded 256
characters.
When a folder was
assigned for the source or
destination, one or more
paths after the assigned
folder exceeded 127
characters.
A network drive or a UNC
path is specified as the
path of the source or
destination file or folder.
A connection error
occurred during the
transfer.
The destination host is
overloaded.
There is not enough free
space on the system drive
of the destination host.
There is not enough free
space on the drive on
which the product is
installed.
A file to be transferred is
encrypted.

Action
Check the following, and then
execute the service again:
1. The power status of the
destination host.
2. The path of the source or
destination file or folder.
3. The connection route to
the destination host
4. The load on the
destination host.
5. The amount of free space
on the system drive of the
destination host.
6. The amount of free space
on the drive on which the
product is installed.
7. The attributes of the files
to be transferred If the
problem persists, collect
log information, and then
contact your system
administrator.
KNAE08155-E

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid parameter is specified
for the file-forwarding plug-in
(parameter: <Authentication
type>)
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Cause
The authentication type
specified for the file-forwarding
plug-in is invalid.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Check the authentication type,
and then re-execute the
service.

KNAE08156-E

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid parameter is specified
for the file-forwarding plug-in
(parameter: <Transfer mode>)

Cause
The transfer mode specified for
the file-forwarding plug-in is
invalid.
Action
Check the transfer mode, and
then re-execute the service.

KNAE08157-E

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid parameter is specified
for the file-forwarding plug-in
(parameter: <Local file path>)

Cause
The transfer mode specified for
the file-forwarding plug-in is
invalid.
Action
Check the local file path, and
then re-execute the service.

KNAE08158-E

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid parameter is specified
for the file-forwarding plug-in
(parameter: <Remote file
path>)

Cause
The remote file path specified
for the file-forwarding plug-in is
invalid.
Action
Check the remote file path, and
then re-execute the service.

KNAE08159-E
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Processing was interrupted
because an error occurred
during the file-transfer
processing connection (target:
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>, local file
path: <Local path> remote file
path: <Remote path>, details:
<Detailed information>).
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Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. A file read or write error
occurred on the
destination host.
2. The name of the source or
destination file exceeds
127 characters.
3. When a folder was
assigned for the source or
destination, the absolute
path of one or more files
and folders exceeded 256
characters.
4. When a folder was
assigned for the source or
destination, one or more
paths after the assigned
folder exceeded 127
characters.

Message ID

Message text

Description
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

A network drive was
specified for the remote
file path.
A UNC path was specified
for the remote file path.
A connection error
occurred during the
transfer.
The destination host is
overloaded.
A file to be transferred is
encrypted.

Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The path of the source or
destination file or folder.
2. The connection route to
the destination host.
3. The load on the
destination host.
4. The attributes of the files
to be transferred If the
problem persists, collect
log information, and then
contact a system
administrator.
KNAE08160-E

Processing was interrupted
because a timeout occurred
during the file-transfer
processing connection (target:
<Host name or IP address of
the destination host>, local file
path: <Local path>, remote file
path: <Remote path>, details:
<Detailed information>)

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. In the case where the
destination host is a Linux
host, an SCP timeout
occurred.
2. A connection error
occurred during the
transfer.
3. The destination host is
overloaded.
Action
Check the following, and then
re-execute the service:
1. The SSH setting on the
destination host.
2. The connection route to
the destination host.
3. The load on the
destination host If the
problem persists, collect
log information, and then
contact your system
administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE08161-E

Message text
Cannot access the remote file
location (remote file path:
<Remote path>)

Description
Cause
The remote file path might be
incorrect.
Action
Revise the remote file path, and
then re-execute the service. If
the problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE08162-E

Processing was interrupted
because a file transfer failed
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>, source path: <Source
path>, destination path:
<Destination path>).

Cause
A file was specified for the
source path, but a folder of the
same name already exists at
the destination path. A file or
folder cannot be overwritten
when the source and
destination are not of the same
type.
Action
Revise the source and
destination paths, and then reexecute the service. If the
problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE08163-E

Processing was interrupted
because a file transfer failed
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>, source path: <Source
path>, destination path:
<Destination path>).

Cause
A folder was specified for the
source path, but a file of the
same name already exists at
the destination path. A file or
folder cannot be overwritten
when the source and
destination are not of the same
type.
Action
Revise the source and
destination paths, and then reexecute the service. If the
problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE08164-E

Processing was interrupted
because a file transfer failed
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>, source path: <Source
path>, destination path:
<Destination path>)
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Cause
No files exist at the source
path.
Action
Revise the source path, and
then re-execute the service. If

Message ID

Message text

Description
the problem persists, collect log
information, and then contact
your system administrator.

KNAE08165-E

The file transfer failed (local file
path: <Local file path>, local
file path length: <Local file
length>).

Cause
The length of the local file pass
exceeds 256 characters.
Action
Revise the local file path, and
then re-execute the service.

KNAE08166-E

The file transfer failed (file or
folder name: <File or folder
name>, file or folder name
length: <File or folder name
length>)

Cause
The length of the file or folder
name specified for the local file
path exceeds 127 characters.
Action
Revise the file or folder name
specified for the local file path,
and then re-execute the
service.

KNAE08167-E

The file transfer failed
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>, local file path: <Local
file path>, remote file path:
<Remote file path>).

Cause
The length of the absolute
paths for the local and remote
file paths must be 256
characters or less. This applies
to all files and folders under the
specified files as well.
Action
Revise the local file path, the
remote file path, and all the
paths under the target folder,
and then re-execute the
service.

KNAE08168-E

The file transfer failed
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>, local file path: <Local
file path>, remote file path:
<Remote file path>).

Cause
The length of the path after the
target folder must 127
characters or less.
Action
Revise the local file path, the
remote file path, and all the
paths under the target folder,
and then re-execute the
service.

KNAE08169-E

The file transfer failed (remote
file path: <Remote file path>,
remote file path length:
<Remote file path length>).

Cause
The length of the remote file
pass exceeds 256 characters.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Specify a remote file name that
does not exceeds 256
characters.

KNAE08170-E

The file transfer failed (file or
folder name: <File or folder
name>, file or folder name
length: <File or folder name
length>)

Cause
The length of the file or folder
name specified for the remote
file path exceeds 127
characters.
Action
Use a file or folder name for the
remote file path within 127
characters, and then re-execute
the service.

KNAE08171-E

Creation of the archive file has
timed out on the destination
host (connection target: <Host
name or IP address of the
destination host>, remote file
path: <Remote file path>).

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. An error occurred while
reading the file on the
destination host.
2. The destination host is
overloaded.
3. The total file size exceed
a limit.
Action
If a temporary file failed to be
read, executing the service
again might resolve the
problem. Revise the load status
of the destination host and the
file size, and then re-execute
the service. If the problem
persists, collect log information,
and then contact your system
administrator.

KNAE08172-E

The file transfer failed (file or
folder name: <File or folder
name>, file or folder name
length: <File or folder name
length> bytes).

Cause
The length of the file or folder
name specified for the remote
file path exceeds <Limit of the
file name/folder name> bytes.
Action
Use a file or folder name for the
remote file path within {2}
bytes, and then re-execute the
service.

KNAE08173-E
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The file transfer failed
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>, local file path: <Local
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Cause
The length of the path after the
target folder must <Limit of
path length of folder
subordinates> bytes or less.

Message ID

Message text
file path>, remote file path:
<Remote file path>).

Description
Action
Revise the local file path, the
remote file path, and all the
paths under the target folder,
and then re-execute the
service.

KNAE08200-KNAE08299
Message ID
KNAE08201-I

KNAE08202-I

Message text

Description

Execution of the Repeated
Execution Plug-in started
(repeat execution flow:
<Repeat execution flow>,
number of repetitions:
<Number of repetitions>,
repeat execution mode:
<Repeat execution mode>).

Cause

The Repeated Execution Plug-in
was successfully executed
(repeated-execution flow:
<Repeated-execution flow>).

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE08203-E

The repeated-execution flow
could not start (exception
details: <Exception details>).

Cause
An error occurred during
execution of the Repeated
Execution Plug-in.
Action
Collect log information, and
then contact a system
administrator.

KNAE08204-W

One or more repeatedexecution flows failed (number
of failed executions: <Number
of failed executions>).

Cause
Action
Check the execution results of
the executed flows.

KNAE08205-E

All of the repeated- execution
flows failed.

Cause
Action
Check the execution results of
the executed flows.
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Message ID
KNAE08206-E

Message text
Execution failed because an
invalid parameter was specified
for the repeated-execution
plug-in.

Description
Cause
Too many elements are
specified for the
inputProperties property of
the repeated-execution plug-in.
Action
Check the entered properties,
and then re-execute the
service.

KNAE08207-E

Plug-in execution failed because
an invalid execution mode was
specified for the (repeatedexecution plug-in mode:
<Repeat execution mode>).

Cause
An invalid execution mode was
specified for the repeatedexecution plug-in.
Action
Check the execution mode, and
then re-execute the service.

KNAE08208-I

A repeated-execution flow
<Execution ID>.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08209-W

A new repeated-execution flow
cannot start because the task
status is In Progress

Cause

Terminating.

Action

-

KNAE08251-I

The standard output plug-in
executed successfully.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08261-I

The judgment condition was
met in the value judgment
plug-in (conditional expression:
<Conditional expression>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08262-I

The judgment condition was
met in the value judgment
plug-in (conditional expression:
<Conditional expression>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08263-W
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A non-numeric value is included
in the value used for judgment
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Cause

Message ID

Message text
in the value judgment plug-in
(property key: <Property key>,
property value: <Property
value>).

Description
Action
-

KNAE08300-KNAE08399
Message ID
KNAE08301-E

Message text
Cannot send an email. The
SMTP server, SMTP server port
number, or source email
address was not found (SMTP
server: <SMTP server>, SMTP
server port number: <SMTP
server port>, source email
address: <Source email
address>).

KNAE08302-E

KNAE08303-E

KNAE08304-E

Description
Cause
Action
Revise the setting for the SMTP
server shared service property,
and then re-execute the
service.

Cannot connect to the SMTP
server. The specified host name
is incorrect (SMTP server:
<SMTP server>, SMTP server
port number: <SMTP server
port number>, authentication
user name: <Authentication
user name>).

Cause

SMTP server authentication
failed (SMTP server: <SMTP
server>, SMTP server port
number: <SMTP server port
number>, authentication user
name: <Authentication user
name>)

Cause

The email was not sent.

Cause

Action
Revise the setting for the SMTP
server shared service property,
and then re-execute the
service.

Action
Revise the setting for the SMTP
server shared service property,
and then re-execute the
service.

A destination email address (To,
Cc, Bcc) was not specified.
Action
Specify a destination email
address, and then re-execute
the service.
KNAE08305-E

Cannot send an email because
an invalid encoding type was
specified (encoding type:
<Encoding>).
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Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Use the encoding type specified
at service execution, and then
re-execute the service.

KNAE08306-E

Cannot send an email
(exception details: <Exception
details>).

Cause
The specified e-mail destination
is invalid.
Action
Revise the destination setting,
and then re-execute the
service.

KNAE08307-E

Cannot send an email
(exception details: <Exception
details>).

Cause
Action
Take action according to the
exception details.

KNAE08351-I

KNAE08352-I

KNAE08353-W

The program started waiting for
a response from the user
(response timeout period:
<Response timeout period>
minutes).

Cause

The program received a
response from the user (user
ID: <User ID of the responding
user>, number of button
clicked: <Number of button
clicked>, label of button
clicked: <Label of button
clicked>)

Cause

The program timed out while
waiting for a response from the
user. The default timeout value
specified in the
timeOutDefault property of

Cause

the plug-in will be used as the
plug-in return code (default
timeout value: <Default
timeout value>)
KNAE08354-W

An invalid parameter is
specified for the user-response
wait plug-in (property:
<Response timeout time> )

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Cause
An invalid response timeout
parameter was specified for the
user-response wait plug-in.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Check the response timeout
parameter specified for the
responseTimeOut property.

KNAE08355-W

An invalid parameter is
specified for the user-response
wait plug-in property value
(property: <Default timeout>).

Cause
An invalid default timeout
parameter was specified for the
user-response wait plug-in.
Action
Check the default return value
specified for the
timeOutDefault property.

KNAE08356-I

Task execution was interrupted
while the program waited for a
user response.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08400-KNAE08499
Message ID
KNAE08401-I

Message text

Description

The terminal connection started Cause
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>, protocol: <Protocol>)
Action
-

KNAE08402-I

The terminal connection was
successfully established.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08403-E

Terminal connection failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08404-I

The execution of a terminal
command started (command
line: <Command line>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08405-I

The terminal command was
successfully executed.
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Cause
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
-

KNAE08406-E

Terminal command execution
failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08407-I

Disconnection of the terminal
started.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08408-I

The terminal successfully
disconnected from the system.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08409-E

Terminal disconnection failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08410-I

<Command line>

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08411-I

<Standard output and standard
error output>

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08412-E

Processing was interrupted
because an invalid token was
specified (token: <Token>)

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The token returned by the
Terminal Connect Plug-in
is not set.
2. The Terminal Disconnect
Plug-in was executed.
Action
Contact the service template
creator, and confirm whether
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Message ID

Message text

Description
the token is correctly set for the
input property.

KNAE08413-I

A user ID was entered for the
user ID prompt returned by the
destination host.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08414-I

A password was entered for the
password prompt returned by
the destination host.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08415-W

KNAE08416-W

KNAE08417-I

A user ID could not be entered
because a user ID prompt was
not returned by the destination
host within a predetermined
amount of time after the
connection was established
(regular expression used for the
user ID prompt: <Regular
expression used for the user
ID> wait time: <Wait time>)

Cause

A password could not be
entered because a password
prompt was not returned by the
destination host within a
predetermined amount of time
after the connection was
established (regular expression
used for the password prompt:
<Regular expression used for
the password prompt>, wait
time: <Wait time>)

Cause

Login processing completed.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
KNAE08418-I

KNAE08419-E

The standard output matches
the return code pattern (return
code pattern: <Return code
pattern>, return code: <Return
code>).

Cause
Action
-

Plug-in execution failed because Cause
the number of tokens exceeded
the upper limit (upper limit:
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Message ID

Message text
<Upper limit on the number of
tokens>).

Description
A service template might be
invalid.
Action
Contact the service template
creator, and confirm that the
number of tokens acquired for a
task does not exceed the
maximum. If the problem
persists, collect the log
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KNAE08420-E

A prompt was not returned
from the destination host within
the set amount of time (regular
expression used for the prompt:
<Regular expression>, wait
time: <Wait time>)

KNAE08421-W

Did not disconnect because the
node is already disconnected.

Cause
The regular expression used for
the prompt might be invalid.
Action
Revise the regular expression
used for the prompt, and then
re-execute the service.
Cause
Action
-

KNAE08422-E

After a connection was
established, the session was
disconnected (connection
target: <Host name or IP
address of the destination
host>)

Cause
The session is already
disconnected. Possible causes
are as follows:
1. The target server
disconnected the
connection.
2. A communication error
occurred.
Action
Check the target server settings
and the standard output and
standard error output
information that was output to
the task log. For example, the
server disconnection might be
caused by a timeout. If there is
no problem, check for problems
in the network path. After
resolving the problem, restart
the service if necessary.

KNAE08423-E
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Cannot execute command
(connection target: <Host name
or IP address of the destination
host>).
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Cause
The session is already
disconnected. Possible causes
are as follows:

Message ID

Message text

Description
1.

2.

3.

The target server
disconnected the
connection.
A logout command was
executed using the
terminal command plugin.
A communication error
occurred.

Action
Check whether any of the
following occurred, and then reexecute the service:
1. The target server
disconnected due to a
timeout.
2. A logout command was
executed using the
terminal command plugin.
3. A problem occurred in the
network path.
KNAE08424-E

Cause
Cannot read the command
results from the standard
The session is disconnected.
output or standard error output Possible causes are as follows:
(connection target: <Host name 1. The target server
or IP address of the destination
disconnected the
host>)
connection.
2. A logout command was
executed using the
terminal command plugin.
3. A communication error
occurred.
Action
Check whether any of the
following occurred, and then reexecute the service:
1. The target server
disconnected due to a
timeout.
2. A logout command was
executed using the
terminal command plugin.
3. A problem occurred in the
network path.
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KNAE08900-KNAE08999
Message ID
KNAE08901-I

Message text
The task was stopped. (user ID
= <User ID>)

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE08902-I

The task was forcibly stopped.
(user ID =<User ID> )

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08903-I

The task was retried from the
failed step. (user ID = <User
ID> )

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08904-I

The task was retried from the
step after the failed step. (user
ID = <User ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08951-I

The step was paused before
execution of the plug-in
processing. (step ID = <Step
ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08952-I

The step was paused after
execution of the plug-in
processing. (step ID = <Step
ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08953-I

The plug-in processing was
resumed. (execution setting =
<Execution setting> step ID =
<Step ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE08954-I

The plug-in processing was
resumed. (step ID = <Step
ID>)

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE08955-I

KNAE08956-I

The value of the plug-in
property was changed.
(property key = <Property
key>, value before change =
<Value before change>, value
after change = <Value after
change>)

Cause

The return value of the plug-in
was changed. (return value
before change = <Return value
before change>, return value
after change = <Return value
after change>)

Cause
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Action
-

Action
-
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8
Message IDs from KNAE09000KNAE23099
These messages provide information related to Hitachi Automation Director
user operations.
□ KNAE09000-KNAE09099
□ KNAE10000-KNAE10099
□ KNAE10100-KNAE10199
□ KNAE11000-KNAE11099
□ KNAE12000-KNAE12099
□ KNAE20000-KNAE20099
□ KNAE21000-KNAE21099
□ KNAE22000-KNAE22099
□ KNAE23000-KNAE23099
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KNAE09000-KNAE09099
Message ID
KNAE09001-E

Message text
Specify a path name.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a path name.

KNAE09002-E

The specified path was not
found. <Plug-in file path>

Cause
Action
Specify a path that exists.

KNAE09003-E

You do not have the permission
to access the plug-in definition
file.

Cause
Action
Assign the required access
permissions for the plug-in
definition file.

KNAE09004-E

The following plug-in definition
file cannot be read because its
contents are invalid. <Plug-in
file path> <Details>

Cause
Action
Check the contents of the plugin definition file (plugin.xml).

KNAE09005-E

Enter a mapping parameter for
<Property key>.

Cause
Action
Enter a mapping parameter for
<Property key>.

KNAE09006-E

Cannot call a DLL function. Reinstall the program that has a
problem.

Cause
Action
Re-install the program.

KNAE09007-E

Cannot call a DLL function. Reinstall the program that has the
problem.

Cause
Action
Re-install the program.
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Message ID
KNAE09008-E

Message text
Cannot read the plug-in
definition file.

Description
Cause
Action
Re-execute the program.

KNAE09009-E

Cannot start the program.

Cause
Action
Re-execute the program. If the
program cannot start, reinstall
it.

KNAE09010-E

Cannot allocate memory for
program execution. The
program will now end.

Cause
Action
Terminate any unnecessary
processes, and then re-execute
the program.

KNAE09011-E

An internal error occurred.

Cause
Action
Re-execute the program.

KNAE09015-E

An update operation has
generated an error.

Cause
Action
Re-execute the program.

KNAE09016-E

The entered mapping
parameter exceeds the
maximum maximum:
<Maximum number of
characters>

Cause
Action
Re-enter the mapping
parameter.

KNAE10000-KNAE10099
Message ID
KNAE10006-E

Message text
Cannot obtain the role
information (application:
<Application name>).

Description
Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
retry the operation. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect the
necessary data, and contact
your system administrator.

KNAE10012-E

Cannot delete the service group
(service group name: <Service
group name>.)

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the server status.

KNAE10029-E

Cause
Cannot edit the user group
(user group name: <User group
name>).
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
retry the operation. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect the
necessary data, and contact a
system administrator
maintenance information:
<Server message>.

KNAE10030-E

The specified users are already
listed in another user group.

Cause
Action
Delete the users from the other
user groups and retry the
operation.

KNAE10031-W

The filter and column display
conditions cannot be saved. The
specified display conditions are
not applied after logging in
again.

Cause
Too many filter conditions are
specified or the filter conditions
are too long.
Action
Revise the filter conditions and
then retry the operation.

KNAE10032-E

The password is invalid (details: Cause
<Detail information>).
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the users.
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Message ID
KNAE10033-E

Message text
The user ID is invalid (user ID:
<User ID>, details: <Detail
information>).

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a valid user ID.

KNAE10034-E

The user ID already exists (user Cause
ID: <User ID>).
Action
Specify a different user ID.

KNAE10073-E

Cannot start the child process
(maintenance information:
<Maintenance information>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE10074-E

Cannot connect to the server.

Cause
Action
Try again. If this problem
continues, perform the
following actions in order:
1. Restart the service of the
product and retry the
operation.
2. Restart the authentication
server. If this problem
persists, Contact the
Support Center
(maintenance
information:
<Maintenance
information>).

KNAE10076-E

Cannot initialize the database.

Cause
Action
Stop the specified product
services, and then restart
them. After that, retry the
operation.

KNAE10077-E

The product services has failed.

Cause
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them.
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Message ID
KNAE10078-E

Message text
Cannot initialize the logging
service.

Description
Cause
Action
Perform the following:
1. Check the unused disk
capacity.
2. Check the access
permissions for the logs
directory.
3. Empty the logs directory.
4. Stop the product services,
and then restart them.

KNAE10079-E

The file <File name>, which is
installed as part of the product,
was not found.

Cause
The installation directory might
be corrupt.
Action
Perform a repair installation.

KNAE10080-E

An internal error occurred.

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center
maintenance information:
<Inner cause>.

KNAE10082-E

The session is invalid.

Cause
Action
Verify if the server has started
and log in again (maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information>).

KNAE10084-E

Cannot start the application.

Cause
Action
Start the server. If this problem
persists, contact the Support
Center.

KNAE10085-E

Cannot start the application
(maintenance information:
<Maintenance information>).

Cause
Action
Restart the application again. If
you cannot resolve this
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Message ID

Message text

Description
problem, contact the system
administrator.

KNAE10086-I

Application is running.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE10089-I

Application is stopped.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE10100-KNAE10199
Message ID
KNAE10133-E

Message text
Data retrieval error (report:
<Report name>).

Description
Cause
The product services have not
started properly or the
environment might be invalid.
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator.

KNAE10134-E

Structure retrieval error
(report: <Report name>).

Cause
The product services have not
started properly or the
environment might be invalid.
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator.

KNAE10135-E

User information was saved
(user ID: <User ID>, report:
<Report name>).
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Cause
The product services have not
started properly or the
environment might be invalid.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator.

KNAE10137-E

An internal error occurred.

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, contact
the Support Center.

KNAE10138-E

Child node retrieval error (node
name: <Parent node name>)

Cause
The product services have not
started properly or the
environment might be invalid.
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator.

KNAE10139-E

Root node retrieval error (node
name: <Node name>)

Cause
The product services have not
started properly or the
environment might be invalid.
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator.

KNAE10141-E

Cannot add user (user ID:
<User ID>).

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the users.

KNAE10142-E
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Cannot authenticate the user.
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Cause

Message ID

Message text

Description
The specified user does not
exist or the password is
incorrect (user ID: <User ID>).
Action
Verify the user ID and
password.

KNAE10143-E

Cannot read the specified
property (property name:
<Property name>).

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KNAE10144-E

Cannot read the specified table
(table name: <Table name>).

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KNAE10145-E

An error occurred while
accessing the database.

Cause
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator maintenance
information: <Exception>.

KNAE10146-E

Cannot authenticate the
service.

Cause
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator maintenance
information: <Exception>.

KNAE10147-E

Cannot change user password
(user ID: <User ID>).

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the user information.
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Message ID
KNAE10149-E

Message text
Cannot change user profile
(user ID: <User ID>).

Description
Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the user information.

KNAE10150-E

Cannot delete user (user ID:
<User ID set>).

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the user information.

KNAE10152-E

Cannot obtain user permissions
for <Application name>.

Cause
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator.

KNAE10153-E

Cannot obtain user information
(user ID: <User ID>).

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the user information.

KNAE10154-E

Cannot obtain user permissions
(user ID: <User ID>).

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the user information.

KNAE10155-E

Cannot access the specified
product services.

Cause
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator.
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Message ID
KNAE10156-E

Message text
Cannot access an
authentication service.

Description
Cause
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator (maintenance
information: <Exception>).

KNAE10159-E

Cannot obtain user information
(group name: <Group name>).

Cause
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator.

KNAE10161-E

An unexpected error occurred.

Cause
An internal error might have
occurred.
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KNAE10174-E

Cannot obtain user information
(group name: <Group name>).

Cause
Action
Stop the product services, and
then restart them. After that,
try the operation again. If the
problem persists, use the data
collection tool to collect data,
and contact a system
administrator.

KNAE11000-KNAE11099
Message ID
KNAE11001-E

Message text
Specify a resource group name.

Description
Cause
-
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
-

KNAE11002-E

Cannot find the specified
resource group. It may be
deleted.

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the resource group name.

KNAE11003-E

Specify a resource group name Cause
that does not include characters
other than alphanumeric
characters, and underscore.
Action
Specify a valid resource group
name.

KNAE11010-E

Specify a user group name that
does not include multi-byte
characters or " * , / : ; < > ? |
\\

Cause
Action
Specify a valid user group
name.

KNAE11011-E

Specify a user group name that
does not exceed 64 characters.

Cause
Action
Specify a user group name that
does not exceed 64 characters.

KNAE11012-E

Specify a user group name.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11013-E

Specify a description that does
not exceed <Max> characters.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11016-I

Resources were removed from
the resource group.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11017-I
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Resources were added to the
resource group.
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Cause
-

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
-

KNAE11018-I

Users were removed from the
user group.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11019-I

Users were added to the user
group.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11020-I

Resource groups were removed
from the user group.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11021-I

Resource groups were added to
the user group.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11022-I

The role of the resource group
has been changed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11028-E

Specify a resource group name
that does not exceed <Max
characters>.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11030-E

Input required.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11031-E

The value contains a control
character.

Cause
Action
Change the value and retry the
operation.
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Message ID
KNAE11032-E

Message text
The entered value is too long.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a valid value that does
not exceed <Bytes for user
input max value> bytes.

KNAE11033-E

The time format is invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify a time in HH:MM
format.

KNAE11034-E

The task description is too long.

Cause
Action
Specify a task description that
does not exceed 256
characters.

KNAE11035-E

Specify a task name.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11043-E

The task name contains a
control character.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid task name.

KNAE11044-E

Connection to the server has
failed.

Cause
Possible causes are:
1. The server is not running.
2. The server is overloaded
temporarily.
3. There is a problem with
the network.
Action
Verify if the server is running
and log in again (maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information>).

KNAE11045-E
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A timeout occurred while
connecting to the server.
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Cause
-

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Verify if the server is running
and log in again (maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information>)

KNAE11046-E

An unexpected error has
occurred.

Cause
Action
Contact your system
administrator (maintenance
information: <Maintenance
information>).

KNAE11053-E

Use alphanumeric characters.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11054-E

Specify an email address that
does not exceed <Max
characters> characters.

Cause
Action
Confirm the email address is
correct, or specify an email
address in less than the
available size.

KNAE11055-E

Specify a password.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11056-E

Specify a user ID.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11057-E

Specify the same password.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11058-E

The full name contains an
invalid character.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE11060-I

This will close your login
session.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE11061-E

The selected node object is not
found in the database.

Cause
Action
Refresh the tree (maintenance
information: <Node name>).

KNAE11062-E

You do not have permission to
browse the specified report.

Cause
Action
Contact your system
administrator (maintenance
information: <Report name>).

KNAE11067-E

Cannot obtain the product
version information.

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KNAE11079-E

A parameter required for
logging in was not found
(maintenance information:
<Parameter name>).

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, contact
the Support Center.

KNAE12000-KNAE12099
Message ID
KNAE12000-E

Message text
Cannot obtain license
information.

Description
Cause
Action
If this problem continues,
contact the Support Center.

KNAE12001-I
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Register valid license keys or
license key files.
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Cause
-

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
-

KNAE12002-E

The emergency license expired.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12003-W

The emergency license expires
in <Limit days> days on <Date
(YYYY-MM-DD format)>

Cause
Action
You must register a product
license key or license key file.
Register a license before the
expiration date.

KNAE12004-I

The emergency license expires
in <Limit days> days on <Date
(YYYY-MM-DD format)>

Cause
Action
-

KNAE12005-E

The temporary license expired.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12006-W

The temporary license expires
in <Limit days> days on <Date
(YYYY-MM-DD format)>

Cause
Action
You must register a product
license key or license key file.
Register a license before the
expiration date.

KNAE12007-I

The temporary license expires
in <Limit days> days on <Date
(YYYY-MM-DD format)>

Cause
Action
-

KNAE12008-I

All registered licenses are valid.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE12009-W

The subscription license expires
in <Limit days> days on <Date
(YYYY-MM-DD format)>

Cause
Action
You must register a product
license key or license key file.
Register a license before the
expiration date.

KNAE12010-W

Some storage system licenses
expired or are not registered,
and some storage systems
exceeded their licensed
capacity.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12011-W

Cause
Some storage system licenses
will expire soon or are not
registered, and some storage
systems exceeded their licensed Action
capacity.
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12012-W

Some storage systems
exceeded their licensed
capacity, and some storage
system licenses are not
registered.

Cause

Some storage system licenses
expired, and some are not
registered.

Cause

KNAE12013-W

Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12014-W

Some storage system licenses
will expire soon, and some are
not registered.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12015-W

A license is not registered for
one or more storage systems.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.
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Message ID
KNAE12016-W

Message text

Description

Cause
Some storage system licenses
expired, and some storage
systems exceeded their licensed
Action
capacity.
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12017-W

Some storage system licenses
will expire soon, and some
storage systems exceeded their
licensed capacity.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12018-W

One or more storage systems
exceeded their licensed
capacity.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12019-W

The license expired for one or
more storage systems.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12020-I

All storage system licenses
expired.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12021-E

Some storage system licenses
will expire soon.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.

KNAE12022-I

No license is registered.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or
license key files.
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KNAE20000-KNAE20099
Message ID
KNAE20001-E

Message text
User authentication failed.
Verify the user ID and
password.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE20002-I

Login was successful.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20003-W

Login failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20004-I

Logged out.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20006-I

KNAE20007-E

The user group was created.
(user group name: <User group
name>, user ID: User IDs <All
the user IDs that belong to the
user group are output as
comma separated values.>,
role: <Role (All the roles set for
the user group are output as
comma separated values in the
format "service-group-name:
role".)>)

Cause
Action
-

Cause
Cannot create a user group.
(user group name: <User group
name>)
Action
-

KNAE20008-I
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Cause
The user group was edited.
(user group name: <User group
name>, user ID: <User IDs (All
the user IDs that belong to the
Action
user group are output as
-
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Message ID

Message text

Description

comma separated values.)>,
role: <Role (All the roles set for
the user group are output as
comma separated values in the
format "service-group-name:
role".)>)
KNAE20009-E

Cause
Cannot edit the user group.
(user group name: <User group
name>)
Action
-

KNAE20010-I

Cause
The user group was deleted.
(user group name: <User group
name>)
Action
-

KNAE20011-E

Cause
Cannot delete the user group.
(user group name: <User group
name>)
Action
-

KNAE20012-I

KNAE20013-E

KNAE20014-I

KNAE20015-E

KNAE20016-I

The connection destination was
created. (connection
destination: <Host name or IP
address>, service group:
<Service group name>)

Cause

Cannot create an agentless
destination. (agentless
destination: <Host name or IP
address>, service group:
<Service group name>)

Cause

The connection destination was
edited. (connection destination:
<Host name or IP address>,
service group: <Service group
name>)

Cause

Cannot edit the specified
agentless destination.
(agentless destination: <Host
name or IP address>, service
group: <Service group name>)

Cause

The connection destination was
deleted. (connection
destination: <Host name or IP

Cause
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Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

-
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Message ID

KNAE20017-E

KNAE20020-I

Message text

Description

address>, service group:
<Service group name>)

Action

Cannot delete the agentless
destination. (agentless
destination: <Host name or IP
address>, service group:
<Service group name>)

Cause

The service group was created.
(service group name: <Service
group name>)

Cause

-

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE20021-E

Cannot create a service group.
(service group: <Service group
name>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20022-I

The service group was edited.
(service group name: <Service
group name>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20023-E

Cannot edit the service group.
(service group: <Service group
name>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20024-I

The service group was deleted.
(service group name: <Service
group name>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20025-E

Cause
Cannot delete the service
group. (service group: <Service
group name>)
Action
-

KNAE20026-I

The service was added. (service
name: <Service group name>,
service group: <Service group
name>)

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE20027-E

Message text
Cannot add a service. (service
name: <Service name>,
service group: <Service group
name>)

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE20028-I

The service was edited. (service Cause
name: <Service name>,
service group: <Service group
name>)
Action
-

KNAE20029-E

Cannot edit the service.
(service name: <Service
name>, service group:
<Service group name> )

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20030-I

The service was deleted.
(service name: <Service
name>, service group:
<Service group name>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20031-E

Cause
Cannot delete the service.
(service name: <service
name>, service group: <service
group name>)
Action
-

KNAE20032-I

The service was executed.
(service name: <Service
name>, service group:
<Service group name>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20033-E

Cannot submit the service.
(service name: <Service
name>, service group:
<Service group name>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20034-I

The task schedule was
temporarily suspended. (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20035-E

Cannot suspend the task. (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>)
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Cause
-
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
-

KNAE20036-I

The task schedule was
resumed. (task name: <Task
name>, task ID: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20037-E

Cannot resume the task. (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20038-I

The task schedule was
canceled. (task name: <Task
name>, task ID: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20039-E

Cannot cancel the task. (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20040-I

Task submission was stopped.
(task name: <Task name>,
task ID: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20041-E

Cannot stop the task execution.
(task name: <Task name>,
task ID: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20042-I

The task was archived. (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20043-I

The task history was deleted.
(task name: <Task name>,
task ID: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE20044-I

KNAE20045-E

KNAE20046-E

Message text

Description

User groups were assigned to
the user. (user ID: <User ID>,
user group name: <All the
group names assigned to the
user output as comma
separated values>)

Cause

Cannot assign user to the user
group. (user id: <User ID>,
user group name: <All the
group names assigned to the
user output as comma
separated values>)

Cause

Cannot archive the task. (task
name: <Task name>, task id:
<Task ID>)

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE20047-E

Cannot delete the task history.
(task name: <Task name>,
task id: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20048-I

KNAE20049-E

KNAE20050-I

KNAE20051-E

The service template was
created. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, version:
<Service template version>)

Cause

Creation of the service template
failed. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, version:
<Service template version>)

Cause

The service template was
edited. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, version:
<Service template version>)

Cause

Editing of the service template
failed. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, version:

Cause

<Service template version>)
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Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE20052-I

KNAE20053-E

KNAE20054-I

KNAE20055-E

KNAE20056-I
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Message text

Description

The service template was
deleted. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, version:
<Service template version>)

Cause

Deletion of the service template
failed. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, version:
<Service template version>)

Cause

The service template was
copied. (source service
template key name: <Source
service template key name>,
source vendor ID: <Source
service template vendor ID>,
source version: <Source service
template version>, destination
service template key name:
<Destination service template
key name> destination vendor
ID: <Destination service
template vendor ID>,
destination version:
<Destination service template
version>)

Cause

Copying of the service template
failed. (source service template
key name: <Source service
template key name>, source
vendor ID: <Source service
template vendor ID>, source
version: <Source service
template version>, destination
service template key name:
<Destination service template
key name> destination vendor
ID: <Destination service
template vendor ID>,
destination version:
<Destination service template
version>)

Cause

The service template was built.
(service template key name:
<Service template key name>,
vendor ID: <Service template

Cause
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Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action

Message ID

KNAE20057-E

KNAE20058-I

KNAE20059-E

KNAE20060-I

Message text

Description

vendor ID> version: <Service
template version>)

-

Building of the service template
failed. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID> version:
<Service template version>)

Cause

The service template was
released. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID> version:
<Service template version>)

Cause

Release of the service template
failed. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID> version:
<Service template version>)

Cause

The plug-in was created. (plugin key name: <Plug-in key
name>, vendor ID: <Plug-in
vendor ID> version: <Plug-in
version>)

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE20061-E

Cause
Creation of the plug-in failed.
(plug-in key name: <Plug-in
key name>, vendor ID: <Plugin vendor ID> version: <Plug-in Action
version>)
-

KNAE20062-I

The plug-in was edited. (plug-in Cause
key name: <Plug-in vendor ID>
version: <Plug-in version>)
Action
-

KNAE20063-E

Editing of the plug-in failed.
(plug-in key name <Plug-in
vendor ID> version: <Plug-in
version>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20064-I

The plug-in was copied. (source
plug-in key name: <Source
plug-in key name> source
vendor ID: <Source plug-in
vendor ID>, source version:
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Cause
Action
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Message ID

KNAE20065-E

KNAE20066-I

KNAE20067-E

KNAE20068-I

Message text

Description

<Source plug-in version>,
destination plug-in key name:
<Destination plug-in key
name>, destination vendor ID:
<Destination plug-in vendor
ID>, destination version:
<Destination plug-in version> )

-

Copying of the plug-in failed.
(source plug-in key name:
<Source plug-in key name>,
source vendor ID: <Source
plug-in vendor ID>, source
version: <Source plug-in
version>, destination plug-in
key name: <Destination plug-in
key name>, destination vendor
ID: <Destination plug-in vendor
ID>, destination version:
<Destination plug-in version>)

Cause

The plug-in was deleted. (plugin key name: <Plug-in key
name>, vendor ID: <Plug-in
vendor ID>, version: <Plug-in
version>)

Cause

Deletion of the plug-in failed.
(plug-in key name: <Plug-in
key name>, vendor ID: <Plugin vendor ID>, version: <Plugin version>)

Cause

The task was stopped. (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID> )

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE20069-E

Cannot stop the task. (task
name: <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20070-I

Cause
The task was retried from the
failed step. (task name = <Task
name>, task ID: <Task ID>)
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE20071-E

Message text
Cannot proceed from the failed
step (task name: <Task
name>, task ID: <Task ID>)

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE20072-I

Cause
The task was retried from the
step after the failed step. (task
name = <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>)
Action
-

KNAE20073-E

Failed to retry the task from the Cause
step after the failed step. (task
name = <Task name>, task ID:
<Task ID>)
Action
-

KNAE20074-I

KNAE20075-E

KNAE20076-I

Proceeding to debug the service
template. (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, version:
<Service template version>,
task name: <Task name>)

Cause

Cannot debut the service
template (service template key
name: <Service template key
name>, vendor ID: <Service
template vendor ID>, version:
<Service template version>,
task name: <Task name>)

Cause

The debug task was deleted.
(task name: <Task name>,
task ID: <Task ID>)

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE20077-E

Cannot delete the debug task
(task name: <Task name>,
task ID: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE20078-I

The user groups were allocated
to the service group. (service
group name: <service group
name>, user group name:
<user group name>, role:
<role>)
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Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE20079-E

KNAE20080-I

KNAE20081-E

Message text

Description

Failed to allocate the user
groups to the service group.
(service group name: <service
group name>, user group
name: <user group name>,
role: <role>)

Cause

Unallocation of user groups
from the service group was
successful. (service group
name: <service group name>,
user group name: <user group
name>)

Cause

Failed to unallocate the user
groups allocated to the service
group. (service group name:
<service group name>, user
group name: <user group
name>)

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE21000-KNAE21099
Message ID
KNAE21001-I

Message text
The task was auto-archived.
(task name: <Task name> task
ID: <Task ID>)

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE21002-I

The task history was autodeleted. (task name: <Task
name> task ID: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE21003-E

Cannot auto-archive the task.
(task name: <Task name> task
ID: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE21004-E

Cannot auto-delete the task
history. (task name: <Task
name> task ID: <Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE21005-I

Message text
The service share property was
edited. (service share property
key: <Service share property
key>)

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE21006-E

Editing of the service share
property failed. (service share
property key: <Service share
property key>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE21007-I

The debug task was
automatically deleted. (task
name = <Task name> task ID:
<Task ID>)

Cause
Action
-

Automatic deletion of the debug Cause
task failed. (task name = <Task
name> task ID: <Task ID>)
Action

KNAE21008-E

-

KNAE22000-KNAE22099
Message ID
KNAE22005-I

KNAE22006-E

KNAE22007-I

Message text

Description

The service template associated
with the service was updated.
(service name = <Service
name>, service group =
<Service group>, service
template key name = <Service
template key name> vendor ID
= <Service template vendor>
version = <Service template
version>)

Cause

Failed to update the service
template associated with the
service. (service name =
<Service name>, service group
= <Service group>)

Cause

The service template was
imported. (service template:

Cause
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Action
-

Action
-

-
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Message ID

KNAE22008-E

Message text

Description

<Service template file path>,
user ID: <User id>)

Action

Import of the service template
failed. (service template:
<Service template file path>,
user ID: <User id>)

Cause

-

Action
-

KNAE22009-I

KNAE22010-E

KNAE22011-I

The service template associated
with the service was updated.
(service name = <Service
name>, service group =
<Service group>, service
template key name = <Service
template key name> vendor ID
= <Service template vendor>
version = <Service template
version>)

Cause

Failed to update the service
template associated with the
service. (service name =
<Service name>, service group
= <Service group>)

Cause

License registration started.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
KNAE22012-I

License registration finished
successfully.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE22013-E

License registration failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE22014-I

KNAE22015-E
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The service was executed.
(service name: <Service
name>, service group:
<Service group>, user ID:
<User ID>)

Cause

Cannot submit the service.
(service name = <Service

Cause
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Action
-

Message ID

Message text
name>, service group =
<Service group> user ID:
<User ID>)

Description
Action
-

KNAE23000-KNAE23099
Message ID
KNAE23001-I

Message text
The product services started.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE23002-I

The product services stopped.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23003-I

<Command name> was
executed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23004-E

<Command name> execution
failed.

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23005-I

The submittask command was
executed. (service name =
<Service name>, service group
= <Service group> user ID:
<User ID>)

KNAE23006-E

submittask command
execution failed. (service name
= <Service name>, service
group = <Service group> user
ID: <User ID>)

KNAE23007-I

Cause
Action
Cause
Action
-

stoptask was executed. (task

Cause

ID: <Task ID>, user ID: <User
ID>)

Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KNAE23008-E

Cannot execute stoptask

Cause

command. (task ID: <Task
ID>, user ID: <User ID>)

Action
-

KNAE23009-I

listtasks was executed. (user
ID: <User ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23010-E

Cannot execute listtasks

Cause

command. (user ID: <User
ID>)

Action
-

KNAE23011-I

listservices was executed.
(user ID: <User ID> )

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23012-E

Cannot execute listservices

Cause

command. (user ID: <User
ID>)

Action
-

KNAE23013-I

importservicetemplate was
executed. (service template:
<Service template file path>
user ID: <User ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23014-E

Cannot execute
importservicetemplate
command. (service template:
<Service template file path>
user ID: <User ID>)

KNAE23015-I

deleteservicetemplate was

Cause
Action
Cause

executed. (service template key
name: <Service template key
Action
name>, vendor: <Service
template vendor>, version:
<Service template version>,
user ID: <User ID>)
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Message ID
KNAE23016-E

Message text
deleteservicetemplate
execution failed. (service
template key name: <Service
template key name>, vendor:
<Service template
vendor>,version: <Service
template version>, user ID:
<User ID>)

KNAE23017-E

Cannot start the product
services.

Description
Cause
Action
-

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23018-I

Cause
Proceeding to register tasks by
using the submittask command
(task detailed information
Action
storage folder = <Task
information>, user ID = <User
ID>)

KNAE23019-E

Cause
Cannot register tasks by using
the submittask command (task
information storage folder =
Action
<Task detailed information
storage folder path>, user ID =
<User ID>)

KNAE23020-W

-

Cause
Re-registration of tasks by
using the submittask command
partially failed. (folder
Action
containing detailed task
information = <Task detailed
information storage folder

-

path> user ID = <User ID>)
KNAE23021-I

Proceeding to output task
details using the listtasks
command. (task information
storage folder = <Task
information storage folder
path> user ID: <User ID>)

KNAE23022-E

Cannot provide task details
using the listtasks command.
(task detailed information
storage folder = <Task detailed
information storage folder
path> user ID = <User ID>)
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Cause
Action
Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KNAE23023-I

Message text
The task has been edited
successfully (Task name: <Task
name>, task ID: <Task ID>).

Description
Cause
Action
-

KNAE23024-E

Editing of the task has failed
(task name: <Task name>,
task ID: <Task ID>).

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23025-I

310

The specified infrastructure
group has been created
(infrastructure group name:
<group name> infrastructure
group ID: <group ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23026-E

Cause
Creation of the infrastructure
group has failed (infrastructure
group name: <group name>
infrastructure group ID: <group Action
ID>)
-

KNAE23027-I

The infrastructure group has
been edited successfully
(infrastructure group name:
<group name> infrastructure
group ID: <group ID>)

Cause
Action
-

KNAE23028-E

Edit of the infrastructure group Cause
has failed (infrastructure group
name: <group name>
infrastructure group ID: <group Action
ID> )
-

KNAE23029-I

Cause
The infrastructure group has
been deleted (infrastructure
group name: <group name>
infrastructure group ID: <group Action
ID> )
-

KNAE23030-E

Cause
Deletion of the infrastructure
group has failed (infrastructure
group name: <group name>,
infrastructure group ID: <group Action
ID>).
-

KNAE23031-I

The associations between
service groups has been
modified successfully (service
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Cause
-

Message ID

KNAE23032-E

KNAE23033-I

KNAE23034-E

KNAE23035-I

KNAE23036-E

KNAE23037-I

Message text

Description

group name(s): <service group
name(s)>) and infrastructure
groups: infrastructure group
name(s): <infrastructure group
name(s)>)

Action

Modification of the associations
between service groups has
failed (service group name(s):
<service group name(s)> and
infrastructure groups:
infrastructure group name(s):
<infrastructure group
name(s)>)

Cause

Entries of the infrastructure
group have been modified
successfully (infrastructure
group name(s): <infrastructure
group name(s)> infrastructure
group ID: <infrastructure group
ID>)

Cause

Modification of the
infrastructure group entries has
failed (infrastructure group
name(s): <infrastructure group
name(s)> infrastructure group
ID: <infrastructure group ID>)

Cause

The external server entry has
been deleted (product name:
<external product name>,
external server connection
name: <external server
connection name>, external
server connection ID: <external
server connection ID>)

Cause

Creation of the external server
entry has failed (product name:
<external product name>,
external server connection
name: <external server
connection name>)

Cause

The external server entry has
been edited successfully
(product name: <external
product name>, external server
connection name: <external

Cause

server connection name>,
external server connection ID:
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-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-
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Message ID

Message text

Description

<external server connection
ID>).
KNAE23038-E

KNAE23039-I

KNAE23040-E

KNAE23041-I

KNAE23042-E

KNAE23043-I

KNAE23044-E

312

Edit of the external server entry
has failed (product name:
<external product name>,
external server connection
name: <external server
connection name>, external
server connection ID: <external
server connection ID>)

Cause

The external server entry has
been deleted (product name:
<external product name>,
external server connection
name: <external server
connection name>, external
server connection ID: <external
server connection ID>)

Cause

Edit of a replication settings has
failed (primary storage array
name: <primary storage array
name> secondary storage array
name: <secondary storage
array name>)

Cause

The replication settings for:
primary storage array name:
<primary storage array name>
secondary storage array name:
<secondary storage array
name> has been deleted.

Cause

Creation of the replication
settings has failed (primary
storage array name: <primary
storage array name> secondary
storage array name:
<secondary storage array
name>)

Cause

The replication settings has
been edited successfully
(primary storage array name:
<primary storage array name>
secondary storage array name:
<secondary storage array
name>)

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Edit of a replication settings has Cause
failed (primary storage array
name: <primary storage array
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Message ID

Message text

Description

name> secondary storage array Action
name: <secondary storage
array name>)
KNAE23045-I

KNAE23046-E

KNAE23047-I

KNAE23048-E

The replication settings for:
primary storage array name:
<primary storage array name>
secondary storage array name:
<secondary storage array
name> has been deleted.

Cause

The replication settings has
been deleted (primary storage
array name: <primary storage
array name> secondary storage
array name: <secondary
storage array name>)

Cause

The storage profile has been
created successfully (storage
profile name: <storage profile
name>, storage profile ID:
<storage profile ID>)

Cause

Creation of the storage profile
has failed (storage profile
name: <storage profile
name>).

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

KNAE23049-I

KNAE23050-E

KNAE23051-I

KNAE23052-E

The storage profile has been
edited successfully (storage
profile name: <storage profile
name>, storage profile ID:
<storage profile ID>)

Cause

Editing of the storage profile
has failed (storage profile
name: <storage profile name>,
infrastructure group ID:
<storage profile ID>).

Cause

The storage profile has been
edited successfully (storage
profile name: <storage profile
name>, storage profile ID:
<storage profile ID>)

Cause

Deletion of the storage profile
has failed (storage profile
name: <storage profile name>,

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
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Message ID

Message text
storage profile ID: <storage
profile ID>).
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Description
-

9
Message IDs from KAIA00000KAIA00199
These messages provide information related to task execution in Hitachi
Automation Director.
□ KAIA00000-KAIA00099
□ KAIA00100-KAIA00199
□ KAIA00200-KAIA00299
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KAIA00000-KAIA00099
Message ID
KAIA00000-I

Message text
start Method. <method>
<args>

Description
Cause
Action
-

KAIA00001-I

end Method. <method> <args> Cause
Action
-

KAIA00002-E

An unexpected error occurred.

Cause
Action
Contact the support center.
maintenance information =
<exception>

KAIA00003-I

<method>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00005-E

Cannot obtain database
information.

Cause
The Device Manager database
is not running properly.
Action
On the running Device Manager
host, use the hcmdssrv
command to terminate and
restart Hitachi Command Suite
services, and then try again.
maintenance information =
<Exception>

KAIA00006-E

An unexpected error occurred.
Retry the operation. If the error
occurs repeatedly, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and to
resolve the problem. Contact
the support center, who may
ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
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Cause
Action
-

Message ID

Message text

Description

(maintenance information =
<message>)
KAIA00007-E

<message>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00008-E

<message>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00011-E

Cause
Cannot generate a Device
Manager volume allocation task.
The host mode between host
groups is inconsistent.
Action
Select ports so that the host
mode and options are the
same. From Device Manager,
check the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again.

KAIA00012-E

Cannot create a part of the
paths.

Cause
The specified number of paths
to be created on a host <host>
exceeds the number allowed.
Action
Check the required number of
host ports with the user who
edited the service. It is also
required that there are enough
free host group/iSCSI target
numbers for each port in the
infrastructure group.

KAIA00021-E

A volume allocation task of
Device Manager could not be
generated.

Cause
No pools are available for
allocation of volumes on the
storage system that host mode
has been set on Edit Service
windows.
Action
Check the host mode setting on
Edit Service window by user
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Message ID

Message text

Description
with Modify permission on
Automation Director. Confirm
the Device Manager task which
relates to Automation Director
task id, and if necessary,
unallocate it. Then retry the
operation.

KAIA00022-E

A Device Manager volume
allocation task could not be
generated.

Cause
The required free host group /
iSCSI targets per storage port
on the resource group in the
infrastructure group were not
found.
Action
Edit the resource group settings
in Device Manager, and then
retry the operation. From
Device Manager, check the
status of the Device Manager
task related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, retry the
operation. Storage port
name=<portName>

KAIA00023-E

Unable to acquire a user group
data from Device Manager.

Cause
An error occurred in the API
execution.
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message. Then retry the
operation. message of Device
Manager=<message>

KAIA00024-E

Unable to acquire a resource
group data from Device
Manager.

Cause
An error occurred in the API
execution.
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message. Then retry the
operation. message of Device
Manager=<message>

KAIA00025-E
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Cause
Cannot execute a Device
Manager volume allocation task.
An error occurred in the Device
(Device Manager task name =
Manager task.
<Device Manager task name>,
Action
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Message ID

KAIA00026-E

Message text

Description

Device Manager error message
= <Device Manager message>)

Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message. From Device
Manager, check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, try the operation
again.

Cause
Cannot generate a Device
Manager volume allocation task.
No pools are available for
allocation of volumes that meet
the specified conditions.
Action
Check the user permission and
edit the pool settings in Device
Manager, and then try the
operation again. From Device
Manager, check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, retry the
operation.

KAIA00027-E

Cause
Cannot generate a Device
Manager volume allocation task.
No licenses are registered for
Device Manager or the
registered license key is
expired.
Action
Register a valid license key for
Device Manager, and then try
again.

KAIA00028-W

Because number of pool is
insufficient, P-VOL and S-VOL is
allocated to the same pool.

Cause
Action
Verify the volume allocation
result, and allocate it again, if
necessary.

KAIA00029-E

A message was returned by
Device Manager while
generating the configuration.
(message of Device
Manager=<message>)
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Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KAIA00030-E

Message text

Description

Unable to run a Device Manager Cause
volume allocate task.
Unable to obtain the preferred
path information.
Action
Register ports and the host
group/iSCSI target numbers to
the resource group in the
infrastructure group. Resolve
the problem according to the
Device Manager error message.
Terminate and restart service of
Hitachi Command Suite using
the hcmdssrv command on
Device Manager running the
host. Also check the user
permission on Device Manager.
Confirm the Device Manager
task that relates to the
Automation Director task id,
and if necessary, unallocated it.
Then retry the operation.
Device Manager error message
= <Device Manager message>

KAIA00032-E

Cause
Cannot execute a Device
Manager volume allocation task.
Cannot obtain the path
information from Device
Manager. Path information may
have been deleted.
Action
From Device Manager, check
the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again.

KAIA00036-E

Cause
Cannot generate a Device
Manager volume allocation task.
The selected host does not
exist. host name = <Host
Name>
Action
Add the host in Device
Manager, and then try again.

KAIA00037-E
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Cause
Cannot execute a Device
Manager volume allocation task.
A Device Manager task timed
out. Device Manager task name
= <Device Manager task
name>
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Verify that Device Manager is
running. From Device Manager,
check the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again.

KAIA00038-E

Cause
Cannot generate a Device
Manager volume allocation task.
An error occurred in the API
execution of Device Manager.
Device Manager error message
= <Device Manager message>
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message. From Device
Manager, check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, try the operation
again.

KAIA00040-E

Cannot execute an edit labels
task of Device Manager.

Cause
An error occurred during an
attempt to change the label of
the allocated volume. Device
Manager task name = <Device
Manager task name>, Device
Manager error message =
<Device Manager message>
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message. From Device
Manager, check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, try the operation
again.

KAIA00043-E

An error occurred during
communication with HTnM.
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Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
1. HTnM - Agent for RAID is
not running.
2. A request to obtain
performance data timed
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Message ID

Message text

Description

3.

4.

out because of a
temporary increase in the
communication load.
Performance data has not
yet accumulated at the
HTnM agent.
The HTnM linkage settings
are incorrect.

Action
If linking with HTnM is required,
resolve the problem as follows:
1. Verify that the HTnM
agent is running.
2. Check the status of
network communication,
and then try the operation
again.
3. After performance data
has accumulated at the
HTnM agent, try the
operation again.
4. Verify that the HTnM
linkage settings are
correct.
KAIA00045-E

KAIA00046-E

Cannot execute a volume
allocation task from Device
Manager. (Device Manager task
name =<Device Manager task
name>, Device Manager error
message = <Device Manager
message>)

Cause

Cannot define the copy pair.

Cause

Cannot register the task in
Device Manager.
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message. From Device
Manager, check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, try the operation
again.

Unable to obtain database
information because the
database is not running
properly.
Action
Stop and start all services.
(maintenance information =
<copygroup name>)
KAIA00054-I
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The volume allocate task is
executed based on
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Cause

Message ID

Message text
configuration information in
Device Manager.

Description
The settings to link Tuning
Manager have not been
specified.
Action
To allocate the task based on
performance information on
Tuning Manager, configure the
settings that link Device
Manager and Tuning Manager.

KAIA00055-E

A polling error occurred during
execution of an Automation
Director task.

Cause
The Device Manager server has
been rebooted. Or, the duration
to keep task information
exceeds the settings of
automation.properties.
automation.provisioning.kee
pingduration = <Duration of
keeping status table>,
automation.provisioning.cle
aninginterval = <Interval of
cleaning status table>
Action
Check the task status in Device
Manager. If the status of the
executed task is Failed,
execute the task again.
Alternatively, revise the
automation.properties
settings for
automation.provisioning.kee
pingduration and
automation.provisioning.cle
aninginterval. Then, try the
operation again.

KAIA00056-E

A thread that is currently being
executed will be stopped.

Cause
The duration to keep task
information exceeds the
settings of
automation.properties.
automation.provisioning.kee
pingduration = <Duration of
keeping status table>,
automation.provisioning.cle
aninginterval = <Interval of
cleaning status table>
Action
-

KAIA00057-E

Cause
Cannot execute a Device
Manager volume allocation task.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
The database is not running
properly.
Action
On the running Device Manager
host, use the hcmdssrv
command to terminate and
restart Hitachi Command Suite
services, and then try again.
From Device Manager, check
the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again
(maintenance information =
<Exception message> ).

KAIA00058-E

A host mode option was not set
because it is not supported by
the storage system. (storage
system = <Storage System
name>, host mode option not
set = <Host Mode Option>)

Cause
The storage system to which
volumes are allocated does not
support the selected host mode
option.
Action
-

KAIA00059-E

An exception occurred.
(message: <param0>, stack
trace: <param1>)

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00061-E

Cannot connect to the
authentication service.

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation, and then
check the status of the server.
(maintenance information =
<Exception>)

KAIA00062-E

An error occurred while
accessing the database.

Cause
Action
Verify that the server is
running. If it is running, an
internal error might have
occurred. Contact the Support
Center. (maintenance
information = <Exception>)

KAIA00063-E
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The session has expired.
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Cause

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Log in again. (maintenance
information = <Exception>)

KAIA00064-E

An unexpected error occurred.

Cause
Action
A detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact the Support Center,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
(maintenance information =
<Exception>)

KAIA00065-E

Cannot authenticate the user.

Cause
The specified user does not
exist, or the password is
incorrect (user ID = <user
ID>)
Action
Verify the user name and
password.

KAIA00066-E

Automation Director throws a
new exception: <Exception>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00067-E

Automation Director throws a
translated exception:
<Exception>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00068-E

More usable LDEV IDs are
required.

Cause
Action
Register additional LDEV IDs in
the resource group.

KAIA00069-E

Cannot obtain the task results
from Device Manager.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Verify that Device Manager is
running. From Device Manager,
check the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again.

KAIA00070-E

Cannot reserve the resources of Cause
the allocation target. <Device
Unable to obtain information of
Manager message>
host groups. Device Manager
error message = <Device
Manager message>
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message and retry the
operation.

KAIA00071-I

start Method. <method>
<args>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00072-I

end Method. <method> <args> Cause
Action
-

KAIA00073-E

KAIA00074-E

The specified path number and
the number of paths to be
created are different. (specified
paths: <settingpass>, paths to
be created: <makingpass>)

Cause

Cannot communicate with the
Device Manager server.

Cause

Action
-

Possible causes:
1. A Device Manager server
service is being initialized.
2. A Device Manager server
service is stopped or was
restarted.
Action
If a Device Manager server
service is stopped or was
restarted, restart the Common
Component and all related
services, and then try again. If
the problem persists, detailed
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Message ID

Message text

Description
investigation is required to
determine the cause and to
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who may
ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KAIA00075-E

Cannot generate the volume
allocation task of Device
Manager.

Cause
A message was returned by
Device Manager while
generating the configuration.
(message of Device
Manager=<message>
Action
Resolve the Device Manager
message. Check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, try the operation
again.

KAIA00076-E

Cannot execute the volume
allocation task of Device
Manager.

Cause
An API execution error occurred
on Device Manager.
Action
Check the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then try
the operation again. If this
problem continues, contact the
Support Center. maintenance
information=<maintenance
information>

KAIA00077-E

Cannot communicate with the
Device Manager server.

Cause
Possible causes:
1. A Device Manager server
service is being initialized.
2. A Device Manager server
service has stopped, or
was restarted.
Action
If a Device Manager server
service is being initialized, wait
and try again. If a Device
Manager server service is
stopped or was restarted,
restart the Common
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Component and all related
services, and then try again. If
the problem persists, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and to
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who may
ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KAIA00079-E

Cannot execute the volume
allocation task of Device
Manager.

Cause
Cannot confirm the Device
Manager license. maintenance
information=<maintenance
information>
Action
Verify the Device Manager
license, and then try again. If
this problem continues, contact
the Support Center.
maintenance
information=<maintenance
information>

KAIA00080-E

Cannot execute the volume
allocation task of Device
Manager. (maintenance
information=<maintenance
information>)

Cause
An HTTP communication error
occurred.
Action
Check the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again. If this
problem continues, contact the
Support Center.

KAIA00081-E

KAIA00082-E
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Cannot execute the volume
allocation task of Device
Manager. (maintenance
information=<maintenance
information> )

Cause

Cannot generate volume
allocate task of Device
Manager.

Cause
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Action
Check the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again. If this
problem continues, contact the
Support Center.

An XML generation error
occurred.

Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Try the operation again. If the
problem occurs repeatedly, a
detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact the Support Center,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KAIA00083-E

The version of the Device
Manager plug-in does not
match the Automation Director
content.

Cause
The version of Automation
Director contents are newer
than the installed Device
Manager plug-in. version =
<version>
Action
Install the version of
Automation Director contents
that matches the Device
Manager plug-in.

KAIA00084-E

Cannot decode the XML.

Cause
The XML may contain errors.
Action
If the problem occurs
repeatedly, a detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and to
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who may
ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KAIA00085-E

An internal processing error
occurred.

Cause
Action
If the error occurs repeatedly,
detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact the Support Center,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
maintenance
information=<maintenance
information>

KAIA00086-E

Cannot execute the volume
allocation task of Device
Manager.
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Cause
Unable to obtain a setting pass
number or a making pass
number.
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Action
Check the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again. If this
problem continues, contact the
Support Center.

KAIA00087-E

A volume allocation task of
Device Manager could not be
generated.

Cause
The number of volume is
outside the valid range.
Action
Specify a number of volumes in
the range from <min value>
through <max value>. From
Device Manager, check the
status of the Device Manager
task related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, retry the
operation.

KAIA00088-I

<message>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00089-E

An error occurred in executing
Automation Director task.

Cause
Automation Director task is
interrupted.
Action
Confirm the Device Manager
task which relates to
Automation Director task id,
and if necessary, unallocate it.
Then retry the operation. If this
same problem continues,
contact the Support Center.

KAIA00090-E

An error occurred in executing
Automation Director task.

Cause
The specified resource group
does not exist.
Action
Check the Infrastructure Group
Setting on Administration
window by user with Admin
permission on Automation
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Director. Then retry the
operation.

KAIA00091-E

An error occurred in executing
Automation Director task.

Cause
Resource group is not specified.
Action
Check the Infrastructure Group
Setting on Administration
window by user with Admin
permission on Automation
Director. Then retry the
operation.

KAIA00092-E

An error occurred in executing
Automation Director task.

Cause
Lane which can be specified as
HDT Pool does not exist.
Action
Please improve a setup of HDT
Pool.

KAIA00093-E

An error occurred in executing
Automation Director task.

Cause
Host is not specified.
Action
Confirm the Device Manager
task which relates to
Automation Director task id,
and if necessary, unallocate it.
Then retry the operation.

KAIA00095-E

The capacity is outside the valid Cause
range.
Action
Specify a value in the range
from <min value> through
<max value>

KAIA00096-E

The starting value of the LUN
settings is outside the valid
range.

Cause
Action
Specify a value in the range
from 0 through <max value>.

KAIA00097-E

An error occurred in executing
Automation Director task.

Cause
A pool that meets the storage
profile condition does not exist.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Check the Storage Profile
Setting on Administration
window by user with Admin
permission on Automation
Director. Confirm the Device
Manager task which relates to
Admin task id, and if necessary,
unallocate it. Then retry the
operation.

KAIA00098-E

An error occurred in executing
Admin task.

Cause
Storage Profile is not specified.
Action
Confirm the Device Manager
task which relates to
Automation Director task id,
and if necessary, unallocate it.
Then retry the operation.

KAIA00099-E

A volume allocation task of
Device Manager could not be
generated.

Cause
The selected host has not a
port. host name = <Host
name>
Action
Check the port of host in Device
Manager. From Device
Manager, check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, retry the
operation.

KAIA00100-KAIA00199
Message ID
KAIA00100-E

Message text
A volume allocation task of
Device Manager could not be
generated.

Description
Cause
The selected host port and
available storage port are
unmatched.
Action
Check the Storage Profile
Setting on Edit Service
window by user with Admin
permission on Automation
Director, or check the port type
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Message ID

Message text

Description
of the selected host in Device
Manager. From Device
Manager, check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, retry the
operation.

KAIA00101-E

The specified parameter is
invalid. (value =
<paramName>)

Cause
Action
Please improve a parameter.

KAIA00102-I

Maintenance information
(executeQuery: SQL > <sql>).)

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00103-E

A volume allocation task of
Device Manager could not be
generated.

Cause
CCI instance is not specified.
Action
Check the Replication Settings
on Edit Service window by
user with Admin permission on
Automation Director. Then retry
the operation.

KAIA00104-E

A volume allocation task of
Device Manager could not be
generated.

Cause
Storage System which is
specified in the Replication
Settings on Automation Director
does not exist.
Action
Check the Replication Settings
on Edit Service window by
user with Admin permission on
Automation Director. Then retry
the operation.

KAIA00105-E

The specified capacity unit is
invalid. (value = <capacity
unit> )

Cause
Action
Specify Block, MB, GB, or TB.

KAIA00106-E

Unable to volume check of
Device Manager. (maintenance
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Cause
-
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Message ID

KAIA00107-E

Message text

Description

information= <maintenance
information> )

Action

A volume allocation task of
Device Manager could not be
generated.

Cause

If the error occurs repeatedly,
detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact the Support Center,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
(maintenance
information=<maintenance
information>)

The format of Storage Profile is
invalid.
Action
Check the Storage Profile
Setting on Administration
window by user with Admin
permission on Automation
Director. Confirm the Device
Manager task which relates to
Automation Director task id,
and if necessary, unallocate it.
Then retry the operation.
(maintenance information=
<maintenance information>)

KAIA00108-E

KAIA00109-E

The specified VolumeResult is
invalid. (value = usage:
<usage>,
parameter=<volumeResultPara
meter>))

The specified parameter is
invalid.

Cause
Action
Confirm the VolumeResult
parameter.
Cause
Action
Please confirm a parameter.

KAIA00110-E

The specified volumeResult

Cause

parameter is invalid. PathResult
does not exist.

Action
Please confirm a volumeResult
parameter.

KAIA00111-E

Some of the S-VOLs fail to be
allocated.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
From Device Manager, check
the status of the Device
Manager task related to the
Automation Director task, and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as needed. Then, try
the operation again.

KAIA00113-E

A volume allocation task of
Device Manager could not be
generated.

Cause
Settings of Specified Storage
Profile does not exist. Storage
Profile Name: <Specified
Storage Profile Name>
Action
Check the Storage Profile
Setting on Edit Service
window by user with Modify
permission on Automation
Director. Confirm the Device
Manager task which relates to
Automation Director task id,
and if necessary, unallocate it.
Then retry the operation.

KAIA00115-E

Device Manager was not up.

Cause
Action
Execute after Device Manager
completes the preparations of
task executions. maintenance
information=<Exception>

KAIA00116-E

Device Manager was down.

Cause
Action
Restart Device Manager and
check the tasks of the Device
Manager are runnable.

KAIA00117-W

There is no instance on the
condition <condition>.

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the resources.

KAIA00118-I

Start Volume Usage.
<VolumeUsage>

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KAIA00119-I

Message text
End VolumeUsage.
<VolumeUsage>

Description
Cause
Action
-

KAIA00120-I

Start plug-in. <plug-in>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00121-I

End plug-in. <plug-in>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00122-I

Start S-VOL Volume Allocation.
(VolumeUsage=
<VolumeUsage>, Generation=
<Generation>)

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00123-I

End S-VOL Volume Allocation.
(VolumeUsage=
<VolumeUsage>, Generation=
<Generation>)

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00124-I

Start Define Pair. (CopyGroup=
<CopyGroupName>)

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00125-I

End Define Pair. (CopyGroup=
<CopyGroupName>)

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00126-E

Cannot reflect the volume label. Cause
(VolumeUsageName=
Specified volume label contains
<VolumeUsageName>)
the invalid characters. Invalid
characters=
<InvalidCharacters>
Action
Remove invalid character at
specified volume label by user
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Message ID

Message text

Description
with Modify permission on
Automation Director, and then
try again.

KAIA00127-E

Cannot reflect the volume label. Cause
(VolumeUsageName=
Specified pair volume label
<VolumeUsageName>)
contains the invalid characters.
Invalid characters=
<InvalidCharacters>
Action
Remove invalid character at
specified pair volume label by
user with Modify permission on
Automation Director, and then
try again.

KAIA00128-E

Cannot reflect the volume label. Cause
(VolumeUsageName=
Volume label is not set or set is
<VolumeUsageName>)
too long.
Action
Confirm the volume label
settings, and specify the label
between 1 to <MaxLength>
characters by user with Modify
permission on Automation
Director. And confirm the
configuration of Shared
Properties Settings of
Administration tab by user
with Admin permission on
Automation Director as
necessary. Then execute the
task again.

KAIA00129-E

Cannot reflect the volume label. Cause
(VolumeUsageName=
Pair volume label is not set or
<VolumeUsageName> )
set is too long.
Action
Confirm the pair volume label
settings, and specify the label
between 1 to <MaxLength>
characters by user with Modify
permission on Automation
Director. And confirm the
configuration of Shared
Properties Settings of
Administration tab by user
with Admin permission on
Automation Director as
necessary. Then, unallocate the
primary volumes as necessary,
and execute the task again.
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Message ID
KAIA00130-E

Message text
Device Manager cannot run a
volume allocation task.

Description
Cause
No storage systems are
registered for the Thin Image
license.
Action
Ensure that the storage system
is licensed, configure the
storage system settings in
Infrastructure Groups and
Replication Settings, and then
run the service again.

KAIA00160-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
The referenced volume is
allocated to a host which is not
managed by a Device Manager,
or unnecessary WWN is
assigned to the host group to
which the referenced volume
belongs to. Device Manager=
<hdvmName>,
displayArrayType= <display/
ArrayType>, serial number=
<serialNum>, LDEV ID=
<Idevid>
Action
Add the host to a Device
Manager, or delete unnecessary
WWN from the host group and
then try again.

KAIA00161-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
The specified volume is not
registered in Device Manager.
(Device Manager=
<hdvmName>, hostPort=
<host Port>, storagePort=
<storagePort>, lun= <lun>)
Action
Make sure the specified volume
is registered in Device Manager,
and then try again.

KAIA00162-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
The specified datastore volume
is not registered in Device
Manager. (VMware vCenter
server= <vcenterip>, datastore
name= <datastoreName>,
extent= <extentName>)
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Verify the specified datastore
volume, and then try again.

KAIA00163-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
Cannot perform the allocate like
volumes operation for the
referenced volume. (Device
Manager= <hdvmName>,
displayArrayType=
<displayArrayType>, serial
number= <serialNum>, LDEV
ID= <Idevid>)
Action
Refer to the Device Manager
message and resolve the
problem, and then try again.
(Device Manager message=
<DeviceManagermessage>)

KAIA00164-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
The referenced volume is not a
virtual volume. (Device
Manager=<hdvmName>,
displayArrayType=<diaplayArra
yType>, serial
number=<serialNum> LDEV
ID=<Idevid>)
Action
Make sure the referenced
volume is a virtual volume, and
then try again.

KAIA00165-E

Cause
Cannot create a volume on the
desired pool. The volume will be
created from a recommended
pool.
Action
-

KAIA00166-E

The Device Manager task to
allocate like volumes could not
be generated.

Cause
A pool from which volumes can
be created could not be found,
or the number of available
LDEV IDs is insufficient. The
recommended pool was not
searched because a custom
policy is set in a reference
volume.
Action
In Device Manager, make sure
there is a pool that has
sufficient free space for
creating volumes, or register
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Message ID

Message text

Description
additional LDEV IDs to the
resource group or virtual
storage machine, and then try
again.

KAIA00167-E

KAIA00168-E

KAIA00169-E

Existing unallocated volumes
will be allocated to hosts.
(volume usage =
<Volumeusage>, LDEV ID
virtual LDEV ID) =
<LDEVID(VirtualLDEV ID)>)

Cause

Settings for the existing
unallocated volumes that were
allocated to hosts will be
updated. (tiering policy =
<Tiering Policy>, new page
assignment tier = <New Page
Assignment Tier>, relocation
priority = <Tier Relocation> )

Cause

The task to allocate like
volumes could not be
generated.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

A pool from which volumes can
be created could not be found,
or the number of available
LDEV IDs is insufficient.
Action
In Device Manager, make sure
there is a pool that has
sufficient free space for
creating volumes, or register
additional LDEV IDs to the
resource group or virtual
storage machine, and then try
again.

KAIA00170-E

The volume was created from a Cause
pool with mixed drive attributes
<types> Therefore, the
attributes are not included in
Action
the pool search conditions when
searching for a recommended
pool.

KAIA00171-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
The value specified for the
volume capacity is not one of
the values set for the service.
Action
Specify one of the following
values: <discreteValue>
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Message ID

Message text

Description

KAIA00172-E

Cause
Existing unallocated volumes
will be allocated to hosts. <PVOL or S-VOL>, LDEV ID(virtual
Action
LDEV ID)= <LDEV ID (Virtual
LDEV ID>
-

KAIA00173-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
The referenced volume belongs
to pool <poolid> that belongs
to a different resource group.
(Device
Manager=<hdvmName>,
displayArrayType=<displayArra
yType>, serial
number=<serial>, LDEV
ID=<deviceId>)
Action
In Device Manager, register the
pool to which the referenced
volume belongs into the
resource group.

KAIA00174-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
Cannot obtain the pool
information for the referenced
volume. Information about the
referenced volume or pool
information might have been
deleted. (Device
Manager=<hdvmName>,
displayArrayType=<displayArra
yType>, serial
number=<serialNum>, LDEV
ID=<Idevid>)
Action
In Device Manager, make sure
that the referenced volume and
the pool information exists, and
then try again.

KAIA00175-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
You do not have the permission
required to perform the
operation on a host group or
port used by a path set for the
referenced volume. (Device
Manager= <hdvmName>,
displayArrayType=
<displayArrayType>, serial
number= <serialNum>, LDEV
ID= <Idevid>)
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
In Device Manager, make sure
that the host group and port
are registered in the resource
group, and that you have
permission for the host group
and port.

KAIA00176-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
The referenced volume is
allocated to the port
<portName> that belongs to a
different resource group.
(Device
Manager=<hdvmName>,
displayArrayType=<displayArra
yType>, serial
number=<serial>, LDEV ID=
<deviceId>)
Action
In Device Manager, add the
port to the resource group.

KAIA00177-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
The referenced volume is
allocated to a port used by the
host group <hostGroupName>
that belongs to a different
resource group. (Device
Manager= <hdvmName>,
displayArrayType=
<displayArrayType>, serial
number= <serial>, LDEV ID=
<deviceID>)
Action
In Device Manager, add the
host group to the resource
group.

KAIA00178-E

KAIA00179-E

The referenced volume is
allocated to multiple hosts
through iSCSI. Therefore, the
created volume will be assigned
to an ISCSI target shared by all
hosts.

Cause

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause

Action
-

The host mode or options are
not the same between host
groups used by the path set for
the referenced volume.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Make sure that the host mode
and options are the same
between host groups.

KAIA00180-E

An error occurred while
executing a task.

Cause
Cannot obtain the storage port
information with LUN security
disabled.
Action
Refer to the Device Manager
message and resolve the
problem, and then try again.
Device Manager message=
<DeviceManagermessage>

KAIA00181-E

Settings for the existing
unallocated volumes <P-VOL or
S-VOL > that were allocated to
hosts will be updated. (tiering
policy = <P-VOL or S-VOL>,
new page assignment tier =
<Tiering Policy>, relocation
priority = <New Page
Assignment Tier>)

KAIA00182-E

The addition of the copy pair is
failed. (copy group=<Copy
group>, instance
number=<Instance number>,
host=<Host> )

Cause
Action
-

Cause
The specified generation
number is as inharmonious as
the existing copy group, or the
pair of a Simplex state exists in
the existing copy group.
Action
Change the state of all the
generations' existing copy pair
into states other than Simplex
by CCI. Or confirm followings
and check the connection
setting of Pair Management
Manager on Administration
tab by user with Admin
permission, or submit task
again.
1. Prefix of Copy Group
Name
2. Number of backup
generations

KAIA00183-E

An error occurred in executing
Automation Director task.
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Cause
The Resource Group of
referenced volume doesn't
assigned in Infrastructure
Group that assigns to your
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Service Group of your submit
service. (LDEV ID=ldevId)
Action
Confirm the Resource Group of
LDEV ID of referenced volume
in Device Manager. In
Administration tab, open
Infrastructure Group that is
assigned to Service Group of
your submit service, and
confirm the Resource Group of
referenced volume is assigned
in Resource Groups. Then add
the Resource Group as
necessary, and submit the
service again. (Device
Manager=String hdvmName)

KAIA00184-E

A copy pair could not be
defined.

Cause
An error occurred in the Device
Manager.
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message. Refresh the storage
system and host from the
Device Manager window, and
then try the operation again.
Device Manager message =
<message>. If the problem
persists, detailed investigation
is required to determine the
cause and to resolve the
problem. Contact customer
support, who might ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

KAIA00185-I

PoolSelect Information :
<message>

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00186-E

No LDEV IDs are available for
the pool (Pool Id= <poolid>).
Move on to the next pool.

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00187-E
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No virtual LDEV IDs are
available for the pool (Pool Id=
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Cause
-

Message ID

KAIA00188-E

KAIA00189-E

Message text

Description

<poolid>). Move on to the next
pool.

Action

The virtual storage machine
group of the unallocated
existing volume is not same as
the virtual storage machine of
this pool (Pool Id= <poolid>).
Move on to the next pool.

Cause

-

Action
-

The pair information of specified Cause
volume cannot obtained.
Cannot obtain the copy group
information for the volume
(Device Manager=hdvmName,
DisplayArrayType=displayArray
Type, Serial
number=serialNum, LDEV
ID=LDEV ID)
Action
Check the connection to the
pair management server and
refresh storage systems.

KAIA00190-E

The configuration of specified
GAD volume is not valid.

Cause
Cannot obtain the GAD
information for the QuorumDisk
(Device Manager=
<hdvmName>,
DisplayArrayType=
<displayArray>, Serial
number= <serialNum>,
QuorumDisk ID=<Quorum Disk
ID>)
Action
Cancel the operation and verify
the specified GAD volume.

KAIA00191-E

The pair management server of
specified volume cannot
obtained.

Cause
Cannot obtain the pair
management server for the
volume (Device Manager=
<hdvmName>,
DisplayArrayType=
<displayArrayType>, Serial
number= <serialNum>),
CopyGroup= <Copy Group
Name>
Action
Cancel the operation and check
the pair management server.
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Message ID
KAIA00192-E

Message text
The pair management server to
manage was configured as CCI
Server.

Description
Cause
The pair management server
(Device Manager=
<hdvmName>) was not a CCI
Server.
Action
Create the GAD pair by CCI
Server. And specify it.

KAIA00193-E

No available pool for allocating.

Cause
No available pool in the
resource group <Resource
Group> in the virtual storage
system <Virtual Storage>.
Action
In Device Manager, register the
pool into the resource group or
refresh the storage systems.

KAIA00194-E

Cannot execute a GAD P-VOL
allocation task.

Cause
An error occurred in the Device
Manager task.(Device Manager
task name = <Device Manager
task name>, Device Manager
error message = <Device
Manager message>
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message. From Device
Manager, check the status of
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, try the operation
again.

KAIA00195-E

Cannot execute a GAD S-VOL
allocation task.

Cause
An error occurred in the Device
Manager task. (Device Manager
task name = <Device Manager
task name>, Device Manager
error message = <Device
Manager message>)
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
message. From Device
Manager, check the status of
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Message ID

Message text

Description
the Device Manager task
related to the Automation
Director task, and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
needed. Then, try the operation
again.

KAIA00196-E

The specified pair management
server has invalid information.

Cause
The host information might be
old.
Action
Revise the settings for the pair
management server and the
command device. Then, from
the Device Manager window,
refresh the storage system and
host, and try again.

KAIA00197-E

Failed to obtain the storage
system information. (storage
system = <Storage System>)

Cause
The storage system information
might be old.
Action
From the Device Manager
window, refresh the storage
system and host, and then try
again.

KAIA00198-E

The specified Replication
Settings information is invalid.
(host name = <Host name>,
instance number = <Instance
Number>, UDP port number =
<UDP Port Number>)

Cause
At least one of the values
specified in Replication Settings
is already being used.
Action
Check the following, and/or
revise the settings for the pair
management server.
1. The combination of the
instance number and UDP
port number is correct.
2. The pair configuration
definition file is not
included in the virtual
information.
3. The combination of
Primary and Secondary is
correct.

KAIA00199-E

Device Manager cannot run a
volume allocation task.

Cause
At least one of the values
specified in Replication Settings
is already being used.
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Log in to Automation Director,
with Admin permissions, verify
the Infrastructure Group
Setting in the Administration
window, and add a storage pool
that supports full allocation if
required. Then, try to run the
service again.

KAIA00200-KAIA00299
Message ID
KAIA00200-I

Message text
Thin Image pool selection
processing started.
(volumeusage=<volumeusage>)

Description
Cause
Action
-

KAIA00201-I

Thin Image pool selection
processing ended.
(volumeusage=<volumeusage>)

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00202-E

The specified parameter is
invalid.

Cause
Action
Check the parameter value and
update if required.

KAIA00203-E

A Device Manager volume
allocation task could not be
created.

Cause
No pools are available in the
storage system or on the virtual
storage machine that was
specified in Replication
Settings.
Action
A user with Automation Director
Admin permission must check
the Replication Settings from
the Administration window and
update if required. In Device
Manager, make sure that a pool
specified in the Replication
settings exists in the storage
system or on the virtual storage
machine. If using Thin Image,
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Message ID

Message text

Description
make sure that the DP pool and
TI pool belong to the same
resource group, and then try
the action again.

KAIA00204-E

An error occurred during an
Automation Director task.

Cause
A Thin Image pool does not
exist in the same resource
group as the specified volume.
Action
Check the parameter and
update if required. If the
problem persists, a detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and to
resolve the problem. Contact
customer support, who might
ask you to collect
troubleshooting information

KAIA00205-I

Volume allocation of a V-VOL
started. (volumeusage =
<volume-usage> , generation
= <generation> )

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00206-I

Volume allocation of a V-VOL
ended. (volumeusage =
<volume-usage> , generation
= <generation> )

Cause
Action
-

KAIA00207-E

Failed to allocate a V-VOL.

Cause
An XML generation error
occurred.
Action
Try the action again. If the
problem persists, a detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and to
resolve the problem. Contact
customer support, who might
ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KAIA00208-E

Failed to allocate a V-VOL.

Cause
An error occurred in Device
Manager.
Action
Resolve the problem according
to the Device Manager error
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Message ID

Message text

Description
message. Refresh the storage
system and host from the
Device Manager window, and
then try the action again.
(Device Manager message =
<message>) If the problem
persists, a detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and to
resolve the problem. Contact
customer support, who might
ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KAIA00209-E

Failed to allocate a V-VOL.

Cause
Information about <targetinfo> could not be obtained.
Action
Refresh the storage system
from the Device Manager
window, and then try the action
again. If the problem persists, a
detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact customer support, who
might ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KAIA00210-E

A Thin Image pool could not be
specified.

Cause
No Thin Image pools are
available that meet the
specified criteria.
Action
Check, and if necessary, revise
the parameter.

KAIA00211-E

An unsupported copy type was
specified.

Cause
An unsupported type was
specified for a copy type. (copy
type = <copy-type>)
Action
In the copy settings, verify the
parameter setting and update if
necessary. Then try the action
again.

KAIA00212-E

A Replication Manager pair
creation task could not be
created.

Cause
Failed to communicate with
Replication Manager.
(details=<message>)
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Make sure that Replication
Manager is started and that the
RMI communication settings
are enabled. In addition, make
sure that the hosts and storage
system are given Modify
permission in Replication
Manager. Then try the action
again.

KAIA00213-E

Failed to define or create a pair.

Cause
An error occurred during a
Replication Manager task. (task
ID=<task-id>,
details=<message>)
Action
Check the error message in
Replication Manager, undefine
pairs and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
required, delete the task and
workflow in Replication
Manager, and then try the
action again.

KAIA00214-W

A pair was successfully defined
or created, but a warning
message was generated.

Cause
A warning occurred during a
Replication Manager task. (task
ID=<task-id>,
details=<message>)
Action
Check the error message in
Replication Manager, undefine
pairs and unallocate
unnecessary volumes as
required, delete the task and
workflow in Replication
Manager, and then try the
action again.

KAIA00215-E

Failed to define or create a pair.

Cause
A Replication Manager task was
canceled. (task ID=<task-id>,
details=<message>)
Action
Check the status in Replication
Manager, undefine pairs and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as required, delete the
task and workflow in
Replication Manager, and then
try the action again.
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Message ID
KAIA00216-E

Message text

Description

Cause
Failed to obtain results of an
attempt to copy or define a pair.
The task results could not be
The task might have failed.
obtained from Replication
Manager. (task ID = <task-id>)
Action
Check the status in Replication
Manager, undefine pairs and
unallocate unnecessary
volumes as required, delete the
task and workflow in
Replication Manager, and then
try the action again.

KAIA00217-I

Registered a task to Replication
Manager.

Cause
Succeeded in registering a task
to Replication Manager. (task ID
= <task-id>)
Action
-

KAIA00218-E

Cannot generate a parameter of Cause
define pair.
Pair Management Server does
not have both WWN and ISCSI
name. (Server Name =
<server-name>)
Action
From Device Manager, refresh
the Pair Management Server.
Then, try the operation again.
If the error occurs repeatedly, a
detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Contact the Support Center,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

KAIA00219-E

Cannot obtain database
information.

Cause
The database is not running
properly.
Action
Restart the database.
(maintenance
information=<message>)

KAIA00220-E

Cannot communicate with the
Device Manager server.

Cause
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
Check the Device Manager
service.
(message=<message>)

KAIA00221-E

Cannot communicate with the
Device Manager server.

Cause
Cannot communicate with
Device Manager using HTTPS.
Action
Review the SSL settings.
(message=<message>)

KAIA00222-E

Cannot communicate with the
Device Manager server.

Cause
There is an error in the
password or user ID.
Action
Check if the user ID and
password are correct.

KAIA00223-E

Cannot communicate with the
Device Manager server.

Cause
The size of the request exceeds
the limit.(size=<size>)
Action
Reduce the number of volumes
that define the pair.

KAIA00224-E

Cannot communicate with the
Device Manager server.

Cause
An error occurred in Device
Manager.
Action
Contact the Support Center.
(code=<message>)

KAIA00225-E

Cannot obtain status
information from Replication
Manager.

Cause
An error occurred in Replication
Manager. (details=<message>)
Action
Confirm that Replication
Manager has started, and
confirm that the RMI registry
setting is true.

KAIA00226-E

Cannot update the volume
information.

Cause
An error occurred in Replication
Manager. (details=<message>)
Action
Confirm that Replication
Manager has started, and
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Message ID

Message text

Description
confirm that the RMI registry
setting is true.

KAIA00227-E

Storage Profile Definition is
invalid.

Cause
An error occurred in Device
Manager.
Action
Check the Storage Profile on
the Administration window as a
user with Admin permission on
Automation Director. Then
select the TI pool type.

KAIA00228-E

Unable to run a Device Manager Cause
volume allocation task.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. Number of available Copy
Groups, Snapshot Groups,
or Consistency Groups is
insufficient.
2. The specified CTG option
is different from the CTG
option of the existing
Copy Group or Snapshot
Group.
Action
1. Check the number
available Copy Groups,
Snapshot Groups, or
Consistency Groups on
the storage system.
2. Check the Copy Pair
Settings in the Edit
Service window by logging
in as a user with Modify
permission on Automation
Director. Confirm the
Device Manager task that
relates to the Automation
Director task ID, and if
necessary, unallocated it.
Then retry the action.
(maintenance
information=<message

KAIA00229-E

Pairs in the copy group
<copygroup name> are
defined, but not yet created.

Cause
The specified number of
generations exceeds the
maximum number of
concurrent copies. (Number of
generations = <number of
generations>, maximum
concurrent copy = <maximum
concurrent copy>)
Action
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Message ID

Message text

Description
-

KAIA00230-E

A Replication Manager task has
failed.

Cause
A Replication Manager task
returned an invalid status. (task
ID = <taskID>, details =
<status code>)
Action
Confirm that the Replication
Manager and Device Manager
versions are supported.

KAIA00231-E

A pair definition has failed.
(copy group name =
<copygroup name>)

Cause
A Replication Manager task
timed out. (Task ID =
<taskID>)
Action
Confirm the status of a task in
Replication Manager, undo pairs
and unallocate unnecessary
volumes as required, and then
try the action again.
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Glossary
A
allocated volume
An LDEV for which one or more host LUN paths are defined.

C
cache
A set of RAM (Random Access Memory) modules used to store data
temporarily.

capacity
The amount of data storage space available on a disk drive or storage
system. Measured in MB, but it can also be measured in other units such
as TB and PB, depending on the total storage space.

CCI
Command Control Interface. Software used to control volume replication
functionality (such as TrueCopy or ShadowImage) by means of commands
issued from a host to a storage system. A command device must be set
up in the storage system to enable the storage system to receive
commands from CCI.
In an open system, Replication Manager uses the CCI configuration
definition files to modify copy pair configurations and to acquire
configuration information. Copy pair modification processing, such as
splitting and resynchronizing copy pairs, is executed on the storage
system via CCI.

CLI
command line interface
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CLPR
Cache Logical Partition

copy pair
A primary and secondary volume pair linked by the volume replication
functionality of a storage system.

CSV
comma-separated value

CU (Control Unit)
Created in an enterprise-class storage system. Also called a CU image.
The LDEVs created in a storage system are connected to a single CU, and
a number is assigned to each CU for identifying its LDEVs. Therefore,
volumes (LDEVs) in a storage system are specified by the CU number
(CU#) and LDEV number.

D
data drive
A physical data storage device that can be either a hard disk drive (HDD)
or a flash (solid-state) drive.

data pool
One or more logical volumes designated to temporarily store original
data. When a snapshot is taken of a primary volume, the data pool is
used if a data block in the primary volume is to be updated. The original
snapshot of the volume is maintained by storing the changeable data
blocks in the data pool.

DB
Database

device
A physical or logical unit with a specific function.

DEVN
Device number that is assigned to each logical address when using an
LDEV on a mainframe host.
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DHCP
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

DKCMAIN
Disk controller main

DKP
Disk processor

DKU
Disk unit

E
EVS
external path

Enterprise Virtual Server

A path from a storage port of a storage system to a volume on a
connected external storage system.

external volume
A logical volume whose data resides on drives that are in an externally
connected storage system.

F
FC
fibre channel

FCoE

Fibre Channel over Ethernet. An encapsulation of Fibre Channel frames
over Ethernet networks. This allows Fibre Channel to use 10-gigabit
Ethernet networks (or higher speeds) while preserving the Fibre Channel
protocol.

G
GUI
graphical user interface
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H
HBA
host bus adapter

HCP (Hitachi Content Platform)
A distributed storage system for fixed content data. Provides several
protocols to present the data in standard directory structure.

HDP
Hitachi Dynamic Provisioning. An approach to managing storage whereby
instead of reserving storage, HDP removes capacity from the available
pool only when data is actually written to the drive.

HDT
Hitachi Dynamic Tiering

Hitachi Dynamic Provisioning (HDP)
Functionality that allocates virtual volumes to a host, and uses the
physical capacity that is necessary according to the data write request.
Hitachi Dynamic Tiering (HDT)
In addition to Hitachi Dynamic Provisioning functionality, this functionality
places data in a tier according to the I/O load. A data area that has a high
I/O load is placed in a high-speed hardware tier, and a data area that has
a low I/O load is placed in a low-speed hardware tier.
host group
A means of segregating hosts by operating system.

HSD
Host storage domain. A group used to strengthen the security of volumes
in storage systems. By associating and grouping hosts and volumes by
storage system port, host storage domains can be used to restrict access
from hosts to volumes.
Device Manager defines the host groups set up with the storage system
LUN security function as host storage domains. Host storage domains for
storage systems that do not have host groups are defined in the same
manner as if they had been set with the LUN security function.

HTML
Hypertext Markup Language
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HTTP
Hypertext Transfer Protocol

HTTPS
Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure

I
I/O
Input/output

internal volume
A logical volume whose data resides on drives that are physically located
within the storage system. See also external volume.

IOPS
I/Os per second

IP
Internet protocol

iSCSI
Internet Small Computer Systems Interface

J
JRE
Java Runtime Environment

JVM
Java Virtual Machine

JWS
Java Web Start

L
LAN
Local area network
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LDAP
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

LDEV (logical device)
A volume created in a storage system. See also LU.

LDKC
Logical disk controller

LU (logical unit)
A volume created in an open storage system. See also LDEV.

LUN (logical unit number)
A management number assigned to an LU in a storage system. A LUN is a
number assigned to identify an LU for the port in the storage system to
which the LU is connected, either by the port or by the host group
assigned to the port. An open system host uses a LUN to access a
particular LU.

LUSE
LU size expansion

M
management client
A computer used to operate a graphical user interface client or a
command-line interface client.

N
NAS
Network attached storage

NIC
Network interface card

O
OS
Operating system
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P
P-VOL (primary volume)
The source volume that is copied to another volume using the volume
replication functionality of a storage system.

pair status
Copy pair status.

path

A path from a storage system volume to a host group.
In this manual, the term "path" may mean a path, external path, or LUN
path without making distinctions among them.

pool-VOL
A logical volume that is reserved for storing Copy-on-Write Snapshot data
or Dynamic Provisioning write data.

properties files
Files that define the operating environment. The operating environment
can be modified by changing the appropriate property files.

R
RACF (Resource Access Control Function)
Functionality for controlling user authentication and resource access on
the mainframe host.

RADIUS
Remote Authentication Dial In User Service

RAID
Redundant array of inexpensive disks

RAID level
The type of RAID implementation. RAID levels include RAID 0, RAID 1,
RAID 2, RAID 3, RAID 4, RAID 5 and RAID 6.

refresh
To update the database using the most recent information.
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resource group
Resources grouped by storage system, parity group, LDEV ID, storage
port, etc.

role
Operation(s) permission that users in a user group have for resources in a
resource group.

S
S-VOL (secondary volume)
The copy destination volume of two volumes that are associated in a copy
pair by a storage system volume replication functionality.

SAN
Storage area network

SAS (Serial Attached SCSI)
A replacement for Fibre Channel drives in high performance applications.
See SCSI.

SATA (Serial Advanced Technology Attachment)
A version of the ATA interface that uses a serial connection architecture.

SCSI (Small Computer System Interface)
Standards that define I/O buses primarily intended for connecting storage
systems and devices to hosts through host bus adapters.

secure sockets layer (SSL)
A commonly-used protocol for managing the security of a message
transmission on the Internet.

SLPR
Storage Local Partition

SMU

System Management Unit

SNMP
Simple Network Management Protocol
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SSD
Solid-state drive

storage pool

Storage pools are collections of system drives, and are the logical
containers of file systems. Storage pools are created in Hitachi NAS
Platform and Hitachi High-performance NAS Platform. Storage pools are
sometimes called spans.

system drive
A system drive is the basic (logical) storage element managed by Hitachi
NAS Platform and Hitachi High-performance NAS Platform. A system drive
is equivalent to a storage system volume. The load on volumes is
distributed among system drive groups created by users.

T
tiered storage
A layered structure of performance levels, or tiers, that matches data
access requirements with the appropriate performance tiers.

U
unallocated volume
An LDEV for which no host paths are assigned.

URL
Uniform Resource Locator

user group
A group of users who use the same resources and have the same
operation(s) permission (see “role”) for the resources. Externally
authenticated groups can be used as user groups.

V
VMA
Volume management area

VOLSER
The label of a volume assigned by the mainframe host.
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volume
A collective name for the logical devices (LDEVs) and logical units (LUs)
that are created in a storage system.

W
Web client
Browser
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